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Abstract
As a result of the sky-rocketing LAN market, the demand for the interconnection of LANs
is likely to follow the same behaviour. Currently, X.25 communication systems still prevail as
the main packet oriented communication service, and, as a consequence, constitute the prime
of-the-shelf technology that can meet the mentioned demand. However, the newly defined Frame
Mode Bearer Services that are incorporated in the ISDN, have the potential to overtake X.25 and
capture its dominating position in the public packet switched network. Compared to X.25 they
offer improved packet switching communications covering wide geographic areas.
EspeciaUy the Frame Relay Bearer Service (frame relay for short and one of the two services
provided by the Frame Mode Bearer Services) has the potentialof becoming widely used for packet
mode communications. It foremost benefit is its streamlined operation making high throughputs
and small delays possible. Frame relay is able to provide these advantages by the utilization of
concurrent call multiplexing over the data link layer and low-profile processing efforts within the
network environment combined with intelligent and connection securing functionality at the edges
of the communication links.
The router design making interworking between TCPfIP operated Ethernet LANs and the
frame relay service possible, employs congestion and connection control, and call characterization
together with resource and address management to support the effective and efficient relaying of
information from one end-user to another. A balanced review of a number of strategies to utilize
such services is presented and one specific scenario is selected. The resulting design is described
in an exact and concise way using an interpretation of a structured analysis and design method
known as the WardfMellor approach.
A structured design approach was choosen to facilitate future enhancements and to contribute to ongoing research at the department concerning the subject. The interpretation of the
WardfMellor approach was regarded necessary because of the scale of the system, for which
several of the constraining rules of this approach seemed not appropriate. The resulting, and
perceived as improved, approach offers more freedom in modelling the system, yet requires full
precision in its specification. lts precision serves not only future implementation efforts, but has
also been intended as a preview to enhanced system development methods comprising automatic
presentation, organization and verification.

Preface
The intention of the underlying graduation work at the department of Digital Information Systems and of which this report is the reflection on paper, was to deepen out the subject of LAN
interconnection by means of the ISDN Frame Re1ay Bearer Service. Therefore, two objectives had
been set out. The first was to design in detail a router connecting Ethernet LANs via frame relay.
The second was to create a structured specification of the router design on which grounds further
research could build.
This report is divided into three parts. The first presents an introduction in the field, by describing general issues and possibilities of LAN interconnection in chapter 1, describing the protocols
that an interconnection system should use in chapters 2 and 3, and by describing the structured
analysis and design approach that has been used to specify the router in chapter 4.
The second part focusses on the actual design and specification, identifying several interconnection scenarios in chapter 5, describing into some detail important functions that should be
covered by the router in chapter 6, dcscribing narratively and skimly the router design in chapter
7, and indicating how the applied specification support tooi System Architect has been employed
in chapter 8.
The last part conc1udes the report. In chapter 9 specific and more general conc1usions are listed
on router design and specification in genera!. Finally, in chapter la possible improvements and
areas for further research are indicated together with a brief sketch of likely future developments.
In the appendices the specifications of the router and the protocols it relies on are presented
in a compact but comprehensive fashion together with a description of their ingress and egress
information flows.
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Part I

Introduction

Chapter 1

LAN interconnection
In this chapter several network technologies and their ability to con neet LANs over wide
distances will be reviewed as an introduction to LAN interconnection using the ISDN Frame
Relaying Bearer Service. By putting the main benefits and drawbacks of these networks
alongside, the reader will gain insight in the possibilities and developments to extend a LAN
to aGIobal Local Area Network (GLAN). This chapt.er will conclude with the presentation
of the key problems that arise when connecting LANs using the Frame Relaying Bearer
Service (FRBS).

1.1

The need for LAN interconnection

Demand
After the purchase of computer office eqllipment by numerous enterprises during the eighties, the
market for interconnecting this equipment by means of LANs has been sky-rocketing during the
past years. This has resulted in agIobal deployment of LANs in the business environment.
Applications running on these networks vary in their orientat.ion from office to production
sllrroundings. One could think of administrative systems, management information systems, or
production monitoring and controlling systems. In order to provide such business automation on
a more geographically spreaded scale, 1l0W the demand is growing for the distributed use of these
applications thus creating the need for the interconnection of LANs through networks that provide
long distanee connectivity.
Supply
Several network technologies are or will be made available that may answer the mentioned demand;
• X.25, the public packet switched network that is widely used now;
• FMBS, the recently defined Frame Mode Bearer Services as eontained in the ISDN and which
will he made available on the short term;
• ATM bascd FMBS, using the Frame Mode Bearer Services in cooperation with Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) technology which is a network option possibly made available during
the last years of thc century.
3
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Although in the rest of the report the ISDN Frame Relay Bearer Service (a subset of the Frame
Mode Bearer Services) will be the basis for a LAN interconnecting system, it is interesting enough
to peek at the possibilities offered by other network technologies. Therefore, in the subsequent
sections the upper listed alternatives will be reviewed brief1y.

1.2

The public packet switched network: X.25

Currently, packet mode communications are dominated by the usc of a set of protocols collectively
known as X.25. These protocols operate on the bottom three layers of the Open Systems lnterconnection (OSI) reference model (a model for standardization as defined by ISO, the International
Standardization Organization). They have been proposed by the CCITT (a standardizing body
incorporated in the United Nations International Telecommunication Union) in the seventies in
order to prevent development of mutually in compatible networks in different countrics. Principally, the protocols have been designed as the access protocols to a further unspecified network,
i.e. they function as a from the outside uniform shield hiding an unknown type of network. The
X.25 suite, as the stack of protocols is named, is depicted in figure 1.1.
The X.25 protocol Iayers
Thc layer 1 protocol of the X.25 suite is in fact specified in recommendations X.21 and X.21bis
(for digital and analog interfaces respectively). As the physical layer protocol, according to thc
OSI reference model (Open Systems Int,erconnection, a reference model for standardization a<; defined by ISO, the International Standardization Organization), it deals with the connection with
the physical medium, and the procedural and functional interface with the network termination
unit (in X.25 speak, the Data Circuit-terminating Equipment, or DCE , as opposed to thc Data
Terminal Equipment, or DTE).
On layer 2 either the LAP or LAPB protocols reside. They operate, as the X.21 protocol, over
the DTE-DCE link. They add functionality such as error contro\ and flow control to ensure a
reliable communication link between user and network.
The layer 3 protocol is often called X.25 PLP (Packet Layer Prot.ocol). lts most important
feature is its widespread use. Functionally spoken, the layer 3 prot.ocol manages connect.ions
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between two X.25 end-users or DTE's. It distinguishes two types of connections: virtua! calls and
permanent virtual circuits. A virtual eall is a connection-oriented link between two end-users set
up on an as needed basis. A permanent virtual circuit is a similar connection, which remaines set
up for a longer time, i.e. it can be compared with a leased line. Information f10wing to the network
may be statistically multiplexed on the X.25 layer 3 links. In other words bandwidth is used only
when information flows along the connection. In fact, all information flows are multiplexed over
the link assuming traffic of different calls is mutually independent and thus making bandwidth
sharing possible. In this way a higher throughput can be accomplished as with circuit-switehed
connections based upon the same bandwidth, where the requested bandwidth for the call is wasted
even if no trafIk is crossing the network.

Efficiency and efFectiveness
The efficient. use of bandwidth by statistical multiplexing is the key issue in the performance of the
X.25 packet mode information transfer. The other side of the coin, however, is the fact that call
mllltip!exing is performed at layer 3. This results in high protocol complexity along the communication link connecting two end systems. Applications requiring stringent delay characteristics
and high throughput are unlikely to get the quality of service they demand delivered by the X.25
based network.
In order to increase throughput and decrease delay some additions to X.25 have been proposed,
of which none, alas, have proven to be very effective. Moreover, on the horizon new possibilities
appear, although same of them still dimly. One alternative are the Frame Mode Bearer Services
(FMBS) discussed in the following section. Yet another is the Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM), as a brand new network architecture, that should start to get its features firmly midway
in thc nineties. In the section following the Frame Mode Bearer Services, ATM wil! be discllssed.

1.3

Frame Mode Bearer Services

The Frame Mode Bearer Services (FMBS) essentially provide the bidirectional transfer of layer 2
frames across and within an ISDN (from one S or T reference point to another) with thc frame
order preserved. The frames are rollted throllgh the network using the layer 2 address label
contained in the frame. The address label has local significance, that is, it. is dcfined for each link
connecting two nodes. In fact, the address label identifies logical channels that are ll1ultiplexcd
together on the underlying ISDN channels (D, B or 1I).

Link multiplexing
The use of the link layer (Iayer 2) to multiplex concurrent data f10ws on a common ISDN channel is
in conformance with the trend to reduce processing within thc nctwork and to transfer intelligent
or service specific functions to the edges of a communication link. Higher fine speeds contribute
ta this trcnd as they do not allow extensivc processing within the network although advances
in chip t.echnology will make thc operation of complex protocols possible by implemcnting thcm
completely in hardware. The increasing reliability of the transmission systems, howcver, reduces
tbe need for complex protocols within networks, which will perfarm a basic set of simple functions
common to all packet mode information flows.

Two services contained in the FMDS
Within the FMBS (defined by Q.922 or LAPF for the user plane, and Q.933 and Q.921 or LAPD
for tbe control plane) two services have been defined. The Frame Relaying Bearer Service (FRBS)
follows the upper mentioned trend as far as possible, as the network nodes perform only a swit.ching
funct.ion discarding erroneous frames without. notification. The FRBS performs in essence a set of

6
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core functions that are esscntial to efficicllt packet forwarding within a packet switching network.
The Frame Switching Bearer Service (FSSS) on the other hand, pcrforms a ful/y equipped link
layer protocol including recovery of erroneous frames and flow contra\. The network nodes providing this service will depending on their implementation produce higher delays, thus decreasing
the amount of traffic they are able to handle. Hence, by using the FRI3S together with areliabie
communication system higher throughput and smaller delays relative to the use of the FSBS are
to be expected.
While FRBS merely performs the essentials within the packet switching ISDN, the user may
add any functionality at the end-stations needed to create the proper communication channel
(this is depicted in figure 1.2). This f1exibility is in accordance with the ISDN principle that, with
a limited number of connection types and multi-purpose user-network interface arrangements, a
\Vide range of services may be provided. Moreover, this ftexibility reduces the redundancy in
functionality along the commullication line.

The potentialof thc FRBS
The potentialof small delays combined with a large throughput (2 Mb/s using primary rate access) makes thc FRBS an attractive option to interconnect LANs. Although ISDN is expected to
be available on a widespread scale within the following two years, the FRBS might not be implemented in all ISDN switches, implying that an ISDN user requesting a frame relaying connection
must establish a circuit switched link to an ISDN switch supporting the FRBS, where the circuit
switched frames are inserted in the frame relaying network. This approach, however, requires thc
establishment of two connections, first the circuit swit.ched connection to the ISDN switch with thc
FRBS, then the establishment of the required frame relay connection. Consequently, the approach
will diminish t.hc advant.ages of the FRBS.
Looking over the communicat.ions plane and watching the appearance of ATM, Frame Mode
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Bearer Serices are Iikely to play an important role in the introduction phase of ATM, as thcir
concepts are very similar to those of ATM. Therefare, before continuing with the rest of the report
inspeeting the details of LAN interconneetion using FRBS, a brief description of ATM will follow.

1.4

Frame Mode Bearer Services based upon ATM

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode has been devised mainly to accomodate high speed data transfer
with very law delay and optimal flexibility and integration across wide geographic areas. It is
intended as a new basis far a Broadband ISDN, over which a wide variety of traffic types may flow
concurrently to a subscriber.

Characterization
ATM is a packet oriented transfer mode based on fixed length frames, called cells. Each cell
consists of an informatian field and a header that is mainly used to determine which route the
particular cell will follow. ATM is connection oriented and guarantees delivery of cells in sequence.
The header values are assigned far each section of the connection far the duration of a. call. Signalling and user information are carried over different connections.
A connection can be hierarchical in the sense th80t there may exist twa logical connection
paths. The lower connectian paths are called virtual paths, whereas the upper connection paths
are called virtual circuits. As a consequence hierarchical switching is possible, making very high
speed switehing on the lower connection level possibJe. User information is carried transparently
over the network, where no error processing is carried out. This is in line with the intention
that the network provides only minimal funetionality: switching, multiplexing, demultiplexing,
cell verification and generic flow control.

The ATM protocol layers
When laoking at thc ATM protocol stack (cf. figure 1.3), three layers can be identified: the physical
layer, the ATM layer and the ATM adaption layer. The physicalJayer is divided into the physical
medium sublayer and the transmission convergence sublayer. The first provides the interface wit.h
the specific transmission medium, while the second provides mainly proper cell construction and
recovery and cell integrity checking (cell verification). The ATM layer is atomie and provides cell
multiplexing and demultiplexing, eell routeing (on virtual path and virtual circuit level), header
generation and extraction, and generic flow contra!. The ATM adaption layer is divided into the
segmentation and reassembly sublayer and the convergence sublayer. As its name al ready revcals,
the segmentation and reassembly sublayer provides thc segmentation of higher Jayer data units
into a series of cells, and the reverse, the reassembly of a series of cells into the corresponding
higher layer data unit. The convergence sublayer is service dependent and performs funetions to
make interfacing between higher level protocols and ATM possible.

Evolution to ATM through integration with FRDS
A possible strategy to connect FRBS with ATM is depicted in figure IA. Here the assllmption
is made that there exists an ATM network to which direct access is possible, i.e. using the ATM
protocols. Naturally, th is is only one idea, merely to iJlustrate the feasibility of integration scenarlos.
When using the Frame Mode Bearer Services over an ATM transport structure, as a major
adv8ontage, higher throughpllt and lower delay can be obt.ained, since the rOllteing of FRBS frames
may be done by an ATM backbonc network fo which t.he FRBS switches are connected. Another
advantage of the operation of FRBS iu con neet ion with ATM is the fact thaI, the set of protocols
providillg both type of services are very mueh akin. As aresuIt, cvollltion from a FRBS network

8
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towards an ATM based network is feasible and attractive to both user and network operators. As
can he foreseen at present time, the ATM transport structure (or its precise definition) should not
be expected until the end of the century, making possible FRBS and ATM integrating scenarios
for now merely theory.
Of much practical concern, though, are the problems arising when connecting LANs over an
ISDN. These will be reviewed briefiy in the following seetion, after whieh a general outline of the
rest of this part will be given.

1.5

Key problems interconnecting LANs with frame relaying

Cannection ol'iented vel'SUS connectiolliess protocols
There are three key problems when designing a strategy to interconnect LANs with the FRBS.
The first originates from the incompatiblity between systems using eonnectionless techniques and
systems using connection oriented techniques. Whereas the first class may transmit data at any
time, systems of the seeol1d class are required to establish a connection between source and destination prior ta the transfer of user data. All commonly used LANs (Ethernet, Token Ring and
Token Bus) operate connectionless protocols up to and including layer 3. In contrast, the ISDN
lIses conneetion oriented protocols.
The result of the mentioned difference is an interconnection system that must somehow figure
out when to establish and release ISDN caBs. Frames from different users and directed to different
destinations arrive at random intervals at the interconnection system, that is assigned to establislt
and release FRBS caBs to the required destinations over the ISDN. In order to make efficient
communication possible, the intereonnection strategy should contain a scheme that builds up and
tears down a FRBS cal1 fol1owing as closely as possible the trafIk behaviour of the arriving lJser
information flows.

l)'affic characterization
The second problem originates from the heterogenity of the statistical behaviour of the llscr information f1ows. When establishing a caB, parameters eharact.erizing the statistical behaviour of
the offered traffie have to be provided. Therefore, the interconnection system should be ablc lo
teil from the arriving traffic directed to a certain destination, what vaJues characterize thc traffie
most appropriately. Traffic that exceeds the limits posed by the characterization is likely to be
mutilated, while on the other hand, tramc that is far belaw the posed Iimits is wa<;t.ing bandwidth and resources. The interconnection strategy mllst t.herefore contain a seheme thaI. is able
to characterize traffic originating from the LAN as accurately as possible.

Pl'otocols using inband signalling versus pratocals llsing out-of-band signalling
The third problem is related to a speeific property of the ISDN, stating that all user data and
signalling data should be transmitted over logieally separated ehannels, using logically separated
procedures. This concept is rcferred t.o as out-of-band signalling, as signalling frames are trallSmitted over a channel different from the ehannel IIser frames are crossing, in contrast with inballd
signalling where bath type of frames flow through tlJe same chanlleJ. As al} LANs usc inband
signalling, the interconnection unit mllst provide proper signalling information within the ISDN
control plane, the logical sphere in which signaJling information is transferred.
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1.6

Further introduction in LAN interconnection

111 the fol1owing chapters of this part, the protocols that play an important role in the construction
of an interconnection system will be described globally, and, finally, a structured specification method for hardware, software and hybrid systems will be described. With this specification method
the interconnection system to be defined in part two wiIl he specified.

1.7

Recommended reading

The following is intended to provide a list of literature by which the reader may introduce himself
further into the subject. An excellent gathering of information on data communication protocols
forms [Tanenbaum 88]. It explains for instance much about X.25 and the general concepts of
ISDN. Recent developments ofISDN in Europe are reviewed in [Wemer 92]. An investigation into
the possibilities to interconnect LANs using X.25 can be found in [Barrett 91]. For an introduction
in the FMBS, [Lai 89], [Cherukuri 89] and [Rahnema 91) provide all a brief description together
with technical details. Finally, a wealth of information about ATM can be found in [Coudreuse 91 J,
[Sykas 91] and particularly [DePrycker 91].

Chapter 2

An Ethernet LAN with a
TCP lIP suite
In this chapter the term LAN wil! be specified in the context of the final project of which this
report is the reflection on paper. The protocol stack consisting of the MAC layer according
to the Ethernet standard, the LLC layer of LANs in general and the lP protocol will be
described (see figure 2.1). Since literature is extensive and the protocols are very standard,
the description will be brief. Together with the references, the description wiJl give the
reader a distinct definition when referring to a LAN in the sequal of this report.

2.1

Internet Protocol

The Internet Protocol is in fact not a part of the ISO recommendation series on Local Area Networks, as these recommendations define the LAN protocol stack up to and including Jayer 2. The
lP protocol has become, however, the de facto standard in the many UNIX systems located at
universities and research institutions. The choice for lP as the layer 3 protocol is therefore only
practical, whereas for instance the choice for the connectionless protocol ISO 8473 would have
been OSI minded.
The Internet Protocol is intended for inter-network communication, i.e. to conncct several
subnetworks together. It is not intended to provide areliabIe communication channel. For this
function the protocol above lP on layer 4, the Transmission Control Protocol, has been created.

2.1.1

Major services provided to the upper Iayer protocol

The Internet Protocol is a connectionless protocol and it provides unacknowledged transfer of
information by exchanging frames with its peers. Within this service charaeterization, distinct
services as frame checking (valid length, proper lP version, valid checksllm, legallifetime), frame
routing, and frame fragmentation and reassembly are operated.
The Internet Protocol has two routing strategies (Ioose and strict routing) between which the
user may choose. Additionally, route recording and time stamp features are available. The frame
fragmentation service is triggered depending on the maximal frame size the subnetwork imposes
on its users. In appendix A the lP frame is deseribed together with the service primitives lP
11
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employs to communicate with its service users and service providers. A thorough description of
the offered services can be found in [Postel 81/1].

2.1.2

lP addressing

lP addresses consist of two subaddresses, the network address and the host address. The lengths of
these subaddresses vary depending to which class the lP address belongs. There are four address
classes. Class A addresses start with a zero bit that is followed by a 7 bit wide network address
and a 24 bit wide host address. Class B addresses start with the bit sequence '10' that is followed
by a 14 bit wide network address and a 16 bit wide host address. Class C starts with bit sequence
'110' that is fol1owed by a 21 bit wide network address and an 8 bit wide host address. Class D,
final1y, starts with the bit sequence '1110' that is followed by a 28 bit wide multicast address, as
class D is intended for multicasting. Figure 2.2 depiets a schematic representation of these classes.
lP addresses generally are represented by the decimal values of the four odets. For instanee the
address belonging the site on the faculty where the graduation work has been done, belongs to c1ac;s
Band looks like 1000011110011011 00000100 00001111, which is presented as 131.155.4.15. Braadcast addresses can be used by filling the corresponding oetets with Is. The address 131.155.255.255
addresses all hasts on the netwark addressed by 131.155.

2.1.3

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

The Internet Control Message Protocol provides the lP protocol with a subset of functions enabling exchanging of error reports and control messages. lCMP uses the basic support of lP as if
it-ICMP-were a higher layer protocol, however, ICMP is actually an întegral part of lP, and
must be implemented by every lP module.
lt is important to notice that ICMP is not intended to make lP more reliable. The purpose of
ICMP is to provide feedback about problems in the communîcations environment, thereby trying
to improve the efficiency of lP. Messages generated by ICMP are sent only to report about user
traflic of lP, thus avoiding infinite regress of ICMP messages about ICMP messages, etcetera.
Several lCMP messages exist, such as Destination Unreachable (sent whenever a frame has
an unknown destination), Source Quench (sent whenever the sonrce is f100ding the receiver) or
lnformation Request and Reply (sent whenever more information on an address is required). The
comprehensive set of ICMP messages is described in [Pastel 81/2).
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2.2

Logical Link Control protocol

Within tbe ISO 88Ü2.X series the recommendation specifying the Logical Link Control (LLC)
protocol (ISO 8802.2) plays a central role, as it is common to all three LAN kinds dcfined in the
series. Moreover, it is the interface between the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol and the
upper network layer protocol, which is within this context thc lP protocol. Although the LLC and
the MAC protocol constitute together the link layer, they have been separated into two sublayers,
as the MAC protocol is medium dependent in contrast with the LLC protocol.

Three variants within LLC
The LLC sublayer provides both a connectionless and a connection orientcd service to the network
layer. The conneetionless service can operate in an acknowledging or unacknowledging information
transfer mode, respectively denoted as LLC-3 and LLC-l (thc connection oriented service is known
as LLC-2). Since all LANs should provide at least thc LLC-l service, is thc LLC-l variant
prevalently used in all LANs in operation (after negotation two LLC entities may switch to another
type of LLC service). In the following when referring to the LLC protocol, LLC-I is meant, leaving
the other variallts for what they are. In appendix B a detailed descriptioll of the LLC frame and
messages is given. The two fol!owing subsections provide an overvicw.

2.2.1

Service provided to the network layer

The service as defined in the IEEE 802.2 Recommendation
There are two primitives used to communicate with layer 3; DLUNITDATA.request and DLUNITDATA.indication. They convey besides the data to he transferred, a source and a destination
address, and a priority indicator. The service provided using these primitives is quite simpIe:
a data unit together with the addresses and the priority indicator received by an LLC entity is
transformed into a frame contll.ining besides the user and address information, control information
with which an LLC entity can identify the purpose of the frame. After the construction of the
frame, it is forwarded to the MAC sublayer lIsing the appropriate primitives.

14
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EtherType (decimal value)

512
513
1536
2048
2049
2053

2054

32821

Description
XEROX PUP
PUP Address Translation
XEROX NS IDP
DOD Internet Protocol (IP)
X.75 internet
X.25 level 3
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
Reverse ARP

Table 2.1: EtherType assignments (not exhaustive)

There are tbree types of packets: the first is called the UI (U nnumbered Information) command
that is used to convey user data unacknowledged to a peer LLC entity, the second is called the
TEST command or response and is exchanged between two LLC entities to test the transmission
line between them. The third is named the XID (exchange identity) command or response and
can be used to negotiate the type of LLC service that both entities are going to provide.

The service extended with the Subnetwork Access Protocol (SNAP)
Since IEEE 802.3 and Ethernet standards have standardized scperately (the first an official
standard, tbe second a de facto standard), the need arose to connect lP with the IEEE 802.3
standard and the Ethernet standard. To overcome the incompatibilities a Subnetwork Access
Protocol residing in the top of the LLC sublayer has been defined.
In addition to the header of the LLC protocol, five additional octets have been added as the
SNAP header (cf. figure 2.3). The Protocol ID or organization code is Ilsually coded as zero. The
EtherType indicates the exact protocol that is running on the LAN (usually layer 3 protocols).
In table 2.1 several EtherType codings are listed together with the designated protocols.
Whenever the SNAP protocol is used, the LLC address fields (SSAP and DSAP) should both
be coded with the decimal value 170 (cf. table 2.2).

2.2.2

LLC addressing

The address parameters within the LLC service are used to identify thc logical source and dcstination of the respective frame, i.e. they identify the protocol that is used at the network layer.
Exceptions are the addresses identifying the sublayer management entity, the broadcast addrcss
and the null address. The latter is used to identify the LLC entity without indicating an upper
layer protocol. The codings of the LLC addresses can be found in table 2.2.
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binary value
00000000
00000010
00000011
00000100
00000110
00001110
0100 1110
1000 UlO
1010 1010
1111 UlO
11l11ll1
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I protocol description
Null address
Individual LLC sublayer management
Group LLC sublayer management
SNA Path Control
DOD Internet Protocol
Proway-LAN
EIA-RS511
Proway-LAN
Subnetwork Access Protocol (SNAP)
ISO DIS 8473
Global DSAP
Table 2.2: LSAPs

2.3

Medium Access Control protocol

The Medium Access Control protocol as its name reveals, regulates the aecess of the data generating entities to the particular medium that is in use. In the ISO 8802.X series three MAC protocols
designed for LAN use have been specified. The 8802.3 standard defines the so-called MAC protocol
for Ethernet LANs, of which the medium is implented as a physical and logical bus to which the
stations may conneet. The access is regulated by a scheme called Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Deteetion, which allows each station to capture the medium only when it doesn't
detect another station already using the medium. In case of acollision, each station that has tried
to capture the medium will wait for a random time of which the upper bound is inereased after
each unsuccesfull retry.
The 8802.4 and 8802.5 recommendations specify a physieal and logical ring and bus respectively, on which a so-called token is used to regulate the access to the ring or bus. The token
implemented as a control frame can be captured by a station from the ring or bus, after which all
other stations are disabled to use the medium.
In the context of the research conducted, the 8802.3 or Ethernct ha'! been chosen to form the
MAC protocol. As with the choice for the layer 3 three protocol (the lP protocol), this choice
was lead by pragmatic reasons. The Ethernet standard is commonly used on LANs of many
organizations including those on the department of digital systems where the research has been
conducted. In appendix C a detailed deseription of the MAC frame is given. The two fol1owing
su bsections provide an overview .

2.3.1

Service provided to the LLC sublayer

Two primitivcs are used to eommunicate with the LLC sublayer: the MA_DATA.request and
MA_DATA.indication. Parameters transmitted with these primitives are the MAC sou ree and
destination addresses, the data to received or to be transmitted, and the priority class parameter.
The priority c1ass parameter is in fact optional and makes differentation between transfer priority
possible.
The parameters are the basis for thc contruction of a MAC frame, of which the format is
illustrated in figure 2.4. It must be pointed out that in contrast with the IEEE 802.3 Reeommendation (which is aligned with the ISO 8802.3 Reeommendation), there exists an Ethernet subtype
standard, that designates the two octets indicating the data. length to identify the type of protocol
that is running on the network. The report will in the sequel follow the IEEE 802.3 Recommen-
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Figure 2.4: MAG frame structure
dation, referring to this standard as Ethernet, since the difference from the operational point of
view is small and Ethernet is weil known term for these type of LANs.
The service essentially consists of the transparent transmission of an LLC data unit bit by bit
over the transmission medium to a peer MAG entity. Gonversely, the MAC sublayer monitors thc
medium constantly by receiving all transmitted frames and forwarding them to the LLG protocol,
when they bear its address. No communication between MAC entities is needed and therefore no
MAG sublayer messages exist.

2.3.2

MAC addressing

The MAG addresses consist of either 16 bits or 48 bits. Which size a particular Ethernet uses
depends on the implementation, and is the user's choice. In figure 2.5 the format of the address
field is depicted for 48 bit addresses and 16 bit addresses respectively. For both address field
formats the first bit indicates whether the address is an individual address or a group address.
Group addresses may be used to address a number of MAC entities. In the 16 bit address field,
the remaining bits constitute the actual address, which is by definition a Jocal address (in contrast
to a universal address). In the 48 bit address field the second bit is used to indicate whether
the address is assigned locally or universally. Universal addresses are administered by a central
ISO organization. Local addresses are administered by the local network, and have consequentJy
only Iocal significance. The all 1's address field (the address field containing on all positions 1'5)
functions as a broadcast address. All connected MAG entities on the network will receive the
frame containing sueh an address field.

2.4

Recommended reading

The following references are intended for those readers who wish to take a more in dep th look at
the kitchen of the Tep, lP, LLG or MAG standards. TGP lIP and related protocols are excellently
described in [B1ack 92]. Their official specifications [Postel 81/1] and [pastel 81/2] can accessed
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through electronic databases. The Ethernet protocols, LLC and MAC, are specified in [ISO 84]
and [ISO 90]. More on SNAP can be found in [Postel 88].

Chapter 3

The Frame Relay Bearer Service
In this chapter the ISDN Frame Relay Bearer Services will be described in more detail.
The description wiJl be based on three major protocols specified in recommendations Q.933,
Q.921 and Q.922. They are named Q.933, LAPD (Link Access Protocol for the D-channel)
and LAPF (Link Access Proptocol for the Frame mode bearer services) in the sequel of
the report. The Q.933 and LAPD protocols are located within the ISDN control plane and
provide call setup and release of the Frame Relay Bearer connection. The LAPF protocol
provides its service users with a communication channel across a Frame Relaying or Frame
Switching ISDN. Starting on layer 2 of the control plane, LAPD wiJl be described flrst,
after which Q.933 and LAPF (split into sections describing the control and care sublayers
respeetively) are described.

3.1

Frame Relaying

As the name of th is chapter reveals, the Frame Relay Bearer Service wiJl be described in more
detail in comparison with chapter 1. There, it was pointed out that the Frame Relay Bearer
Service (FRBS) provides the transfer of in format ion through the ISDN with only minimal functionality (additionally, the end-user may transform the FRBS channel into a more reliable channel
by adding user defined functionality).
Henceforth, the report will use the term 'frame relay' prcdominantly to indicate the use of
the FRBS in cooperation with any user added functionality at the end-stations. In terms of the
protocols specified for the FRBS, frame relay refers to an ISDN using the LArF Core sublayer,
while the end-users ernploy over the end-to-end connection the whole LAPF protocol, or, if deflned,
any other protocol suitable to operate over the LAPF Core protocol.

3.2

LAPD description

The LAPD protocol is the layer 2 protocol wit.hin the control plane and creates reliable links from
the user terminal equipment to the network termination unit.
18
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Characterization

Pipelines across the user-network interface
The Link Access Protocol for the D-channel can be depicted as a number of pipes connecting
logical terminals on the customers premises (the user-side of the user-network interface) with
the network termination (the network-side of the user-network interface). There are two types
of pipes; one through which information flows without being controlled (i.e., unacknowledged),
and one through which information flows controlled by means of a sliding window protocol (i.e.,
acknowledged) .

Logical and physical terminals
Logical terminals can be distinguished by the type of information that flows through them. CCITT
has so far defined four types of logical terminals identified by their SAPI (Service Access Point
Identifier) value. The first type of terminal (SAPlO) is used for call control procedures (that
originate for example from a protocol as defined in recommendation Q.931). The second type of
terminal (SAPIl) is used for packet mode communication using Q.931 call control procedures. The
third type of terminal (SAPI 16) is used for packet communication conforming to X.25 Level 3 procedures. Finally, the fourth type of terminal (SAPI 63) is used for layer 2 management procedures.
Logical terminals are contained in physical terminals, which consist of for example phone, fax,
computer, video equipment, or even a combination such devices. In a physical terminal any mix
of logical terminals may exist, provided there is at least one logical terminal of type 1 (SAPlO)
and one logical terminal of type 4 (SAPI 63).
In addition to the type of logical terminals identified earl ier , each type of logical terminal is
accompanied with a subtype, called the broadcast logical terminal. This logical terminal is connected with the network termination unit and in fact with all other logical terminals by one pipc,
the broadcast pipe, bearing unacknowledged information. For each type of logica] terminal that
exists in a physical terminal, by definition a broadcast subtype exists as weil.
To illustrate this characterization, in figure 3.1 an example is depicted. The abbreviations CEl
and TEl used in this figure denote pipe and logical terminal identifiers. They are explained in the
following discussion.

Assignment of logical terminals
Whereas physical terminals are assigned by fabrication, the assignment of logical terminals within
physical terminals must be carried out by the LAPD protocol. The protocol has assigned the laycr
two management entity with this task. The layer two management entity can provide for two types of logical terminal assignment, an automat.ic type and a non-automatic type of assignment.
Assignment of a logical terminal in general is done by assigning a Terminal Endpoint ldentifier
(TEl) to a LAPD entity that by definition owns a Connection Endpoint Indentifer (CEl). In the
LAPD protocol terminology, this is 'called the associat.ion of a TEl with a CEL The TEl identifiers
can be interpreted as pipe addresses with significancc on both sides of the user-network interface.
They in fact relate the logical terminals of the user premises with those of the nctwork termination
unit.
The non-automatic assignment procedure involves TEl values smaller than 64. A non-automatic
assignment is based on the existence of fixcd TEl value(s) within the particular physical terminal.
Thc Jayer two management entity has access to these fixed TEl values and may assign thcm as
needed.
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Figure 3.1: User-network interface structure example

The automatic assignment procedure involves TEl values bigger than 63. An automatic a')signment is carried out by the layer two management entity while communicating with its peer
entity in the network termination unit. Within the terminology of the LAPD protocol this peer
entity at the network side is called the Assignment Service Point (ASP). By sending a request to
the ASP an automatic TEl value may be obtained and assigned as needed. For the communication between the Joeal (user side) management entity and the network side management entity
a number of messages have been defined, that are exehanged using the unacknowledged transfer
service of the LAPD protocol (through SAPI 63).
In addition to the above discussion, it must be pointed out that the typing of the logical
terminals is principal1y fixed, i.e. an entity or an undetermined lIumber of entities is or are typed
by fabrication. Still, the number of logical terminals of a certain type may be regulated on-the-fly
by layer two management using the above mentioned assignment procedures. It in fact is the
responsibility of the layer two management entity to control the set of logical terminals, and to
keep track of their type and number.

3.2.2

The two types of information transfer

The unacknowledged information transfer mode
Within the terminology of the LAPD protocol, the uncontrolled flow of information is defined as
the unacknowledged information transfer mode of operation of the LAPD protocol. Information
units originating from layer 3, or, in figurative speech, the logical terminal, are transmitted in the
information field of the unacknowledged transfer mode frame type (in LAPD protocol terminology,
the Unacknowledged Information or UI frame). Arriving frames of the unacknowledged transfer
mode type are processed and their informat.ion field is conveyed to layer 3, or, in figurative speech,
the logical terminal.
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The multiple frame information transfer mode
The controlled flow of information is defined in CCITT speak, as the multiple frame information
transfer mode of operation of the LAPD protocol. lts operation is somewhat more complex than
its unacknowledging colleague. This part of the protocol is in fact state driven, i.e. a particular
message is treated differently depending on the state of the protocol. There are two states important in the transfer of information. The first occurs when the protocol is operating normally.
Information lined up in the transmit queue (i.e., information that has arrived from layer 3, or, in
figurative speech, from the logical terminal) is transmitted, provided no more than a fixed value k
information frames haven't been acknowledged yet by the peer protocol entity. By transmitting an
information frame not only the layer 3 information is conveyed, also information frames that have
been received from the layer 2 peer entity are acknowledged (parameters in the frame structure
provide this function). In case no information frames are transmitted to the peer entity, designated
frames, called supervisory frames, are used to acknowledge incoming information frames.
The second important state in the transfer of information becomes active whenever the retransmission timer or the idle timer generates a time-out signal. The retransmission timer is
started upon the transmission of an information frame and is stopped when the frame has been
acknowledged. The idle timer is activated when no traffic is lined up, and is deactivated whenevcr
a frame is to be transmitted. The time-out signals of either of the mentioned timers may indieate
that something has interupted the acknowledgment process, i.e. the sliding window process has
halted. Within this state by sending either information frames or enquiry frames the status of
both layer 2 entities is exchanged, thereby reeovering to the norm al sliding window process.

3.2.3

Open options within the protocol

Within the CCITI specification of the LAPD protocol a number of options have been left open
to tailor the LAPD protocol to a certain application. In the following these options are discussed
indicating the choices made for LAPD protocol as adopted within this report.
Automatic and/or non-automatic logica! terminals
In the specification of the LAPD protocol as adopted, the choice has been made to provide one
SAPI 0 entity (together with the corresponding broadcast entity), and one SAPI 63 entity (again,
together with the eorresponding broadcast entity). For the application of an interconnection
system over a basic access ISDN channel, this configuration should suffice.
Parameter initialization or parameter negotiation
For the performance of the sliding window protocol several parameters are of importance. They
are listed below together with their assigned default va)ues as recommended by CCITT.
Retransmission timer (T200): The default value for the retransmission timer will be 1.5 seconds.
Maximum number of retranmsissions (N200): The maximum number of retransmissiolls of
a frame has the default value 3.
Maximum number of oetets in lUl Information field (N201): The default maximum number of oetets in an information field is 260 octets.
Maximum number of outstanding I frames (k): The maximum number of outstanding (i.e.,
unacknowledged) J frames, identified by k, is be 7.
Idle timer (T203): The default value for the idle timer, i.e. the maximum time allowed without
frames being exchanged, will be 30 seconds.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Q.933 protocol

The parameters T200, N201 and k may be negotiated between two peer entities. However, in
the specification of the adopted LAPD no provisions have been made to negotiate these parameters.
Apart from practical reasons, it should be noted that the signalling link between the customer
premises and thc network termination unit is not very vulnerable to congestion, disturbances or
any other external influences. Stated differently, the default values provide a satisfactory operation
of the sliding window protocol over the user-network interface.

Treatment of the time out signalof T200
Within thc LAPD protocol it is left as an implementation option whether upon time-out of timer
T200 an enquiry is sent to the peer entity, or whether upon time-out of timer T200 it is assumed
that the information frame has not arrived correctly, and consequently a retransmission is invoked.
The latter option has been choosen. First because of its simplicity, second, because the cause for
the time out may has other origins. The enquiry message has been designated to synchronize both
peer entities in case of abberations and it seems logical to use it on this occasion as weIl.

3.3

Q.933 description

The Q.933 protocol, which is in fact an extension of the general signalJing protocol Q.931, is
operated within layer 3 of the control plane. lts main task is to control and manage different
types of connection across the ISDN, i.e. from end-user to end-user. A schematic overview of the
protocol is given in figure 3.2.

3.3.1

Charaeterization

eaU control

Thc Q.933 protocol performs primarily one important function: it controls several calls that may
exist over the user-network interface. The protocol can be characterized by connection-oriented
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communication operated end-terend over the ISDN by a number of protocol entities performing
connection control and using services provided by the LAPD protocol.
Protocol entities and caUs
Each protocol entity operates the protocol related to one specific caB, i.e. there exists a bijeetive
mapping between eaUs and the active protocol entities. Although the eaU is operated end-terend,
the protocol entity of the caU at the originating user premises may communieate with a peer entity
within the network that relays the end-terend information transparently to the protocol entity of
the eaU destination user side.
Addressing
Eaeh layer 3 protocol entity has its own address referred to as the eaU reference. The eaU reference
has local significance, i.e. it is an address used between two peer entities, not neeessarily two endto-end peer entities. The global addressing needed to indicate the destination layer 3 entity is
provided by the layer 3 service user and is used by the network to route the layer 3 messages
through the ISDN. Examples of global addresses are international ISDN addresses or global X.25
addresses.
Link control and multiplexing
The several active protocol entities all transmit and receive their messages using services of Jayer
2. Depending on the configuration that exists on this layer, one or more pipes connected to laycr
3 by an equal number ofsignalling type (SAPlO) logical terminals (cf. section 3.2.1) are used to
convey the encapsulated layer 3 messages. PrincipaUy, only pipes designated to transport acknowledged information are used. Exceptions are messages that have multi-point destination addresscs
(e.g., broadcasted messages); they may be conveyed by the unacknowledged information transfer
service as weil.
In order to transfer information through these pipes (or links), a link control function initiates
and dears these pipes by exchanging the appropriate service primitives with layer 2. These
primitives are specified in appendix F where the LAPD protocol residing in layer 2 is described
extensively. A multiplexing function within layer 3 provides for the distribution of the messages
to be transmitted over the existing and operational pipes (or links). Ir necessary, a segmentation
and reassembly function may be applied in case the layer 3 messages exceed the maximum length
of the data units that are allowed to flow over the pipes.
Upper layer protocol
Within the recommendation of the Q.933 protocol (or its colleague Q.931 for the other bearer
services) no definition has been given of communication with an upper layer protocol. Any initiation of eall establishment or release procedures, however, must originate from the upper Jayer.
In the context of this report, these initiations originate from the system management, as later
will become apparent. A set of primitives through which system management may access the services of the Q.933 protocol has therefore been created. Consequently, within system management
all the necessary information to initiate a call with the relevant parameters has to be present. Later in the report it is explained which funetions of system management initiate call establishment
and release, when th is oecurs and what information is needed to provide for these funetions.

3.3.2

Connection control

Connection control is realized by exchanging the appropriate sequences of layer 3 messages. Two
basic sequences exist: one establishing a call, one releasing a call. In order to maintain an overview ,
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Figure 3.3: Typical call establishment message sequence

the many varians that exist in addition to this basic duo, are left out in this discussion. The reader
who wishes to understand the ins and outs of connection control is advised to consult appendix
E.
Connection establishment
The establishment sequence (depicted in figure 3.3) starts with a SETUP message transferring all
necessary information to characterize the call sufficiently. The peer entity (usually located in the
network) responds with a CALL PROCEEDING message to indicate that the SETUP message
is being processed and forwarded to the destination side. When the SETUP message arrives at
the destination side, the destination entity wiJl decide whether it is able and willing to accept
the call request. While processing the message and performing the required analysis, it issues
a CALL PROCEEDING message to indicate processing activies. Assuming call acceptance, the
destination entity then issues a CONNECT message in which it indicates possibly alternative
parameters characterizing the call. The CONNECT message is forwarded by the network entity
back to the originating user entity. Having received the CONNECT message, the originating entity
decides to continue or not, and assuming it does continue, the data transfer phase over the seized
user plane bearer channel may start.
Connection release
The release sequence (depieted in figure 3.4) is either initiated by the destination entity or the
origination entity. ft starts with a DISCONNECT message that, when arriving at the network
entity, will be forwarded to the destination entity, and that will trigger the network entity to issue
a RELEASE message back to the origin. There, a RELEASE COMPLETE message is issued that
is transferred back to the network entity, after which both sides will assume the call has been
released properly. The DISCONNECT message that has been forwarded to the destination entity,
will invoke the same RELEASE-RELEASE COMPLETE sequence as it did at the origination
side. Concluding, in the end both entities wiJl reside in the inactive (nuII) state.

3.3.3

Options within the protocol

Deployment of the Frame Mode Dearer Services
In an ISDN providing the Frame Mode Bearer Services, th ere are two possible deployment seenarios. The first assumes deployment of thc services throughout the ISDN, in whieh case any
subscribcr (end-user) may access directly a Frame Mode Bearer Service. Thc seeond scenario
assumes the deployment of the services only within the ISDN, in which case a subscriber may not
access the services directly, but is required ta establish a regular circuit-switched caIJ ta a network
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Figure 3.4: Typical call release message sequence
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Figure 3.5: Frame Mode Bearer Services deployment scenarios

node that does provide the Frame Mode Bearer Services (such a node would be called a Frame
Handier). Traffie f10ws in this scenario first over a eircuit-switched link sequence to the Frame
Handier before being forwarded through the frame relay network. In the context of this report,
the first scenario is assumed. Both seenarios are depicted in figure 3.5.
CaU reference select ion

A eall reference is, as al ready explained, alocal Q.933 prot.ocol entity address. Call references are
in fact selected by the entity from which the particular cal! originated. FOT pragmatie reasons, a
protocol entity within the interworking unit chooses as its cal! referenee always the entity number
that has been assigned to it. In this way no conflict between call referenees within the interworking
unit can oceur and processing within layer 3 is reduced.
Global network addressing

As mentioned earlier, a layer 3 protocol entity obtains the global destination address from its
service users. A layer 3 protocol entity accepts several types of global addresses: ISDN numbering
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plan (E.164), data numbering plan (X.121), Telex numbering plan (F.69), national numbering
plan, or private numbering plan addresses. Within the context of this report, it seems most
logical to use the ISDN -numbering plan. Specific!y, the international type of ISDN addresses is
used.

3.4

LAPF Core description

The core aspects of LAPF are operated within layer 2 on the user plane. They provide communications links across the ISDN using minimal protocol complexity. When the ISDN operates the
LAPF Core protocol on all nodes along the connection, it is regarded as a frame relaying ISDN.

3.4.1

Charaeterization

SimpIe pipelines across the ISDN frame relay network
The core aspects of the LAPF protocol can he depicted as a set of pipes connecting two endusers across the ISDN frame relay network. The pipes faci!itate simple information transfer in an
unacknowledged fashion, thereby reducing processing within the network and consequently making
high throughput and low delays possible. The pipes may be shaped according to the needs of the
end-users by using the appropriate Q.933 procedures described extensively in appendix E. One
could think of shaping throughput and delay.
Service access
An upper sublayer protocol (e.g., the LAPF Control protocol described in the following section)
may access the pipes through logical terminals in a similar way as described for the LAPD protocol
(cf. section 3.2.1). Each pipe ends in a logical terminal, of which there exists only one type in
the LAPF protocol. The pipes are addressed locally using the Data Link Connection Identifier
(DLCl), whilst the terminals are addressed locally using the Core Connection Endpoint Identifier
(Core CEl). The layer two management entity administers the connection of pipe1ines with logical
terminals, or in CCITI speak, the association of a DLCI with a Core CEL

3.4.2

Core funetions

Information transfer
Basicly, the Core protocol accepts data sent from the upper sublayer and encapsulates th is data
in a frame containing besides the data, an address camprising the DLCI, a frame check sequence
and delimiting Oags. It provides for proper bit encoding so that the frames may be sent over the
physical medium to the netwark termination unit.
The DLCI identifies, as already indicated, the pipes (or links) in the tJser-nctwork interface and
makes link multiplexingover any ISDN channel (e.g., D, B or H) possible. Over each user-network
interface at least one link should he reserved for layer two management information transfer.
The frame check sequence provides far error detection. A frame that is received corrupted will
be discarded. Additionally, frames are also discarded when they are taa long, tOD short or do not
consist of an integral number of octets.
Congestion detection
An important function defined in the LAPF protocol is a set of algorithms providing congestion
control. Congestion control tries ta prevent the network from becoming overloadcd, i.e. congested,
and seeks to recover from situations in which the nctwork-or a part of it-is congested. The Core
protocol plays its part in establishing th is function by detecting network congestion. The Con trol
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protocol, as wil! be explained in the next subsection, plays the part that reacts to congestion.
Within the address field of the LAPF Care frame three bits have heen assigned to assist in
the congestion detection. The first bit is called Forward Encountered Congestion Notification
(FECN). It can only be set within the network and consequently not by any user. The reception
of a frame with the FECN bit set indicates that somewhere along the pipeline (link) the frame
has travelled, eongested resources have been encountered. The second bit is called Backward
Encountered Congestion Notification (BECN). Also this bit can only be set within the network
and consequently not by any user. The reception of a frame with the BECN bit set indicates
that somewhere along the pipeline that transmitted frames will trave!, congested resources may
he encountered. The third bit is called Discard Eligibility. It ean only be set by the sending user.
In the face of congestion, a frame with the DE bit set will be discarded by the network in favour
of frames with the DE bit c1eared.
Finally, the network may issue, when congested, a socalIed Consolidated Link Layer Management message. The network will send these messages in the direction of the source adding to the
congestion. ft wil! send these messages on the layer 2 management pipeline (DLCI 1023 for 2
octet address fields). Such a message wil! be forwarded to the layer 2 management entity that
wil! extract the relevant parametes from the message (e.g., a cause parameter and the DLCIs on
which congestion has been eneDuntered).

3.5

LAPF Control description

The control aspects of LAPF operate on top of the core aspects of LAPF (naturally within layer 2
and on the user plane). The Control protocol extends the simple frame relaying link based on the
core aspects to a frame switching link by adding functionality as flow control and error contra!.

3.5.1

Characterization

LAP F's relation with LAPD
The LAPF protocol is in many points identical to the LAPD protocol. The main difference is, of
course, that in addition to its use of the D-channel it empJoys the other ISDN channels as weil. In
fact, the differences between the two pratocols all lie hidden within layer 2. Therefore, the service
user's view of the LAPD and LAPF is equa!. For a description of the service the LAPF protocol
offers to the upper layer, the characterization of the LAPD protocol in section 3.2.1 provides a
suflicient source.

Existance of two sublayers
One major difference with the LAPD protocol within the LAPF protocol, is the division of layer
two in a core sublayer protocol, providing the frame relay function, and a control sublayer protocol on top of the core sublayer, providing the frame switching function (cf. chapter 1). The
characterization and functions of the care sublayer have been described in the former section.
The control sublayer protocol can best be characterized as a set of logical terminals connectillg
the logical terminals and pipelines of the lower sublayer protocol to a service user on layer 3. The
Contral logical terminals transform, as seen by their service users, the simple pipelines providing
the frame relay function, into more complex pipe!ines over which unacknowledged information may
flow (identical as with the LAPD protocol) or over which acknowledged information subject lo
flow and congestion control may flow (here LAPF provides an extra service: congestion controI).
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Figure 3.6: The relations between CEls, Core CEls and DLCIs: an example

Identification of logical terminals and pipelines
Each Controllogical terminal (or Control protocol entity) has its own address, which can be identified using the Connection Endpoint Identifier (CEl). In CCITT terminology one would say that
the CEl identifies a service access point of the layer two protocol, i.e. the whole LAPF protocol.
The connection between the Control logical terminal and the logical terminals of the Core
sublayer, is established by relating the CEls (identifying the Controllogical terminals) with Core
CEls (identifying the Core logical terminals as has been explained in the previous subsection).

Managing logical terminals and pipelines
The linking of terminals and pipelines is administered by the layer twa management entities (ane
entity for the upper sublayer and ane for the lower sublayer). The upper sublayer management
entity administeres the linking of CEls with Core CEls. The lower sublayer management entity
administeres the relation between Care CEls and DLCIs (as has been explained in the previous
subsection). Figure 3.6 iIlustrates an example of the relationships.
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Whenever system management has initiated a caU using the caB control procedures of the
Q.933 protocol, it has received a DLCI that is forwarded to the LAPF protocol. Here the management entities seize a CEl and a Core CEl and create the appropriate conneetions including
the relations between the CEl and the Core CEl, and between the Core CEl and the received DLCI.
Reversely, whenever system management has received the confirmation of a eaU release, it
issues the proper release request to the LAPF protocol, including the designated DLCI. The layer
management entities release the sublayer protocol entities identified by the CEl and Core CEl
and remove the relations between the CEl and the Core CEl, and the Core CEl and the indicated
DLCI.

3.5.2

Congestion control

Separation of detection and control over the sllblayers
As mentioned afore, an important funetion defined in the LAPF protocol is a set of algorithms
providing congestion contra!. These algorithms have been defined in the Q.922 recommendation
primarily for the frame relaying bearer service, but they rely on the operation of a protocol
providing rate control (such as a sliding window flow control protocol). As mentioned in the
former sedion, the detection of congestion is primarily done by the Core protocol, whereas aetual
congestion control is performed by the Control protocol. Within the Contral protocol two basic
control strategies exist: implicit congestion control and explicit congestion control.
Implicit congestion control
Implicit congestion control implies the operation of a congestion control strategy that relies on
deteetion of network congestion using implicit indicators. The implicit indicators within the LAPF
protocol are based on the reception of Reject frames and the occurrenee of time outs of the retransmission timer (T200). Both indicators originate from within the Control sublayer protocol.
Whenever one of the above mentioned events occurs, the Contral sublayer protocol will reduce
its window size (of the sliding window flow control protocol) thereby reducing the throughput and,
as intended, congestion within the network. Reversely, the window size wiJl he increased whenever
a number of information frames have been sent and properly acknowledged.
In the above strategy, the window size is bounded by the maximal value with which it starts
and the minimal value 1. The maximal window size may he negotiated between the peer entities
operating the protocol.
Explicit congestion control
Explicit congestion control implies the operation of a eongestion control strategy that relies on
uetection of network congestion using explicit indicators. The explicit indicators within the LA PF
control are the FECN and BECN bits anel thc CLLM message (assuming the network is using
these indicators in an explicit fashion, e.g., when a node detects overloading of the queue, it will set
the appropriate indicators). All these indicators originate from within the Core sublayer protocol
and are forwarded to the congestion control process within the Contral sublayer protocol.
Whenever during a certain interval more frames with the FECN bit set arrive than frames with
this bit c1eared, the Contral sublayer protocol will reduce the window size (of the sliding window
flow control protocol) to reduee the throughput to e1iminate network congestion. Additionally,
whenever a certain number of consecutive frame with the BECN bit set arrive, again the window
size wil! be reduced. Reversely, when during thc interval the number of frames with the FECN hit
cleared exceeds the number of frames with this bit set, the window size will be increased. Also,
whenever a certain number of consecutive frames arrive with the BECN bit cleared, the window
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size will he increased.
-Also in the explicit strategy, the window size is bounded by the maximal value with which it
starts and the minimal value 1. The maximal window size may he negotiated between the peer
entities operating the protocol.

3.6

Recommended reading

Naturally, the protocol descriptions in this chapter are not comprehensive, as they are intended
to give the reader an introduction without having to go through the difficult, gobbledegook filled
recommendation documents of the CCITT. An alternative but more confined narrative description
can be found in [Halderen 90]. The exact specifications of the ISDN protocols can be found in
appendices F, E, G and H. Still, the reader who wants to know the ins and outs as described in the
original CCITT recommendations, should turn to [CCITT/l 88], [CCITT/2 88], [CCITT/l 91),
[CCITT/2 91] and [CCITT/3 91].

Chapter 4

Structured Analysis and Design
This chapter comprises an introduction to the structured analysis and design approach that
is used to specify the interconnection unit in the following part of the report. Starting with a
short introduction indicating the basic problems when designing large systems, the chapter
continues by briefly describing the Ward/Mellor approach, after which an interpretation of
this approach is defined constituting the adopted analysis and design methodology used in
this report.

4.1

The information challenge

Together with the advancement of automation, systems to be automized have grown in size and
complexity, challanging their design methods and the organization principles used in their project
management. These challenges can he summarized compactly into one: the challenge of organization, maintenance and presentation of information in large multi-programmer projects.
About twenty years ago this challenge was bom together with the first large scale and complex
systems. Today it has grown bigger and it is very much alive both motivating and frustating
people involved as scientists, consultants and users. lts motivating aspect reveals itself in the
many books and articles written on its biology, i.e. its origin and behaviour, and on the strategies
to cape with it. More publicly, the frustating aspect reveals itself in the many failure automation
projects and, even more in number, the automation projects displaying poor quality.
Specification tools
The information challenge seems to demand tools that are able to analyze and design systems comprehensively and exactly, i.e. tools that produce a specification, and that can meet the fol1owing
objectives.
clarify complexity : The tools should he able to present complex and large systems in such
a way that, first, novices with the system can understand the system rapidly, and second,
experts on the system can access any detail information easily.
enable flexible appliance and maintenance : The tools should use methods that are simple
and that are abIe to cope with a wide range of system types. Moreover, they should specify
systems without making maintenance extremely expensive.
31
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provide concÎse specification: The tools should be based on a dear defined, comprehensive
method that makes multiple access to specificatjolls P95sible, and that paves the way for
automatic verification..
In the sequel when referring to a specification having quality, in fact a specification is meant
that meets the above mentioned objectives as far as possible.

4.2

The Ward/Mellor approach

Taking up the challenge, in 1985 Ward and Mellor conceived a strategy known as the WardfMellor
approach, that has heen intended primarily to analyze and design systems they described as realtime systems. Real-time systems according to Ward and Mellor can he identified by their:
• action area that is predominantly ruled by science and engineering disciplines;
• use of devices that act as sensors in the environment;
• concurrent processing of multiple inputs;
• operation within time scales that are perceived by humans as very fast;
• high precision responses, i.e. reliability.
Characterization
The WardfMellor approach is generally characterized by its use of both graphical and textual
means, and its management of system complexity by using a schematic strategy and a specific
strategy. The first strategy employs most importantly leveling of the symbolic information inta
a tree structure of diagrams (the so-called Data Flow Diagrams) upon which parts of the system
are expressed using symbols and their identifiers. Supporting this strategy twa additianal types of
diagrams (State Transition Diagrams and Entity ReIationship Diagrams) provide the description
of explicit time dependent behaviour and system data relations respectively, again using bath
symbolic and textual means. The secand strategy specifies the informatian expressed in the
symbols more elaborately and textually using a set of semantical rules.
Heuristics
The employment of these strategies is guided by several heuristics, of which the most important
can be characterized as follows:
top-down: decompose the system reeursively in parts;
bottom-up: compose system parts recursively in the complete systemj
modularization: decompose the system in such parts that interfaces are minimized;
encapsulation : hide data and functions operating on the data in modules;
model-differentation: create two models for the system to be build, an essential model that is
implementatian independent, and an implementation model that expresses how the system
can be build using specific technology and equipment;
semantics : use a concise terminology that is related to the subject at hand.
For a complete and detailed description of the WardfMellor approach the reader is advised to
read [Ward 85}.
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An interpretation of the Ward/Mellor approach

The WardfMelior approach has revealed itself not only as a powerful modelling tooi, but also as
an useful specification toa\. So far, however, literature and textbooks have obviously been concentrating in their examples on small to medium scale systems, whereas experience with large and
very large systems is not existent in nor textbooks or literature. Application of the WardJMellor
approach to systems of considerable size yields difficulties when using a strict employment of the
approach. Therefore, several alterations in the approach will be presented together with additional
guidelines. The objeetive, of course, is to reach a specification of quality.

4.3.1

Interpretations

The approach used in the context of this report, contains several differences with the original
WardfMellor approach. The following list describes them briefly, and explaines why an alternative
approach has been chaosen. As a detailed description of tbe original WardfMellor approach is
far beyond the scope of this report, the reader unfamiliar with the original is advised to consult
[Ward 85].
Thc separation of the behaviour model and the implementation model

Ward and Mellor make the key distinction between the required behaviour of a system and how
this behaviour is implemented using certain technologies (i.e., software andfor hardware technol0gies). In the following this distinction will be whole-heartedly adopted, although at several points
in the discourse a reader may get the impression implementation details are brought in the behaviour model, since the meta-Ianguage that will decribed lateron, gives the impression it presents
in fact the implementation of thc system in software. This impression is right and wrong at the
same time! It is wrong because it is intended only to provide a strict specification seeking full
exactness in full detail. It is right because a specification that is exact and detailed to the extend
the meta-Ianguage wishes to reach may be used for a software implementation, that, however, is
merely intended to provide automatic verification and simulation.
Therefore, model separation is adopted and with Ward and Mellor, the warning is issued to
a designer that he should avoid creating a behaviour model without thinking at all about implementation issues. The adoption of this dangerous approach leads to two consequences. The first
results in behaviour rnodels that are sa abstract or remote!y situated from a future implement.ation, that the creation of the implementation model requires about the same amount of work as
the behaviour model had required. The second consequence is in fact a practical refinement of the
first, and it results in behaviour models that collect functionality into processes that need to be
split up in the implementation model, because subsets of functions within these processes are to
be mapped onto existing hardware or software modules. In other words when the behaviour model
chooses to negleet restrictions posed by existing hardware or software, or poscd by a priori implementation decisions, much work has to be done to create a better fitting implementation model.
To avoid the mentioned drawbacks, the creation of the behaviour model should be based upon
certain restrictions posed by a future implementation. While going along modelling the behaviour,
these restrietions should be carefully considered as they are affected by change during the design
of the system.
The preliminary data transformation diagram

As a basis for the decomposition of the system, Ward and Mellor suggest the use of a provisional
data flow diagram upon which all data transformations are drawn needed to react to thc events
inventarized on the cvent list. This event driven approach is fruitful when analyzing smal! systems,
however, for large systems this fiat data flow diagram will become frightfully large, apart from the
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fact that an attempt to find all or even most of the data transformations is either bound to fail
or extremely time consuming.
Instead, the required system reconnaisance is obtained using rightaway a top-down strategy,
and a thorough environmental description. The resulting approach is more precisely presented in
section 4.8.
Separation of control and data flows
Ward and Mellor make an issue of separating data on which a process operates, and data that
controls a process. They collect control transformations, event flows and prompts into what one
can interpret as the control plane. As aresuit, when data transformations require to control other
data transformations, they can only reach their objective by converting data flows into control
flows which advise control transformations on how to issue other control flows that control the
intended data transformations. This approach, which may seem lucid and effective in the graphical representation-as indeed data and control flows appear separated-, leads to a considerable
increase in transformations, that, instead of c!arifying the graphical system model, tend to dim
the model.

By dropping the requirement of separating control and data fiows, explicit cantrol information
tends to be removed from the graphical representation and ends up in the process definitions. On
the other hand, the graphical representation will gain worthwhile quality in terms of clarity and
simplicity.
Explicit dynamic behaviour modelling in the graphical representation
Ward and Mellor try to be concise in the expression of time dependent behaviour of processes.
This behaviour is modelled in the graphical representation using a strict combination of information flows, both control and data. They state the condition that data transformations may have
only one discrete data input. Moreover, they rule that control transformations may only have
events as output. The result is a model that can be traced, i.e. verified by pseudo-simulation. It
is interesting that although their conditions are strict and tremendously confine flexibility, they
trcat the subject of simulation only briefly mentioning that their readers are discouraged to think
of automatic simulation: the intention of tracebility, in their view, is only to provide the designer
with a manual tooi to verify their design.
As the restrictions of the tracebility conditions, especially for large systems, in fact murder
the possibility of reaching a specification of quality (i.e. a specification reaching the requirements
stated in the beginning of this chapter), they are left for what they are.
The interpretatioll of stores
The WardfMellor approach defines a store as a compound containing data, on which several processes may operate (possibly concurrently), which is different from a perception more c10sely to
the implementation, stating that a store is a means to manage a compound of data over time and
to which naturally several processes may gain access. In th is view, it is preferabie to have a single
process administering store, while other processes can only gain access to the stored information
after enquiring the administering process. This bureaucratie or monopolistic approach garantees
absence of ambiguities in operation on stored data.
In addition to the above slight alteration in the interpretation of a store and in conformance
with the principle that change should be brought along slowly, a more radical change in interpretation is now presented. This interpretation notes that several different ways of storing multiple data
instanees have been more or less standardized (e.g., thc queue, pipeline, array, stack or heap). It
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consequently reviews a data store as a means for storing data over time using a predefined storing
strategy. The rad ic al change presented by this interpretation comprises in fact the introduction of
functionality (i.e. processing power) in stores. As a result of this interpretation, several subtypes
of stores are introduced according to the way they handle data (their precise use is defined in
section 4.7).
Although this interpretation may smeU like the introduction of implementation issues within
the behaviour model, it should be noted that these standardized ways of handling data are in
fact abstract representations of multiple data instances, and hence a necessary guide to future
implementations.

Consequences of the interpretations
The listed interpretations all have their impact on rules controlling the graphical and textual representation. For instanee, the so-called prompts (a special c1ass of flows used in combination
with control transformation) defined within the original Ward/Mellor approach will not exist in
the adopted approach. Moreover , event ftows will be used in different or extended ways.
Also, control transformations and their specification using State Transition Diagrams (STDs)
have disappeared in the adopted approach. Instead, control flows may be issued by data transformations that are, as defined in the methodology, all specified using a meta-Ianguage (cf. section
4.7). This does not mean, however, that no STDs should be used. On the contrary, whenever a
STn is capable of still c1arifying a certain part of the model, the designer should use them (see
also subsection 4.8.2).
Before defining the interpretation of the Ward and Mellor specification method more specific1y,
first a number of important assumptions will be explained on which Ward and Mellor and the
interpretation are based.

4.3.2

Assumptions

The first assumption made is the intention to create within the restrietions posed by future implementations (see also thc former section), a model of behaviour independent from thc model
of implementation. This seems like a paradox and indeed implementation restrictions and implementation independenee \ViII try to tear the designer in the abyss of failure. As a consequence a
designer should be able to walk on the verge of full abstraction and early implementation.
The second assumption assumes that regardless what technology will be used in the behaviour
model, it is considered perfect: flows have no delay, stores have infinite size, process memory is
infinite, process instruction time is zero, 1;0 time is zero, and physicaI corruption is impossible.
This assumption leads the designer to thc same pitfall as thc first one, because although important
restrietions originating from any future implementation contradiet this assumption, they should be
considered while creating the behaviour model (e.g., it can hc wise to pose restrictions to certain
stores, for instance regarding size and accesibility).
The method as it is adopted from Ward/Mellor will be described in thc fol1owing sections. It
is based on thc made assumptions and thc interpretation listed in this section.
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4.4

The data model

4.4.1

Brief description

Purpose
While defining a system's behaviour it is not only important to model functionality and dynamics,
but also information. A designer modelling a system purelyon the basis of functionality ends
up with a badly structured system. And although a system is predominantly reacting to events
(as many real-time systems are), the information it operates on may have considerable impact
on its structure. In this light the data model is an useful compagnion to the data flow model,
guiding system decomposition. Moreover, the data model constitutes a dear and comprehensive
description of system information. It will be the basis for a future implementation of system data.

Two views on a system
The data model sees the system to be designed from an information point of view, i.e. it tries to
reveal the structure of the information present in the system. The term information here is used
to denote abstract representations of system data. The term system data refers to concrete occurences of information on the operationallevel, i.e. it denotes salaries, personal identity numbers,
etcetera. Using these definitions, the data model can be defined as an abstract and non-redundant
representation of system information as it refers to system data. The data model accomplishes
sueh a representation by ereating class structures and divisions of system data. Class structures
lead to the abstraction of system data, while divisions lead to structuring of classes, i.e. system
information and data. An example of two conneeted dass structures is given in figure 4.1.
The data flow model, which will be discussed in the following section, sees the systcm to be
designed from a dynamic and funetional point of view, i.e. it tries to reveal the functionality
the system shall provide and the dynamics of the system's bchaviour. Thc link bctwecn the two
models lies in the system data. In the data flow model thc system data is scattered around the
system representated by a hierarchically structured diagram set. The relation betwecn the data
model and the data flow model is created by thc rule that all appearances of system data in the
data flow model should appear as weil in the data model. In subsection 4.5.2 this rule will be
reviewed in the context of information stores used in the data flow model.
Representation
The data model employs a set of symbols with which it can express structures and relations of
system information. Supporting the graphical representation the symbols referred to by their
identifiers are textually explained in the data model dictionary. The symbols are drawn on a set
of diagrams that is structured hierarchically, i.e. a symbol may he split up into a diagram a level
deeper in the hierarchy. A data model diagram is called an Entity Relation Diagram (ERD), a<;
it expresses relations between entities (i.e., information). In the following sections the symbol set
and the ERD will be described.

4.4.2

Symbol set

There are two classes of symbols: entities and relationships. All symbols are identified, as mentioned, by names and are specified textually in thc data model dictionary.

Entities
In this class two symbols are contained: independent ent.ities (referred to plainly as 'entities') and
associative entities.
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Independent entities An independent entity is a conceptual grouping of essential stored data
which must have system relevance, be described by_ one or more attributes and must have an
attribute that is able to identify an occurence uniquely (e.g., an entity Human having an attribute chromosome..set makes unique identification of each occurence of Human-an individualpossible). The condition requesting system relevanee should prevent taking up entities that do
not have a corresponding data store in the data flow model, and that have less explicative power
in the data model. An entity is denoted in the data model by a box and is named using a single
noun or a noun phrase (cf. figure 4.2 on page 39).

Associative entities An associative entity is an entity which depends on the existence of a
relationship (see the following subsection) between other entities. Crucial for creating an assoeiative entity is the existance of data connected to the relationship. The conditions state for
(independent) entities go for associative entities as weIl. An associative entity is denoted by a box
(expressing the entity) from which an arrow points to the diamond expressing the relationship
(that is left unnamed, cf. figure 4.2 on page 39). The naming of an assoeiative entity follows the
same rules as those for (independent) entities.

Relationships
In this c1ass two symbols reside: linking relationships and c1assifying relationships.

Linking relationships A linking relationship is an association between two or more entities. A
relationship shauld be textually explained in the data model dictionary. ft is shown as a diamond
and named using a verb or verbal phrase (cf. figure 4.2 on page 39). Relationships create the
structure of the information in the data model.

Classifying relationships A classifying relationship is an association between th ree or more
entities. One entity is called the parent entity and contains attributes that are common to all
occurences of that entity. Thc other en tities are callcd the child entities. They inherit all the
attributes from their parent and add attributes ta distinguish them for the other child entities.
The parent entity is denoted like an (independent) entity that is connected with a relationship
by a single line to which a crossing bar is connected. The relationship contains the name of the
aspect the parent is classified in (e.g., thc aspect nationality of an individual). The ehild entities
are all connected to the -relationship by a simple !ine (cf. figure 4.2 on page 39).

4.4.3

Entity Relationship Diagrams

When creating the data model by using the symbol set as deseribed, c1arity where there may be
complexity is essential. When the data model is vast it is possible to use a hierarchical structuring
of ERDs (a single ERD is naturally preferred). The hierarchical structure is obtained by splitting
an entity on the parent diagram denoting a complete data structure into another diagram (the
child diagram) on which this data structure is drawn. Entities that are split up are not described
in the data model dictionary, as the description is formed by the child diagram.
As an example of the several possible symbols and an ERD, figure 4.2 presents the data model
of system administering a set of sports clubs of which a set of players is member, and between
which members are transferred.
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P1ayer

Club

Club
member8hlp

NatfoneI Player

Figure 4.2: Example of an Entity Relation Diagram
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Figure 4.3: Hierarchical relation between Data Flow Diagrams and data transformations

4.5

The data flow model

4.5.1

Brief description

Purpose
The main purpose of the data flow model is to express structure, functions and dynamics of the
system. Rigorous specification is mainly based on textual means and is situated in the data and
process dictionary, that are discussed in fol1owing sections. The expressive power of the data
flow model lies predominantly in structural and functional expression, rather than the dynamical
expression, as it is not always possible to model the latter explicitly in the graphical representation
(cf. section 4.3). However, dynamic behaviour of the system is explicitly and precisely defined in
the process dictionary.
Representation
The data flow model expresses in a set of related diagrams the flow of information in the system,
through the use of symbols identifying system functions (named data transformations), symbols
identifying stored system information (information stores), and symbols identifying the flow of
system information (named information flows). The relation between the diagrams is a hierarchical
one, as each data transformation may be split up into symbols drawn on a diagram situated one
level lower in the hierarchy. A schematic view on the hierarchical relation is given in figure 4.3.
The tree structure contains two classes of diagrams. In the first c1ass only one diagram cxists:
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Figure 4.4: Example of a Data Flow Diagram

the root of the tree or the uppermost diagram that is called the context diagram and in which
only one data transformation may be used, and in which the sa callcd terminator symbols express interfaces with connected systems. The second c1ass of diagrams are the nodes of the tree.
Data transformations that are split up correspond to paths leading to other nodes, i.e. diagrams,
further down the tree structure. Data transformation that are not split up any further correspond
to paths leading to the leaves of the tree structure. The leaves correspond to the specification of
the respective data transformations using a structured meta-Ianguage. These specifications are
written down in the process dictionary.
In the following the symbols set and the diagram classes will be described.

4.5.2

Symbol set

There are several classes of symbols: terminators, data transformations, information stores and
information flows. All symbols are identified by names, and are specified textually in either the
process dietionary (data transformations) or the data dictionary (all symbols exccpt the data
transformations). Ta il1ustrate the explanation of the symbols given below an example of a data
flow diagram is given in figure 4.4.
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Terminators
Inthis class of symbols only one type is contained: the terminator. It expresses the gateway
between the external world relative to the system and tbe interior of the system. It is denoted by
a box and named using a singular noun or a noun phrase.
Data transformations
In this class of symbols only one symbol resides: the data. transformation. It expresses a set of
system functions. A data transformation is denoted by a circle and is named using a verbal phrase.
The key idea concerning the data transformation is its implementation independence. Therefore,
the identifier of the data transformation describes what is done and not how it is done.
As indicated previously, the data transformation is specified either by splitting it up into symbols on a diagram deeper in the tree structure, or textually in the process dictionary using the
meta-language.
Since technology is assumed perfect the data transforma.tions do not need to wait for incoming
information. Still, what information should be present in order to enable their functions, will be
described in their process dictionary specification (cf. sedion 4.7).
Information stores
In th is c1ass two symbols reside: data stores and event stores.
Data stores A data store expresses the temporal storage of one or more data instances. lts
naming is relatively important as it should express the type of store that is used and the type of
data that it contains. A data store name consists of a singular noun or noun phrase identifying the
data type, a constant character expression ('in') and another noun or noun phrase identifying the
store type (e.g., salariesjn_array, data_framesjn_queue or maximum_temperature jn-5tore). The
values a data instance of a certain type can take, are specified in the data dictionary. The type of
stores that have been defined together with their use in the process specification are described in
section 4.7. A data store is denoted by two parallel horizontal bars. All stores, regardless the type
they have, should have a one-to-one relation with entities in the data model (e.g., salaries_in_array
should have exactly one corresponding entity salaries in the data model).
Event stores An event store expresses the temporal storage of one or more events (that are
explained in the following discussion concerning information ftows). It is denoted by two parallel
horizontal dashed bars and it is named using a noun or noun phrase (no type of store is identicated,
since for event stores no differentiation in stores is made). Event stores are not required to have
a rclationship with entities in the data model.
Information ftows
In th is c1ass of symbols, the following flow symbols reside: event flows, discrete data f1ows, continuous data flows and access ftows.
Event ftows An event flow carries no data, it merely expresses thc occurence of an event somewhere else inside or outside the system. Consequently, it may leave and enter terminators and
data transformations. It is denoted by an arrowed dashed line betwecn the objects it relates to
each other. The arrow indicates the direction the cvent flows. It is namcd using a verbal phrase,
a~ it initiates at its destination a particular function.
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Discrete data flows A discrete data flowexpresses the transfer of system data from one part
of the system to another at a certain moment. It may leave and enter terminators and data
transformations. It is denoted by an arrowed line between the objects it relates to each other.
The arrow(s) indicate(s) the direction information is allowed to flow along the line. It is named
using a noun or noun phrase, as the name identifies the data instances the flow is transferring. As
the data instances vary in value, the name identifies in fact a data type which values are specified
in the data dictionary.
Continuous data flows A continuous data flowexpresses the through time continuous transfer
of data from one part of the system to another. It is denoted by a double arrowed !ine between the
objeets which it relates with each other. The arrow indicates in which direction the information
flows. It may leave and enter terminators and data transformations. It is named in a similar way
as discrete data flows and its values are specified in the data dictionary.
Access flows An access flowexpresses the transfer of data from and/or to an information
storage. Discrete data flows are used to access data stores, whereas event flows are used to access
event stores. In both cases, naming is omitted altogether, as the specification of the concerning
store provides the specification of the information flow as wel\. Access to stores may be gained by
terminators and data transformations.

4.5.3

Context diagram

Global system decomposition
The context diagram is a tooi for modelling the boundary between the system and the rest of
thc world. All the interfaces between world and system are expressed using the terminators. The
system Iying in between the terminators is usually expresscd by a single data transformation, yet,
when the prime system decomposition consists of limited processes, it is recommended to draw
this decomposition on the context diagram. Jn this way, the context and the global structure of
the system can be reviewed on a single diagram.

System interfacing
Terminators may correspond to devices (i.e. they contain processing power) or communciation
channels. In both cases, information that ftows through the terminators in and out thc system
should he carefully analyzed and dcfincd before continuing with further modelling of the system
(e.g., data ftows entering a system should be analyzed in order to define all possible information
contents that may board the system).

4.5.4

Data Flow Diagrams

On the Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) the upper mentioned symbols may be uscd to express a part
of the system 's behaviour in terms of processes, communication between them and data stores on
which they operate.
Management of complexity
The most important feature of DFDs is their expression of system behaviour without revealing too
much details or fundamental design issues with their irrelevant intricaties that otherwise would
doud general system behaviour. Instead of dimming t.he diagrams with these details, they have
been taken up in the process definitions contained in the process dictionary. Thc process dictionary is in [act the logical extension of thc DFD structure, as it presents the most detailed view
on the system.
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A second important feature is the hierarchical structure of the set of DFDs (cf. figure 4.3 on
page 40). As has been explained alreadYl the hierarcbi<:al structure is created since single data
transformations on a DFD may be split up into a new DFD that is located one level deeper in
the hierarchy respective to its parent DFD. As direct result of this hierarchical structure, when
reviewing the system, one can control the level of detail that is encountered by inspecting only
DFDs up till a certain depth. Moreover, apart from making global investigations possible, the
hierarchical structure allows areviewer to take quick in depth look by descending the structure in
the required direction.

Hierarchy semantics
Diagram naming Each DFD is named. The context diagram is named accordingly, while the
other DFDs are named according to the name of the data transformation they are the description
of (further referred to as the parent data transformation). In this way each DFD and its place in
the hierarchy can be identified.

Compound flows Flows leaving and/or entering the DFD from its environment should correspond to flows leaving and/or entering their parent data transformation. To manage complexity
it is allowed to compound a number of flows into a single flow, preferably flows having an aspect
in common (e.g., all control flows, or all flows bearing information about a certain data entity).
A compound of flows is hence expressed on a DFD as a single flow, but is defined in the data
dictionary as constructed out of several other flows, among which other compound flows may exist.

GIobally and locally used data stores When a data store is accessed by a data transformation
that is split up into a DFD (further referred to as the child DFD), it may appear on the child
DFD, but only with access flows originating from data transformations on the child DFD. Using
this rule it is possible to let a data store appear on the context level and on any level deeper as
needed. As a consequence, the data stores that have global and local significance and that are
normally very weil hidden within DFOs can now be used globally and locally.
Hierarchy heuristics
In order to create a hierarchical structure of DFDs that constitute together a dear and accessable
description model, some guidelines should be followed to maximize the probability of succeeding
creating such a model.
Data transformations on one level As a rule of thumb the maximum number of data transformations on a single DFO should be around 14. The optimum number of data transformations
lies around 7. These numbers are indicative, are based upon experience, and depend strongly on
the number of data flows that are c1uttering the diagram. More practically, they also depend on
the size a designer has choosen for the symbols.
Data flows per data transformation Using data flows it is vital to balance the number of
data flows per data transformation, taking Înto account that reducing the number of flows per
transformation by compounding them or by splitting the transformation into several transformations on the same DFD, c!arifies the overall OFD, but on the other hand that increasing the number
of flows by using for each different aspect of communication an information flow may c!arify the
local operation of the data transformation. Usually the c!arity of the overall DFD is noted to
be more important. Moreover, extra c1arification of a certain data transformation can always be
found one level deeper on a DFD, or in the process dictionary.
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I Operator I Description
=

+
I
*

I Use

assignments
constructing compound f10ws
definition by enumeration
commenting definitions

=
=

singleJlow element
compoundJlow =: singleJlow_1 + single_f1ow-2
singleJiow [element_IJ ... IelementJlj
* comments *

Table 4.1: Semantics used in the data dictionary
Grouping and leveling of functionality A model of quality stands or falls with the quality
of the set of DFDs. In other words, the spreading of functionality over the several DFDs (in
fact, decomposing the system) should be done with care. The objective is to present a logical
and lucid decomposition resulting in few communication lines between data transformations and,
equivalently, DFDs (as in conformance with the heuristics of modularization and encapsulation).
Functionality presented graphically or textual1y As has been explained data transformation may be split up into a DFD or be defined in the process dictionary. Naturally, the question
arises as to when a transformation should be described graphically (using a DFD) or textually
(using the meta-Ianguage as defined in sedion 4.7). The following guideline has proven to be
usefull: whenever the deseription of the data transformation using the meta-Ianguage can not
be fit upon two pages, the transformation should be described using a DFD. The reason for this
guideline lies in the argument that the amount of about one and a half page of pure process
speeification-the other half page is often consumed by the list of incoming and outgoing fiows-is
reasonably easy to overview .

4.6

Data dictionary

In the data dietionary the data flows, event flows and data stores are specified, i.e. in case of event
flows their name and type are listed, in case of data stores their name and type are listed together
with a data type definition, and in case of data flows their name and type are listcd togethcr with
their definition.

Data store definitions
The data type definition of a data store may consist of one data type definition or a structure of
several data subtypes definitions, as comparable with a record consisting of several fields. When a
store type indicates a facility that may contain more than one data instance (e.g., a queue, a stack
or an array), no additional action in the data store definition is taken, since the data (sub)type(s)
has (have) been speeified and the store type appears in the name. It is important to notice that a
single data type or a structure of several data subtypes of a data store should correspond to the
attributes of the related entity in the data model.
Data flow definitions
The definition of a data flow can either be a compound definition, i.e. specifying which data flows
it contains, or it can be an atomie definition, in which case the data type is specified.
Dictionary semantics
Information fiows or information stores are dcfined \1sing the set of operators as clefined in table
4.1.
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Process name
Process description
A short, usually one sentence long, description of the process is given.
Imported information
All the imcoming information flows (data, event and access flows) are listed here.
Exported information
All the outgoing information flows are listed here.
Process specification
Here the specification of the process is given using the meta-language.

Figure 4.5: Format of a process specification

4.7

Process dictionary

The process dictionary contains all the data transformations that have not been described by
expanding them into a DFD. In the process dictionary data transformations are specified using a
meta-language based on the language C. The general format of a process specification is shown
in figure 4.5. The choice for C is based on the notion that the group of people using this efficient
and structured language is growing fast.

4.7.1

Purpose of a process specification

A process specification should present preferably within thc limits of one sheet of paper the complete description of the process, i.e. it should specify the process up to the level of detail that
has been choosen for the overall system specification (for instance, one could decide not specify a
computing system till the deepest level of bits flowing along busses, but rather stay on the level
of basic machine instructions).
Within the level of detail that has been choosen, the specification, however, should be concise
and dear, i.e. it should present itself indeed as the logical extension or rather expansion of the
DFD on which the particular data transformation is situated.

4.7.2

The meta-Ianguage

The meta-Ianguage is intended to provide a concise and exact way of producing process specifications. By using C as a basis a lot of definitions can be left out of this section. It should be noted
that by using only a !imited set of basic C funetions (e.g., if-then, for, while or switch constructions) the specification will gain quality, i.e. it provides for faster understanding. Moreover, the
reader should note that although the utilization of a software language may give the impression it
is intended as an implementalion, this is nol the case: again, the use of the meta-language intends
to produce a strict, exact and detailcd specification.
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Added functionality by special 'functions'
In order te enable interfacing with the graphical tooiset, a number of special functions have been
introduced.
Importation of information Importation of information, i.e. incoming information flows, is
indicated either explicitly or implicitly in the process specification. Importation of information
is explicitly indicated using the 'UPON ARRIVAL OF <information flowexpression>' function.
This function indicates that the statement following it, is executed only when the information
flowexpression is true. An information flowexpression consists of either a single information flow
identifier or an expression using the dual logical operators 'AND' and 'OR' in combination with
alegal number of information flow identifiers. Importation of information is implicitly indicated
in the list where all imported and exported information flows are presented. Whenever a flow
is imported, a variabie with the name of the flow is introduced within the process specification
code. Consequently, whenever an incoming flow becomes active, it may trigger the execution of a
statement (by virtue of the 'UPON ARRIVAL OF' function), but it will always transfer its value
to its corresponding variabIe.
Exportation of information Information is always exported using the 'EXPORT' function.
lts use is simply 'EXPORT <information flow identifier>'. Whenever this function is executed
the corresponding information flow becomes active and issues the value that is assigned to the
variabIe corresponding with the information flow (as with the incoming flows, all outgoing flows
have corresponding variables as weil).
Access to stores
In order to communicate with data and event stores several functions have been introduced. They
can be distinguished by the type of store they are intended for.
Access to a (event or single data) store The single store may contain only one occurence
of a predefined data type. It is accessed by using the functions 'LOAO <store identifier>-Ïn..store
IN <variabie identifier>' and 'STORE <variabie identifier> IN <store identifier>jn..store' that
rctrieve the store vahle into a variabie, and save a variabie in the store respectively.
Access to a queue The queue is able to hold an infinite number of data occurences of a predefined data type. It is accessed by using the functions 'REMaVE FROM <store identifier>jn_queue>
IN <variabie identifier> ' and QUEUE <variabIe identifier> IN <store identifier>jn_queuc>' that
remove (i.e. retrieve and subsequently delete) a data instanee from the queue (and store it in a
variabie) and add a data instanee (stored in a variabIe) to the queue respectively. Removal of data
instanees takes place from the head of the queue, while addition of data instances takes place at
the tail of the queue.
Access to a multiple queue A multiple queue is a conglomerate of queues of which the number is determined during run-time. Access to a multiple queue is modelled in a similar way as
access to the single queue that has been defined in the previous paragraph. Thc only difference
lies in the fact that the REMOVE and QUEUE commands are for multiple queues extended with
an '10' c1ause, after which the identifier of a (sub-) queue within the conglomerate is placed. The
resulting access commands are thus as follows: 'REMOVE multiple queue identifier_in_muJLqueue
ID sub-queue identifier IN variabie identifier' and 'QUEUE variabie identifier IN multiple queue
identifieT-in_muILqueue JD sub-queue identifier' _ The number of queues within the queue conglomerate is controlled using the statements 'CREATE QUEUE sub-queue identifier' and 'OELETE
QUEUE sub-queue identifier'. The 'CREATE' statement initializes a queue with the according
identifier, the 'DELETE' statement releases resources related to a queue having the indicaled
identifier.
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Access to au array The array is able to hold, like the queue, an infinite number of data
occurences of a predefined data type. It is accessed, however 1 using the [ynetioDs 'LOAD <integer
val'iableidentifier> FRüM <store identifier>jn_array IN <variabie identifier>' and 'STORE
<integer variabie identifier> IN <store identifier>-in_array FROM <variabIe identifier>' that
load a data instance from the indieated array at alocation indieated by the integer variabie, and
store a variabie in the array at the location indicated by tbe integer variabIe.

Variabie declaration aud initialization
Within any process specification and apart from the variables automatically introduced by their
corresponding information flows, tbe designer may introduee new variables to faeilitate the specification code. Normally in a software code, such variables sbould be declared and the programmer
would make sure that they are initialized according to plan. However, in order to make the introduction to each process definition not longer than necessary, na variabie declaration is used.
Two arguments make up for this omission. The first takes good notice of the fact that newly
declared variables either used in assignments with information flow variables or used in simple
operations (e.g., as counter is iterations). In the first case their type follows the type of the information flow variabie that they are assigned. In the second case their type is easily derived
from the specification code. The first argument therefore states that declaration merely serves a
formal Dijkstrian cause and hardly practical purposes. The second argument brings in the fact
that proper initialization of designer introduced variables where omitted may always be derived
from the specification code.
Designers having enjoyed a strict software education may get the heebie-jeebies from the mentioned omission, but they are free to introduce variabie declaration themselves. They should,
however, be careful not to make the process specifications too cluttered and thereby prcventing a
quick understanding of a specification.
Where initialization of variables is needed upon powering up of the system, the following
statement may come in handy. The statement 'UPON STARTUP' is executed each time thc
system is reset or whenever it powers up. Consequently, variabie initialization or initia!ization of
data stores around the system is considerably facilitated using this statement.

User defined functions
In the process specifications identical functionality may be needed frequently. Consequently, a
designer may want to create C functions to prevent him from becoming a drudge. However, to
prevent designers from becoming too creative in designing functions and thus moving behaviour
information out of the process specification, three conditions should be fulfilled bcfore any C function is created.
The first condition requires that the function should provide for a basic or standard service
(e.g., a function returning the length of all array, not: a function returning a boolean indicating
whether the salary of a certain person has been down sized for six subsequent years). The second
conditions requires that the function should have a lu cid name (e.g., arrayJengthO, not: lengthO
or 10 or anything as clever). The thought behind these conditions is that someone inspeding
the specification code should not spent considerable time figuring out what services the functions
provide.
The third condition requires that all functions should be collected into the function dictionary
where they are specified, either by code or textually. The argument favouring this condition follows
immediately from the intention to specify a system rather than to describe one.

4.8. METHODOLOGY
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Expression of dynamics
Earlier in this chapter the transfer has heen mentioned of explicit information about dynamic
system behaviour from the Data Flow Diagrams to the process specification. In the process specification explicit information about dynamics is revealed by the functions 'EXPORT' and 'UPON
ARRIVAL OF'. The funetion 'EXPORT' explicitly expresses when a certain outgoing flow hecomes active. The funetion 'UPON ARRIVAL OF <incoming information flow identifier>' expresses
explicitly after the arrival of which information flows a statement (possibly containing many statements) is to be executed.
All incoming inform~tion flows that are not involved in an 'UPON ARRIVAL OF' may
only exist in connection with an 'EXPORT' statement issueing a request for such an incoming information flow. For example an incoming flow normalized-salary that is not used in
any 'UPON ARRIVAL OF' statements, should have a corresponding statement 'EXPORT requesLnormalized...salary'. The key point in these constructions is that after issueing such 'EXPORT' statements, no special statements are used to indicate the arrivat of the information.
Instead, it is assumed that the information can always be delivered with no delay. This assumption is in accordance with the assumption of perfect technology. In case one wishes to incorporate
delay in the model, the 'UPON ARRIVAL OF' function should he used.

4.8

Methodology

In this section the approach wiJl be described in terms of sequential steps that are to be followed,
and heuristics that deliver a useful basis for the execution of these steps.

4.8.1

Basic approach

Assuming that a general description of the system 's purpose exists comprising at most a few
pages, the approach basicly is divided into three phases that can be characterized as following an
outside-in philosophy. They are called subsequcntly system reconnaisance, system environmental
modelling and system behavioural modelling.
System reconnaisance
System reconnaisance seeks to clarify hazy spots on thc general picture of the system the designer
has after having put up the general description of thc system's purpose (the socalied statement of
purpose). It accomplishes this by creating an environmental mode! (see thc foJlowing subscction)
in an helter-skelter fashion.

Preliminary context diagram Starting with the construction of thc border of the systcm,
terminators are choosen and the information that is expected to flow through them in and out the
system is reviewed. The latter action is performed by listing all possible evcnts originating from
outside the system togcther with thc system responses. Based on these lists information f10ws are
drawn from the terminators to single data transformation representing the systcm. In this way,
after some iterations, the first-preliminary-context diagram of thc systcm is created.

Preliminary Entity Relation Diagram Concurrently to creating the pre!iminary context
diagram, the system is reviewed in terms of thc information it wiJl receive, process and export.
This action may be initially based on the event list that is an output of the creation of thc
preliminary context diagram, on the other hand it mayalso be the staTting point of the design
and use thc statement of purpose to review system information (in section 4.8.2 more wiJl be
said as to adopt which option). Thc rcsult of-again, iteratively-reviewing thc syst.em from an
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information standpoint is a preliminary Entity Relation Diagram. This preliminary ERD may
guide further iterations of the preliminary context creation proçe_ss.
System environmental modelling
Environmental modelling explores the boundary of a system based upon an early profile of the
system (in fact the pre1iminary environmental model). It continues with the work system reconnaisance has left unfinished, i.e. it starts comprehensively and exactly to perform the steps described
in the former subsection. The result will be twofold.
The first result will be the context diagram containing the terminators and the information
ftows connecting the terminators with the system data transformation, and a thorough textual
description in form of an weil defined list of information that enters and leaves the system environment. It is important that this list is as exact and comprehensive as possible (within the pace
of change that usually affects the design of systems), because the list is the prime source guiding
system modelling in the following phase.
The second result will be an ERD that has been refined and extended. These refinements and
extensions are either the logical consequence of the development of the context diagram, or they
are based upon further thorough inspection of the system information and the preliminary ERD,
in which case they are the basis for further development of the context diagram (in section 4.8.2
more will be said as to which option is followed).
System behavioural ma delling
After having set, in case of large scale systems, the already tedious and time consuming step
of environmental modclling, now the gargantuam undertaking of system behavioural modelling
stands waiting. llehavioural modelling can be split into three major tasks: understanding the
system (globally and in detail), organization of the system model, and specification of the system model. ft is important that these tasks are cIosely interre1ated and are performed concurrently.

Understanding the system In order to make a model of quality of the system, naturally
the designer should understand the system in terms of its processing (what is done with the
information), its dynamics (when is what done) and its informat ion (how exactly is the information
encountered on the operationallevel). The environmental model has al ready provided a first insight
in the systcm, but it is limited to primarily information. A further and more detailed insight is
obtained by starting to create a first system decomposition (in terms of data transformation on
a Data Flow Diagram), i.e. the context diagram is split up into several data transformations.
Continuing the process of decomposition, as with the preliminary environmental model in a quick
and dirty manner, and thus creating a first structure ofDFDs, the designer will iterate th is process
as many times as seems necessary to obtain considerable insight in the difficuJties and pecularities
of the system within limited time. Note that the described actions follow the heuristic of designing
a system in a top-down fashion.
Organization of the system model Having descended at least one time al ready, while on-thefty having created a structure of DFDs, the designer should be able to use the acquired knowledge
about the deeper behaviour of the system to create decompositions at higher levels that perfarm
better in minimizing communication between processes. These newly created decompositions can
be used again as the basis for a ncw top-down movement, after which even more information is
obtained about the bottom behaviour of the systcm, resulting in an even bet ter system decomposition. These series of steps may be iterated as many times as needed to reach a point where
the system model is of sufficiently quality. Note that the use of knowledge of detailed system
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behaviour to guide the modelling of global behaviour, follows the heuristic of designing a system
in a hottom-up fashion.
Specification of the system model Only when arriving in the phase where the overall system
structure is na longer subject to change, it is useful to start specifying the system on a large scale.
Having started, all the processes that are not split up wiII he specified in the process dictionary,
and all the diagrams wiII be reviewed on mutual consistency using the balancing and levelling
rules.
Essential overlap in the three phases
As may have become dea.r, the ahove three phases, reconnaisance, environmental modelling and
behavioural madelling overlap each other considerably. A dear-cut time division of three phases
would in any way be useless, as real life is rather draeonian, and in hardly any organization sueh
a strict, inefficient project strategy is followed. An attempt to model the th ree phases in their
mutual interaction has been sehematieally depicted in figure 4.6.
In the following subseetion several heuristics will be described that are intended to aid a
designer in stepping through the three phases, sinee writing about system design may seem diffieult,
but actually getting one's hands dirty in practice and delivering sound results is even more di/kult.

4.8.2

Basic heuristics

System type identification
Two basic system types The set of all systems can be disected in event driven systems and
information systems. Event systems are characterized hy a predominanee of reflex actions in
response to predicted events. Information systems are charaeterized by a predominanee of discretionary actions where it is not possible to predict events with any precision. In practice most
systems are in fact hybrid, i.e. they contain event driven subsystems and information subsystems,
that are often c10sely connected. It is the task of the designer to inspeet for which parts what
design strategy is most suitable, and most importantiy what initial strategy for the system as a
whole is followed.

Two basic design strategies There are two basic design strategies tailored for event driven
systems and information systems respectively. Both are in fact already speeified in section 4.8.1
as they consist of empioying system reeonnaisance, environmentai modelling and behavioural
modelling. The key difference in both strategies is which aspects in the system reconnaisanee
and environmental modelling the designer wil! focus on. The first strategy tailored for event
driven systems stresses the importance of first reviewing all possible events and the related flow of
information from and to the system. It suggests the designer should start selecting terminators,
putting up a first list of events and selecting information fiows, after whieh a first sketch of an
ERD shal! be made. In essence, this strategy pI aces functionality over information. The seeond
strategy tailored for information systems stresses the importance of a sound information model
(data model) whieh should he used as the basis for creating the context diagram. Using the
statement of purpose as a basis, it starts reviewing system information, normalizing information
(i.e. removing redundancy) and structuring information (the interested reader is encouraged to
turn to the many manuscripts written on this subject, e.g. [Howe 89]). In essence, this strategy
places information over functionality.
Deadlock in strategy choice As mentioned already, real life systems are more often hybrids
than extremes in the used system c1assifications. Moreover , when lrying ta derive whether a syslcm
is predominantly event driven or information driven, often the situation will arise that thcre are
no streng arguments for either case. When this deadlock in strategy choice oecurs, it is suggest to
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Figure 4.6: Model of the phases system recconnaisance, environmental modelling and behavioural
modelling
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approach the system first from an information point of view, especially when there exist (complex)
data structures that are shared across subsystem boundaries, since in a predominant number of
these cases the information point of view determines the system structure most imperatively.
System decomposition
The most difficult part in modelling and specifying a system, lies in the search for an optimal
decomposition, i.e. a decomposition that provides a logical strueture of modules in which functionality resides with the data it operates on, and that minimizes interfaces between these modules.
A decomposition wiJl be based on a mixture of c1assifying and structuring the systems into
classes and parts respectively. Classification is always based on one certain aspect of the functions
one wishes to decompose. FOl example the set of funetions that store arriving messages, can be
divided into several subsets containing functions that store arriving messages of a certain type.
Rence, here the c1assifying aspect is the type of the arriving message.
Structuring the system into several parts is based on the fact that perhaps totally different
functions have some aspect(s) in common. The structuring aspect can be based on functions:
• having common access to a certain set of data stores (data based structuring);
• having common access to a certain set of terminators (interface based structuring);
• that are active within a certain time interval (time based structuring);
• that are controlled by the same set of functions (control based structuring);
The key to successful system modclling is in fact finding the right set of criteria to group the
function together. The upper mentioned strategies of classifying and structuring provide a ba'Sis
from where the creativity of the designer should take over.
System representation
Symbol identifier naming The system representation is the prime factor determining the system model's quality. Already logic and minimization of interfaces have been mentioned. Another
important aspect lies in the naming of the symbol identifiers in the graphical reprcsentation. Naming them in a concise and clear manner that is based upon the terminology of the subject matter
will cnable experts familiar with the termillology to find required detail information rapidly, and
will provide a healthy education for individuals that are new with the system.
I

Additional decription Although DFD diagrams should be able to darify system behaviour,
additional diagrams or text could speed up understanding of the system. Possible additional
diagrams could he state diagrams or state transition matrices. Possible textual explanation could
cover general behaviour of the processes existent on the DFD, pecularities of parts of the DFD,
behaviour exceptions, argumentation for particular modelling choices, etcetera. It should be noted,
however, that the extra decriptive power should only be used indicatively, to which na specifying
authority should be assigned.

4.9

Recommended Reading

The illterested reader seeking for more information concerning the structured analysis and design
of systems, should consider reading [Paul Allen gij for an excellent treaty on the subject from a
practical point of view. Moreover, [Coad 90] offers a point of view on the area following the hipe
around object orientation. A less recent, yet still inl.eresting discourse presents [DeMarco 78].
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Chapter 5

Interconnection Scenarios
This chapter starts with reviewing three fundamental ways of interworking that ought to
be considered when designing a frame relaying interconnection unit. lIaving seen the main
features of t.hese interworking schemes, several possible interconnection units will be defined
schematically.

5.1

Interworking options

Before an interconnection system can be defined, it is of interest to review possible interworking
scenarios named bridging (interworking at the data link layer-Iayer 2), routing (interworking at
the network layer-Iayer 3) or eoupling using gateways (interworking at the transport layer-layer
4---or any layer situated higher in the protocol staek). The following subsections deseribe these
interworking options briefiy.

5.1.1

Bridge

Relaying and routing
A bridge operates on layer 2, restricting its operations on for example LANs to the MAC sublayer.
It uses address information contained in the arriving frames together with a mapping table to
decide whether an arriving frame from one network has to he ignored, or, in case its destination
is located outside the loeal network, it has to be forwarded on a suitable neighbouring network
(bridges may connect several networks together). Thus a bridge performs two main tasks: it relays
frames and it takes routeing dceisions.

The cast of routing
The relay function is rather straightforward, whereas the routeing function requires considerable
effort proportionally to the total number of terminals on the connected networks. Routeing is so
costly, because a bridge needs to know where a particular terminal is situated in order to forward
an arriving frame destinated for this terminal properly. The information needed for this function is 8cquired only after having communicated with all stations. Moreover, as thc topology of
t.hc total intcrconnected network has astrong dynamic character, bridges do not need to worry
abollt getting weary, since they have to update their rOllteing tables constantly. As a consequence,
bridging in adynamie topological environment uses a fair amount of bandwidth for manilgement
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purposes.

Bridging is favourable for its efficiency
Within the context of connecting LANs using frame relay, bridging cannot be used to solve the
interworking problem because the connection oriented ISDN needs layer 3 to establish its connections. Still, once aconnection has been established over the ISDN, data originating from the LAN
can he forwarded using bridging techniques and omitting any layer 3 functionality. In this way
the efficient data transfer in terms of throughput and delay that bridging offers, becomes within
reaeh.

5.1.2

Router

Global network interconnection
A rou ter operates on the network layer (layer 3) and may therefore interconneet networks using
different number plans, routing and link connection strategies, and transmission media. Since
routers have been designed mainly to interconneet different network technologies, they are also
abIe to initiate frame segmentation and reassembly in order to connect two network teehnologies
using different (maximum) frame sizes. Routers usually are employed to conneet networks over
large distanees, c.q. using Wide Area Networks.
Effectiveness versus efficiency
Although a rou ter may be rather effeetive in its goal to forward frames over large distances where
they on-the-fly may encounter multiple network technologies, their efficiency stands discussed.
Since frames have to be proeessed by many different protocols, perhaps several times segmented
and reassembled again, they may only after considerable time arrive at their destination.
As generally recognized, the edge in efficiency routers have over bridges is a routeing seheme
rendering a higher return. The main reason lies in the hierarchical addressing schemes that are
utilized, comprising network and terminal addresses. Hierarchical addresses enable a rou ter to
route frames on a network to network basis, thereby only administering the network routeing
tables, while the local routeing, i.e. the forwarding of the frame to a particular station is left to
the local router.
Routeing provides for the required fnnctionality
With regard to the connection oriented ISDN, a rou ter eau provide the initiation of the necessary
connections as it operates on layer 3 as weil. Hence. a router is principally abIe to connect the
eonnectionless LANs with the connection oriented ISDN.
There remains, however, a nagging problem concerning connection contro!. A rou ter may be
able to initiate a call across the ISDN, yet it has subsequently no information to detect wh en an
established ISDN eall may be released again. Ideally, the connection over the ISDN should follow
c10sely the behaviour of the call that is managed somewhere in the transport layer or even higher
in the protocol stack. However, by definition within a router no information is present of layer 4
(the transport layer), let alone any higher layer.

Two cunning connection control schemes
A possible scheme to control the connection requires the rou ter to pretend it operates the transport
layer protocol, whereas it in fact merely inspects part.s of the layer 4 messages in order to obtain
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the required connection control information. This seheme is, however, based on the assumption
that first, a certain layer 4 protocol is used, and second, this protocol is used across the connection
as weil.
A seeond possible scheme uses timers that monitor the caB. Whenever na data has crossed the
connection for a period langer than a predefined threshold, the router wiB assume the connection
has ended, and subsequently release the ISDN call.
In fact two other schemes exist. The first suggests the establishment and release of a call on
a per frame basis, resulting in highly ineffieient traffic relaying (assuming traffic with an arrival
rate higher than two frames per seeond). The second scheme suggest the adaption of the layer
three protocols in order to provide a connection-oriented network layer protocol (the scheme would
employ socalIed subnetwork convergence protocols). The adaption of the network layer protocols
is certainly not preferabie, hence, the first two connection control schemes remain as possible
candidates (in chapter 6 a choice wiIl be made).

5.1.3

Gateway

Omnipotent interconnectivity
The coupling of two networks using a gateway provides the most universal kind of interworking as
a gateway may operate up to and including the applieation layer. The drawback of the inclusion
of numerous layers into an interconnection system is the growing eomplexity resulting in larger
delays and lower throughput over the particular gateway and eonsequently the call connections.

Omnipotent reduction of efficiency
Especially when interconnecting LANs over the frame relaying ISDN network, the advantages of
low delays and high throughput are greatly reduced when the respeetive interworking units would
operate towering protocol stacks. Certainly, on the other hand, a gateway could solve the posed
interconnection problems, such as the CO versus CL, the inband versus out-of-band, and the
connection management problem.

5.2

Possible interconnection scenarios

Comparing the alternatives, in fact only one global possible interworking principle has the potential
of being effective and efficient. It it based upon a router to interwork between LANs and ISDN
frame relay. Within this router, on the ISDN side, the layer 3 protocol (Q.933) provides for
the connection control of calls across the ISDN. Naturally it uses the layer 2 protocol (Q.921) for
communication with the network. Furthermore, data originating from the LAN will be transferred
across the ISDN using the layer 2 protocol for the user plane (LAPF). On the LAN side thc
Ethernet protocols and the Internet Protocol are operated. Based on this configuration, several
possible interconnection seenarios linkillg the ISDN side with the LAN side exist. They wiJl be
described in the following sections. The figures that are used to illustrate the several seenarios
consists of three aJigned protocol stacks. Communication in these figures is possibJe up and down
these stacks and along thc arrows.

5.2.1

Employment of a rou ter

Minimalistic scenario
This scenario relays MAC data into the LAPF Core sublayer, establishing eonnections via system
management through thc ISDN control plane (sec figure 5.1). Basically, arriving MAC frames
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LAPD
LAPFCore

Figure 5.1: The minimalistie interconnection scenario

system management

bridge

Q.933

LAPF

LAPD

Figure 5.2: The seeured ehannel interconnection scenario

are either recognized as destinated to flow over an al ready existent eaU, in which case they are
forwarded, or as destinated for a remote user to which no caB yet exists. In the latter case the
bridge interworking unit will instruct system management to establish a call. System management
subsequently will access its routing tables and on its turn instruct the Q.933 protocol to establish
the appropriate eaU. Reversely, an incoming eaU is ptocessed by the Q.933 protocol that wil!
provide the bridge interworking unit through system management with the necessary information
to relay any arriving user frames from and to the LAN.

Secured channel scenario
This scenario operates essentially identical to the minimalistic scenario. The main difference is
the use of the whole LAPF protocol on layer 2 of the ISDN user plane (see figure 5.2). The edge
gained by this scenario is the operation of a secure communication channel across the ISDN, i.e.
lost frames are recovered and in congestion situations th is scenario, in contrast to the former one,
is ab Ie to react, e.g. by reducing tramc into the network through the reduction of window sizes
(of the sliding window protocol). In the folJowing chapter congestion control and its relation to
the interconnection scenarios will be reviewed in detail.
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Figure 5.4: The fully-fledged interconnection scenario

Minimalistic or secured channel scenario with end-user feedback
This scenario is an extension to either the minimalistic or the secure channel one. It adds the
LLC and lP protocol to the LAN side of the rou ter for in [act only one purpose: provision of
feedback to the end-Ilser (see figure 5.3). The advantage of this extension for the secured channel
scenario lies in the fact that although the interconnection unit may try to choke the ingress rate
to the network, it is unable to inform the sending end-user about the rate reduction. Overflowing
buffers at the interconnection unit may be the result. I3y adding a feedback channel to the enduser, e.g. by using the ICMP source quench messages, buffer overflow can be prevented. The
minimalistic scenario benefits as weil from sueh a feedback channel, as this scenario does not
have any congestion control functions. It has, however, congestion detection functions (within the
LAPF Care protocol). Upon detection of congestion, the interconnection unit could therefore use
the feedback channel to inform the end-1I5er. Again, in the following chapter congestion control
wi!l be discussed in more detail, after which the 5cenarios can be compared on a more holistic
basis.
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Fully-fledged scenario with or without secured channels
This sç~J!ario reveals an important assumption made in all the former scenarios. This assumption
postulates that the LAPF protocols (Core or Control) of both ISDN terminals have negotiated a
maximallength of their information frames that is tailored for the traffic they carry (e.g., carrying
MAC frames a maximallength of 1500 octets would be appropriate, as this is the maximal payload of such a frame). As the Q.933 protocol is required to provide parameter negotiation (and
in fact the LAPF protocol may negotiate parameters as weil), the validity of the assumption only
depends on whether the ISDN terminals or in casu the interconnection units have implemented
a negotiation function. In case, however, no parameter negotiation is possible (e.g., a destination LAN operator has purchased a so-called buy-and-weap frame relay router), this scenario may
provide frame segmentation and reassembly through the use of lP (see figure 5.4). Additionally,
lP may be used a1so for the end-user feedback channel as indicated in earlier scenarios. In fact,
this scenario provides maximal opulence in terms of flexibility in adapting LANs to ISDN frame
relay. Connections across the ISDN are established naturally through the use of the Q.933 layer.
However, the use of lP and its hierarchical addresses will reduce the routing tables of the interconnection unit. The choke for LAPF Core or LAPF as a whole (i.e., choosing between a secured
channel or a minimalistic channel) should depend on the requirements for reaeting to congestion
situations in the network.

5.2.2

Provision of an holist ie basis

Before any attempt is made to choose between the presented scenarios, detailed information is
needed on how funetions as congestion control, connection management, resource management
and address conversion could he implemented. The following chapter will therefore take an in
depth look at these issues, thereby focussing on the upper mentioned scenarios.

5.3

Recommended reading

The reader that wishes to learn more about interworking in general is advised to consult [Tanenbaum 88].
There he will find a comprehensive view together with a wealth of references. Issues and proposals for LAN interconnection using ISDN in general have been described in [Tao 90], [Zhang 90],
[Walton 91], while interconnection schemes more focussed on frame relaying have been described
in [Cherukuri 88), [Lamont 89J and [Jäpel 88). More about the specific interworking situation of
Ethernet LANs and ISDN frame relay can be found in [Halderen 90J.

Chapter 6

Router Design Considerations
In this chapter the issues of congestion control, connection control, resource management,
call characterization and address mapping and management will be discussed. Where literature is wealthy, balanced evaluations are possible of the presented strategies for implementation of these issues. In the ather case, evaluation of the presented strategies are hased
upon preliminary analyzations, and suggestions for further research are indicated. In the
last section, the presented strategies are used to evaluate the scenarios presented in the
farmer chapter on a more holistic basis, consequently resulting in a balanced choice.

6.1

Congestion control

Objective
Congestion control seeks to control the total amount of trafJic in a network in order to maxima!ize
throughput, minimize delay and provide fairness to all users attached to the network. It does so by
virtue of a. congestion prevention strategy and a. congestion reduction strategy. The first strategy
is aimed at maintaining the traffic level in a network at a normal level, while the second strategy
is aimed at reducing the traflk level in a network until the regular level is reached. Although
network congestion control is normally performed within the network and not by users (e.g., a
router), when using frame relay, the users should take some responsibility as weil, because within
a frame relaying network congestion control is only possible in a limited fashion.
Congestion control versus flow control
The thought behind congestion control is to prevent buffers within the network to become overIoaded, resulting in lost frames, increase in traffic (due to retransmission) and eventually a crac;hed
network, i.e. a network where maximal attainable throughput is nil and, consequently, delay
is sky-high. Exactly this thought presents the main difference with flow control, which is aften
confused with congestion control. Flow control is a strategy ta prevent the end-user's buffers ta
become overloaded, i.e. it is a pact between two communicating users, whereas congestion control
is a trade agreement between users and network on the exchange of frames.
Congestion contral strategies
Several congestion control strategies can be distinguished (cf. [J ain 86]):
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• Preallocation of resources
By calculating the required resources during call setup, t...he network is ahle to anticipate to
tbe amount- of traflic. Naturally, the assumption is made here, that sufficient information is
present in the calI setup messages. However, whenever a network routes its packet information along dynamically calculated routes, preallocation of resources hecomes useless, because
no preset sequence of intermediate nodes exists in these cases. PrealIocation of resources is
a typical congestion prevention strategy.
• Rejection of frames
Whenever an intermediate node senses congestion, it is allowed to discard arriving frames at
will in order to reduce the arnount of traflic. Of course the rejection of frames will initiate
retransmission traflic. Hence, this strategy should not he used as a singleton.
• Restrietion of frame volume
The socalIed isarithmic congestion control schemes, control the ingress flow of frames to the
network in such a way that the total nurober of frames in the network wilI not exceed a
predefined threshold. These congestion control schemes are rather difficult to implement,
and, even worse, they are not ahle to guarantee the network frame volume threshold is not
surpassed.
• Restriction of ingress f10ws
Using a flow control strategy the amount of t.raffic in the network can be more or less
controJled, as lost frames will lead to temporary traffic halts, th us reducing traffic and
congestion. Two different classes of flow control exist: the statie flow control strategies and
the dynarnic flow control strategies. The first dass employs a statie window size, the second
alJows continuous adjustment of the window size. As may be understood intuitively, the
latter c1ass of strategies generalIy perfarms better.
• Application of choking
In this strategy, when congestion is detected, the network generates several choke messages
that are transmitted to the traffic generating souree. The source wiII upon reception of these
messages reduce the amount of traffic it pumps into the network, thereby reducing network
congestion.
Because routeing is done within the frame relaying network, preallocation of resources is an
issue that seems to fall beyond the scope of this report. Vet one resource is by definition always
present on every end-to-end link: the rou ter resource. Therefore, when reviewing this congestion
contral option the issue of sizing rou ter resources will be discussed. The remaining four congestion
control strategies are suitable to he impJemented as a whole within the router, and will be subsequently reviewed more c10sely focussing on the scenarios that have been developed in the previous
chapter.

6.1.1

Preallocation of resources

In general, preallocation of resources aims to size buffers in sueh a way that frame loss due to
buffer overflow is minimized. Assuming a flow con trol protocol is in operation, the optimally sized
buffer is able to contain W frames, where W indicates the maximal operated window size of the
flow control protocol. Because a flow control protocol allows maximally W frames to travel the
communication path, no buffer overflow will occur in this situation.
For the following discussion, operation within the rou ter of flow control over the ISDN endto-end link is assumed together with the use of Tep lIP over the Ethernet protocols (i.e. the
discussion is restricted to the secured channel scenario with end-user feedback and the fullyfledged scenario). Arriving frames from I.he LAN side are subsequently placed in a queue before
they are transmitted to the ISDN. Since over the ISDN flow control is in effect, frames that are
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lost within the ISDN wiII be recovered by this protocol, i.e. the ISDN link is secure. Therefore,
loss of LAN frames either occurs due to buffer overflow within the router, or due to frame loss
over the LAN network. Neglecting tbe latter case for analyzation purposes, the rou ter buffer size
is the bottle-neck from the point of view of the LAN traffic. Following the previous discussion
concerning the optimal buffer size, the router buffer should be sized equal to the TCP window
size (which is at most 64k bytes) plus the overhead as generated by the lower layer protocols. A
rough upperbound for this number is BOk bytes, which is consequently the required optimal router
buffer size.
Because sizing each queue in the router to its optimal size (e.g., SOk bytes) can be cost ineffeetive, in the fol1owing subsection in the context of frame rejection an altemative approach wil1 be
explained which is based on buffer sharing. However, a trivial yet effective scheme should not be
overlooked: protocol sealing, i.e. the fine-tuning or harmonization of maximum frame sizes over
the various protocols in operation may form an elfective queue overloading scheme.

6.1.2

Frame rejection

In all scenarios the router wil1 include a number of queues to temporarily store away arriving
frames that are to be transmitted over the frame relaying network. The number of queues that
is used and t.heir management is an issue that is discussed amongst others in section 6.3. In this
section two feasible scenarios for frame rejection triggered by overloaded queues will he discussed.
Moreover, to facilitate pre-emptive frame rejection within the network, possible use of the Discard
Eligibility (DE) bit contained in the LAPF Core frame (cf. section 3.4) wil! be discussed as weIl.
One stage frame rejection

The most logic way to handle frames in the face of queue overloading, is to discard them immediately. When this occurs with frames arriving from the ISDN si de of the rou ter , retransmissÎon of at
most an LAPF window full of frames is to be expected. However, in case this happens with frames
arriving from the LAN side of the rou ter and assuming TCP lIP is operated over the Ethernet
protocols, a whole TCP segment will he retransmitted, since nor MAC, LLC or lP operate a frame
recovering protocol. Since in the former subsection it has been shown that the maximum Tcr
segment size plus protocol overhead is bounded by SOk bytes, Joosing a marginal amount of 1.5k
bytes (about the maximum size of a MAC data field) could, in the worst case situation, result in
the retransmission of BOk bytes.
Two stage frame rejection
In order to prevent the retransmission of a whole TCP window, a safet.y net in farm of a heap is
introduced. All frames that would have been discarded using the strategy in the previous paragraph, are now placed into this safety heap, assuming it has enough capacity. Heap management
should provide proper frame sequencing and forwarding. The latter is done whenever a queue has
enough capacity to hold the first heap frame in Jine that is intended for this queue. The optimal
size of the heap depends on the statistical behaviour of the calIs, and on the number of calIs that
are allowed to be active concurrently. More research should be conducted to devise all effective
two stage frame rejection strategy. Therefore, in the design of the rou ter t this strategy is Jeft aside.
Use of the Discard Eligibility (DE) bit

Frame rejection is also employed by net.work nodes. Within a frame relaying network, the nodes
may use the DE bit to distinguish between frames that may be lost in the face of congestion (DE
bit set), and those that should preferably not he lost (DE bit cleared).
According to the descriptian of the LAPF Core protocol (cf. section 3.4), only the transmitting
ISDN end-user (i.e., the sending Core entity) may set or clear this bit. The description suggests ta
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use the DE bit whenever a user exceeds the negotiated maximum throughput. All frames belonging
to the so-called excess traffic (all traffic exceeding the n.egotiated amount) wiJl have their DE bit
set (by their transmitter). Assuming all users employ the DE bit similarly, this scheme provides
fairness to everyone, although from the perspective of an individual end-to-end link the pseudorandom rejection of frames the scheme results in, is everything but efficient: for each lost frame
a window fuU of retransmission traffic is created. Clustered frame rejection, although not equally
fair to all users, would from this point of view probably deliver better results (yet, a performance
evaluation should be conducted to confirm this hypothesis).

6.1.3

Restrietion of frame volume

Especially in a frame relaying environment, the isarithmic congestion control strategies are rather
difficult to implement, because a complete different protocol would be required on top of LAPF
Core to provide rate contro\. Rence, no attempt has been made to incorporate an isarithmic
scheme in the router.

6.1.4

Restrietion of ingress flow

These type of congestion control mechanisms have been extensively treated in the literature. They
are indeed an efficient tooi to control network congestion and to recover any frame losses. Flow
control protocols strategies predominantly use sliding window protocols. Because LAPF incorporates a sliding window protocol in the Control sublayer, the secured channel scenario, the secured
channel with feedback scenario, and the flllIy-f1edged scenario (subsequently defined in the previous chapter), all provide the possible use of flow con trol.
In the following discussions, important issues concerning statie and dynamic sliding windo,,",
protocols wiII be discussed together with their practical impact on the performance of frame relay
networks. In particular, the focus will highlight the so-called statie and dynamic sliding window
protocols.
Statie sliding window protocols
Sliding window protocols are charaeterized by their window size and retransmission timer value.
The window size maximizes the number of frames that may be transmitted without having been
acknowledged yet by the peer protocol entity. The retransmission timer determines how long a
certain frame may remain unacknowledged before a retransmission scheme is initiated.
Optimal window size As has been shown in for example (Jain 86) and [Ramakrishnan 86),
there exists an optimal window size that provides maximal throughput over a particular link.
lncreasing the window size beyond this point will result in hardly any gain in troughput, while, on
the other hand, delay alld vulnerability to congestion increases (as both retransmission overhead
upon frame loss, and the delay before a frame loss is detected, increase). In fact, increasing
the window size beyond the optimal value is likely to cause congestion as more frames are sent
into the network. Frightfully enough, there even exists a point after which enlargement of the
window size wil! result in thc collaps of the network, because the number of frames that may be
send in the network at once exceeds the number the network is able to process. A window size
below the optimal window size wil!, however, not deliver maximal throughput. Based upon the
previous discussion, the fUllction of throughput versus the window size has thc schematic form
depicted in figure 6.1. The obvious conclusion is that all optimaJly effective flow control based
congestion control strategy must be able la adapt its window size to the particularities of the link
it is communicating over.
Calculation of thc optimal window size The optimal window size may be calculated using
the following reasoning based upon figure 6.2. First, assuming I.here always exists a plenitude
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of traffic at the source, one can posit that, based upon a window size N, there are always N
frames within the network. Therefore, an arbitrary frame entering the network always sees N - 1
anç~11tors. Second, from figure 6.2 it can he seen thit thedelay encountered by an arhitrary frame
is the sum of the total service delay and the total queue delay (i.e. the delay a frame en counters
when residing in the queues). Let the total service delay be Ro, and the average service time
Sa". Now, using the fact that an entering frame sees N - 1 ancestors, the average delay expected
is Ro + (N - 1)Sa". As aresuIt, throughput is NI(R o + Sav), measured in frames per second.
Finally, maximizing throughput and minimizing delay, one can calculate the optimal window size
N easily to he Rol Sav - 1. However, when looking at the scenarios that may operate a sliding
window protocol, this calculation, alas, has only indicative significance, since only Ro is known by
the rou ter: the router has no information necessary to calculate Sav, nor can the network provide
this average service time.
Retransmission timer significance The retransmission timer is usually set to a small amount
above the round trip delay. Although this timer determines together with the window size the
throughput and delay parameters, its impact is only minor when choosing its value as mentioned.
However, the retransmission timer is of major importance when used to control a dynamic sliding
window (DSW) protocol. These protocols adapt their window size according to the amount of
congestion they measure within the network: measuring increasing congestion they decrease thcir
window size (and consequently the throughput), and measuring decreasing congestion they increase
their window size (and consequently throughput). The importance of the retransmission timer lies
in the equivalence of the number of frames lost, the numher of retransmission timer time-outs, and
the level of congestion within the network. Using the number of retransmission timer time-outs,
a DSW protocol may streamline throughput according to network congestion.
Dynamic sliding window (DSW) protocols
Performance potential The main conclusion from the former discussion states that one should
always try to let a sliding window protocol operate around the optimal window size. Because the
optimal window size depends on the level of congestion within the network (service dclays and
queueing delays increase together with the congestion level), an optimally efi'ective sliding window
protocol should constantly adapt its window size according to the measured congestion level. A
second conclusion from the previous discussion, suggests the use of ret.ransmission timer time-outs
to measure the network congestion level. In the following a dynamic sliding window protocol is
presented based upon research that has been weil documented in literature.
Charactcrization Dynamic sliding window protocols are characterized by a window size varying between a minimal and maximal window size. As has heen investigated in [Jain 86], their
performance strongly depends on these upper and lower limits, and, even stronger, on Lhe way
they control their window size within t.hese limits.
Suggested DSW protocol In the research conducted by [Jain 86] it has been found that
a minimal window size equal to 1, together with a maximal window size equal to the optimal
window size as calculated in the earlier diseussion, show the best results. Looking at window
size control as it has been characterized by [Jain 86], a decrease policy, an increase policy and
an initialization policy ean be distinguished. Having investigated several combinations of policy
schemes, [Jain 86] found two important conclusions. The first post.ulates that the initialization
policy is the least important, and the decrease poliey the most important. The second conclusion
point.s in the direction of using a sudden decrease poliey ('upon a time out, reset the window size to
its minimum') together with a parabolic increase policy ('after Af consecutive acknowledgements
increment the window size by one, and let M be equal La the current window size'). ft should be
noted that these results were obtained IIsing simulations of a general flow control protocol.
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Performance of frame relay networks in the face of congestion
In a number of publications the performance of several possible frame relaying architectures (including those using DSW protocols) have been analyzed and simulated. The fol1owing discussion
wiJl briefly discuss these publications concentrating on simulation backgrounds, results and their
impact on the design of the router.
Congestion control needed when using frame relay In [Rege 88] a simulation model is
proposed comprising four frame relay network nodes, and a certain number of terminals accessing
the network through 64kb/s links. Simulations have been conducted for scenarios in which LAPF is
terminated end-to-end, and for scenarios where LAPF is terminated on the edges of the network,
i.e. the outermost network nodes. In bath type of scenarios, simulation has been carried out
employing LAPF without congestion control (i.e. using a sliding window protocol that operates a
statie window size), and employing LAPF with congestion control, for which [Rege 88] used asocalIed stop and duration protocol. This congestion control protocol is, as has been shown, inferior
to the DSW protocols and will consequently not be discussed in the sequel. The results of the
simulations gave rise to two important conclusions. The first states that the additional processing
time resulting from the inclusion of LAPF at the network edges, significantly degrades performance
relative to the operation of LAPF solely on an end-to-end basis. The second conclusion suggests
that the use of a congestion control strategy should be investigated, because performance of the
network degraded substantially in cases of traffic overloads.

DSW control policies in a frame relay environment Using the results and the simulation
model of [Rege 88), [Chen 89] has simulated several congestion control strategies using the scenario
where all network nodes operate the LAPF Core protocol (i.e. a frame relay network). All these
strategies were based upon implicit congestion detection involving reception of Rejeet frames
(these frames are issued whenever an entity receives frames out of sequence). Two important
conclusions may be drawn from the results. The first states that operation of congestion control
strategies employing moderate decrease policies (decrease of the window size to a fraction of its
original value) and linear increase policies (increase of the window size by one unit after a fixed M
eonsecutive acknowledgements) delivers best results in combination with high maximal window
sizes (W mc1X > 15). The second conclusion states that for low maximal window sizes (W max < 15),
the congestion control strategy employing a sudden decrease together with linear increase delivers
best results (which is partially in accordance with the results found in [J ain 86]).
DSW protocol performance in a frame relay environment In [llhardwaj 9I] both statie
and dynamic sliding window protocols have been simulated over a frame relay network comprising
two nodes to which access is gained over 64kbJs links. First simulations were carried out for the
statie sliding window protocol using tramc intensity that slightly overloaded the network. From
the results it followed that the window size optimizing throughput equated the number of queues
in the network minus one (which is in accordance with the expression derived earl ier for thc
optimum window size). Secondly, simulat.ions were eondueted for both the statie protocol, and a
DSW protocol that can be characterized by a sudden decrease poliey, a linear increase poliey with
slope 1/4 (the window size is incremented after 4 consecutive acknowledgements), and congestion
deteetion based upan reception of Reject frames and retransmission timer time-outs. In these
simulations the throughput and delay were calculated for an increasing level of offered traffic.
The results showed that although both congestion strategies perform reasonably in maintaining
throughput, the dynamic sliding window protocol outperforms its statie colleague particularly in
maintaining delay at all acceptable level.
Summary and impacts The conclusiolls drawn in t.he farmer discussians can be sllmmarizcd
in the following imperative phrases.
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• Avoid protocol complexity
The more protocol (sub)layers are involved in the il1tegral communication ehannel from
end-user ta end~user, the more delay and the less throughput is to he expected.
• Employ a eongestion control strategy
The assumption that end-users constitute a set of weil hehaving traffic sourees would be a
fallacy in the face of real life. Renee, situations in whieh the network threathens to become
severly congested will occur. Consequently, when no congestion control is employed, havoc
will follow.
• Employ aCUTE strategy
The CUTE strategy (Congestion control Using Time-outs at the End-to-end layer) has been
described in [Jain 86] and has been used in the previous discussions to illustrate the DSW
protocols. When using CUTE with a sudden decrease policy and a paraholie increase poliey,
within frame relay networks optimal results are to he expected, because window sizes higher
than 15 are generally not used in these networks.
Re-viewing the use of LAPF and its congestion control strategy
Use of the whole LAPF protocol The point has been reached now at which guidelincs for
the design of flow control within the rou ter may be given. The first guideline is based upon the
first two conclusions made in the previous summary. These conclusions are in fact in opposition
of each other, but the issue of congestion con trol is regarded of more importance than the issue of
maximizing throughput and delay through the loss of functionality. Therefore, the first guideline
suggests the implementation of the whole LAPF protocol. In terms of the seenarios drawn up
in the former chapter; the secured channel scenario (with or without end-user feedback) and the
fully-f1edged scenario are favourable according to the given guideline.
Use of the LAPF congestion contro} sh-ategy In sections 3.4 and 3.5 the LAPF congestion
control strategy has been discussed. Recapitulating, the LAPF congestion con trol relies on a
detection scheme and areaction scheme. The detection scheme may he splitted in an implicit
detection scheme comprising reception of time-outs and Reject frames, and an explicit detection
seheme comprising recept ion of the BECN and FECN bits and the CLLM message (cf. section
3.4). The reaction scheme may be split into a initalization policy stipulating Winit = W max ,
a moderate decrease policy (set the window to a fradion F of the current window size), and a
linear increase policy with a slope M. The reaction scheme utilizes Wmin set to 1 and W max as
negotiated between the communicating peer entities.
Adaptions to the LAPF congestiou control strategy In the light of the conclusions that
have previously been put up, the LAPF protocol uses an appropriatc DSW protocol, except for
its decrease and increase policies, and its use of a negotiated Wmax . However, since window sizes
higher than 15 are assumed not to occur, the moderate deerease policy may be converted into a
sudden decrease policy by choosing F sufficiently large. Moreover, by dynamically calculating M
to be the eurrent window size, the linear increase policy of LAPF is transformed into the desired
parabolie increase policy. The negotiation of Wmax makes the desired use the optimal window size
in theory possible. Because, however, the required information to calculate this optimal window
size is not present in the router , the strategy is followed to use the default window size that is
defined to be 7 according to CCITT.

6.1.5

Application of choking

In the former chapter discussing the secured channel scenario with end-llser feedback, it has already
been indicated that the inclusion of a feedback channel would enable sou ree ehoking. Assuming
thc operation of lP over the Ethernet protocols, the ICMP souree queneh message ean be used for
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the purpose of source choking.
Assuming operation of a DSW protocol over ISDN (on an end-to-end basis), the inclusion of
a souree choking algorithm is rather a gadget than an essential must, since the DSW provides
already an excellent congestion control mechanism. Source choking is, however, much more important as regarded by the router, since its use prevents router buffers from overftowing. Somce
choking is c10sely related with buffer sizing, that has been discussed in subsection 6.1.1. In fact,
when using an effective source choking strategy, buffer sizes within the router may be kept smalI.
Choking off the traffic generating source should occur on two occasions. The first occurs
when the queue over which the traffic ftows is filled beyond a predefined threshold. The seeond
event occurs when congestion is detected within the network. The exact value defining the buffer
occupancy threshold depends on what kind of traffic reduction poliey the source uses, and on
the delay between detection of exceeding the threshold and the source initiated traffic reduction.
More research should be conducted in the field to create exact schemes for the calculation of the
threshold.

6.1.6

Congestion control evaluation

In table 6.1 the congestion control evaluation may be swiftly reviewed. As can be seen, for each
strategy the alternatives have been listed, indicating their assumptions, benefits and drawbacks.
Moreover , for each basic strategy the scenarios have been indicated in which they may be applied.

6.2

Connection control

In chapter 1 it has already been noted that the LAN protocols opera.te connectionless protocols,
whereas ISDN utiJizes connection oriented protocols. As a conseqence the router should operate
a suitable strategy in order to fol!ow the traffk patterns of the LAN as c10sely as possible. In the
farmer chapter two feasible connection control strategies have been identified. The first strategy
applies layer 4 information, assuming TGP is used (this strategy may be used only in connection
with the secured channel scenario with end-user feedback or the fully-Aedged scenario). The second
strategy employs a timer that initiates link closure after absence of traflk during a dynamically
calculated interval. Both strategies use a simple call establishment scheme, which is briefly described in the next subsection. The call closure schemes wil! he reviewed in more detail in subsequent
subsections. It should be noted that the schemes are in fact based on global analyzations of the
interconnection situation, and consequently they are intended to provide ground on which future
investigations may build.

6.2.1

CaU establishment

Call establishment can be divided into incoming call establishment and outgoing cal! establishment.
Whenever a call request originates from the LAN which is local to the router, the call is defined as
an outgoing call. Whenever a call request originates from a remote LAN (i.e., a LAN connected
to a different, remote router), tlle call is defined as an incoming call.
Outgoing eaU establishment
Cal1 establishment is initiated in principle whenever traffic arrives from the LAN for which na
connection across the ISDN has been established yet. Cal! establishment involves the issueing of
the appropriate Q.933 protocol messages ta the designated destination, that may either accept or
reject the cal1. Upon call acception, all subsequent traffic belonging to that call, will be directly
transmitted over the frame relaying network using the LAPF protocol.
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Incoming eaU establishment
Whenever call establishment has been initiated on a. remote LAN directing the call to the local
LAN, the local rou ter will receive actording Q.933 signalling messages. These messages are processed within a seized Q.933 protocol entity that informs the router's system management. System
management may either accept or reject the call by responding accordingly. Upon call acception,
traffic arriving over that call is forwarded and put on the LAN using the MAC protocol.

6.2.2

CaU closure using layer 4 information

The utilization of layer 4 information within a router is in fact a contradictio in terminis, but the
following scheme requires the mere inspection of one bit of a layer 4 frame. Therefore, the by
definition more correct indication that the interconnection system would be a gateway, seems a
case of hair splitting. Rence, the term router will be maintained.

The TCP FIN bit
Within the Tep segment (cf. figure 6.3) ane bit, named the FIN (final) bit, has been designated
ta indicate the request or confirmation of the TCP call release. When a segment with this bit set
is received, the receiver assumes the transmitter has no more traffic and wishes to close the call.
Assuming the receiver has na more traflic as weil, it will transmit a TCP segment with the FIN
bit set as weil, thereby indicating the other side that it shall close the call as weIl.

Scheme description
The call closure scheme uses the FIN bit as follows. Upon detection of a set FIN bit in a segment
/lowing in one direction, the router will wait for a set FIN bit arriving from the opposite direcLion. When this event occurs the rou ter wil! close the ISDN call and dispose all previously seized
resources related to the call.
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Since analyzing a TGP segment requires the full operation of lP and the LLG protocol, care
has to he taken when implementing the router, because lQDg processing delays of a TCP segment
could cause call dosure and eaU re-establishment overlap, resulting in the erroneous dosing of a
re-established eaU. As a rule, no overlap wil! occur, when the analyzation delay of a TGP segment
does not exeeed the round-trip delay (twice the end-to-end transmission delay).

6.2.3

CaU closure using a timer

Simply stated, this scheme closes a connection whenever a timer which is (re)started each time
a frame passes the rou ter in either direction, has generated a time-out. Obviollsly, in this call
closure scheme the timer value (referred to as the closure time in the sequel) is the performance
determinator. lts value choosen to be too high wil! cause waste of bandwidth and conseqllently
restrain maximal possible throughput over the ISDN access channel, whereas its value choosen to
be too low wil! run up delay. The optimal closure time depends most notably on the statistical
behaviour of the arriving traffic. Therefore, before a laudable closure time calculation seheme can
be presented, a description of the arriving traffic is required.
Traffic c1assification
Classification from the router's viewpoint As a working hypothesis for traflic analyzation,
a three c1ass traflic c1assification is proposed, the first class comprising 'batch' traffic, the second
comprising 'regular' traffic, and the third dass comprising 'incidental' traffic. Batch traffk is
charaeterized by an almost continuous stream of frames for the duration of the call. Regular
traflic is characterized by bursty traffic consisting of variably sized bursts with moderate to long
interarrival times (ranging a few seconds to a few minutes) for the dunl.tion of the caIl. Incidental
traffic is charaeterized by bursty traffic consisting of variably sized bursts and very long interarrival
times (ranging from a few minutes to several minutes). In these characterizations, the term 'call'
is used from the viewpoint of the application generating the traffic. It is important to understand
that the traffic classes are used to define bidireetional traffic. Moreover, in the sequel the term
traffic is used to denote in fact bidreetional traffic crossing the router .
Classification from the user's viewpoint The reader should not confuse the upper given
traffic ciassification, that reveals the point of view of the router, with a user perceived tramc
classifkation that usually comprises the classes 'real time', 'interactive' and 'file transfer' (cf.
[Norman 92)). In the latter c1assification the distingllishing aspect is 'quality of service' measured
by for instanee delay and throughput, whereas the rou ter perceived classification distinguishes
traffic between its statistical behaviour. The real time class is characterized by low delay reqllirements and relative high demand for throughput. The interactive class is characterized by
moderate delay and throughput requirements, whereas the file transfer class reqllests merely high
throughput, as it normally isn't concerned with the encollntered delay. In section 6.4 the point of
view of the user wiIl be the basis for call characterization.
Examples For example, the transmission of th is report over e-mail to a reader across the ocean
would cause typical batch traffic. Greating the TEX-dvi file for this report, wouJd cause typical
regular traffic, as severaI times files wil! be requested from a file server between which no tramc
occllrs because of compilation activities (and these activities may take futile seconds, but during
peak hours many minutes). During a few hours of editing this report, incidental traffic is expected,
as about each ten minutes files are retrieved from or sent to a file server.
Burst behaviour A burst or a long continuolIs steam of packets, when treated by TCP, wil!
result in a series of shorter bursts, called sllb-bursts, with an interarrival time of about the roundtrip delay of the connectiolJ between the end-systems plus the processing delay of the peer TGP
entity, as TCP is forced to wait for th is time tiIl it receives a first acknowledgement, after which it
may transmit segments again. These sub-bursts are at most 64k bytes of TGP data long in ca<;e
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TCP uses its maximal window size. At the router, however, they arrive as MAC frames with a
maximum size of 1500 bytes (lP provides the segmcnt.ation function).
Traffic at the router
Based upon the previous discussion two basic traffic types depicted in figure 6.4 arive at the router.
Based on these traffic types, the closure timer must be abIe to distinguish three cases: an idle
connection as a result of eall termination, an idle connection between two sub-bursts (duration
averagely tJ), and an idle connection between two bursts (duration averagely tb). Previously, i j
has been estimated to be the round-trip delay plus the TCP processing delay (depending on the
implementation and link quality, typieally ranging from a few tenths of a second to a few seconds),
whereas tb may range from a few seconds to several minutes (Note the overlap in interarrival time
rangings, as a result of whieh regular traffic is perceived as batch tramc).
Based upon traffic as previously characterized, two approaches to time closure calculation may
he identified. The first tries to minimize cost, i.e. it minimizcs thc time a connection is idle (cf.
[Zhang 90]), whereas the second approach seeks to minimize delay.
Cost effective closure scheme
Closure for cast break even The national telephone company will charge any call by a fixed
amount S (the setup cast) and a variabIe amount D (accounted per call unit). When minimizing
cast an upper bound on the closure timer can be given, because a break even point exists beyond
which maintaining an idle connedion casts more than releasing the call, and re-establishing it
upon arrival of new traffic. Because an idle connection is charged the amount Dt (where t denotes
the time the connection is idle), and the setup eost is S, thc upper bound for a cast effective
closure time can be calculated to be S/ D.
Penny wise, pOllnd foolish Because the fradion SI D is small (usually below 1/2, e.g. the
Dutch PTT charges S = 7 cents and D = 19 cents per second-cf. [Wemer 92]), the cast effective
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approach releases calls often mistakenly (i.e., traftk keeps ariving after caU closure). The many
resulting re-establishments wil] increase delay considerably (probably using costly time Qf users
and making theapproach penny wise, but pound foolish) .. Therefore, this approach seems only
appropriate in cases where SI D is large.
Fixed timer closure seheme
Before complex schemes are reviewed, it should be noted that a fixed closure time, although not
high-tlying in its performance, presents a simple scheme to manage call closure. A (fixed) closure
time of a few seconds for instance, wil! result in moderate delays and moderate loss of bandwidth
for most eaUs. Beforehand, it should be noted that especiaUy real-time trafiic wil! not suffer
eonsiderately from this scheme, since it is characterized by fairly intensive traffic as will be seen
later on. Therefore, the use of a fixed closure time may be seriously considered, and together with
dynamical schemes he simulated in future research.
Delay effeetive closure scheme
In a nut sheU, this approach seeks to minimize delay by determining the optimal closure time
on the basis of statistical information of traffic behaviour. In the following it is assumed that
the interarrival times tb and t / are distributed exponentiaUy (in fact, poisson arrival of bursts
is assumed). Moreover, the objective of minimizing delay is primarily focussed on regular and
incidental traffic since these classes are c10sely related to the c1ass of real time traffic, for which
small delays are considered important. In this context the reader should note that a lower bound
for the closure time wiJl be used in order to guarantee always good results for 'fast' reaI time
traffic. The choice for such all lower boulld has also been based on the fact that the few seconds
this lower bound wiJl be, are not going to inflict high cost or considerable waste of bandwidth.
Optimal closurc time The optimal closure time is here defined as the closure time that nevers
results in amistaken call release, i.e. a call release after which still traffic for that call arives.
Based on the arriving traffic behaviour, tbe optimal closure time is in fact infinite, th at is, a call
is never closed. From the point of view of bandwidth usage and user fairness, th is approach would
be desastrous. A more suitable cIosure time would be a closure time that mistakenly releases calls
on only a small fraction of the occasions.
Near optimal closure time Assuming Poisson burst traffic, interarrival time À, and cIosure
time T, the chance a call is released mistakenly can be represented by p = e- AT . Reversely,
a cIosure time taking down a call mistakenly a fraction p of all occasions, is expressed by T =
-In pl.À. For instanee letting the closure time be mistaken once in a hunderd times, T is caIculated
to be 4.605/.À. Focussing on regular or incidental traffic, a useful lower bound for T is defined
to be 4.605 since these traffic types are characterized by À > 1. In order to calculate T beyond
this lower bound, i.e. calculating the closure time for 'slow' regular traffic and incidental traffic,
.À needs to be estimated.
Estimation of À during data transfer For an arbitrary call no explicit a priori informatioJl
about traffic behaviour along that call is available, hence an initialization scheme for .À is hard to
devise. Still, implicit traflic behaviour information may be obtained when the router maintains
statistical data about traffic in previous calls. In this way global (or call specific) averages over
all calls could be provided, thus initializing À with agiobal (avcrage) interarrival time .À alJ • Here,
the discussion will focus on estimations performed during the data transfer phase of a call. Since
À indicates the burst arrival rate, the estimation scherne consists of a burst recognizer, and a
calculator that determines À. Recognizing a burst from regular traftic is not trivial, because tb
and t/' as hac; been indicated, may have comparahle values. As the intention was to focus on
regular and incidental traffic, the exact distinguishing betWeen a long burst and a sequence of
sub-bursts arriving with small interarrival times, is not really an issue {implicitly, however, it
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Table 6.2: Connection control evaluation

is assumed that concatenated sub-bursts behave similarly as bursts, i.e. traflic remains Poisson
burst traffic). In this light, the burst recognizer is based on the definition that a burst consists
of a number of sub-bursts of which the interarrival time does not exceed T. b , where is choosen
T.b below 4.605. The exact choice should be based upon more research. When bursts can be
identified, tbeir average interarrival time may me calculated easily thlls providing ,\ and a near
optimal T.
Critica} notes The above closure scheme is based upon a general trafJic characterization and
the assumption that the bursts behave as poisson traflic. Draconian as life is, practical traffic
surely wilJ deviate to some extend from these ideal characterizations. The Jarger the deviation the
worse the closure scheme is likely to perform. Proper flIture investigation should therefore focus
on verification of the theory by practical measurements, and by comparing the previous closure
scheme with schemes relying on alternative theories.

6.2.4

Summary of eaU closure sehemes

In the above discourse, two schemes have been introduced. The first uses the TCP FIN bit, thereby requiring full operation of lP and the LLC protocol, and a low processing delay of the TCP
segments as they travel these protocols. When these requ.irements have been met, the scheme is
expected to outperform any statisticalor timer-based closure scheme. As the seheme reqllires lP,
it ean only be used in connection with the secured channel or minimalistic scenario having an
end-user feedback ehannel, or with the fully-fledged scenario.
The second seheme is based upon a timer, generating a time-out whenever for a dynamically
or fixed ealculated interval no traffic has erossed the rou ter. The fixed interval case will probably
deliver barely acceptable performance over all traffie types. lts dynamical colleague is expected
to perform considerably better , yet it is hindered by several diffieulties. The solutions for the
difficult.ies clouding this scheme have still /.0 be verified. Benee, for now, th is scheme is expected
to perform at most moderately. Still, it may be used in combination with any scenario that has
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been introduced in the former chapter. The evaluation of the two closure schemes has also been
described in table 6.2.

6.3

Resource management

Within the router the queues and the available bandwidth ofthe ISDN frame relay access channel
are considered to be resources. When a call arives, either incoming or outgoing, appropriate resources have to be allocated in order to operate the call as negotiated. In the following subsections
resource allocation schemes aiming at fairness and feasibility, and bandwidth enforcement schemes
wiJl be reviewed. The latter are in fact a form of congestion prevention.

6.3.1

Allocation of bandwidth

CaU bandwidth determination
Since allocation of bandwidth should have been performed before data may be transferred across
the eall, a similar difficulty as with determination of the burst interarrival time arises: there is
no a priori knowledge about an arbitrary call arriving at the rou ter. Consequently, bandwidth
eannot be allocated on a sound basis unless the rout.er keeps track of call statistics including call
bandwidth utilization. A simple scheme would he to maintain an overall call bandwidth utilization
average, that is used for bandwidth aJlocation of individual calls. A complex seheme eould provide
administration of call bandwidth utilization of individu al users on the network. In this seheme
bandwidth is allocated to a user's call based upon previous ca!ls belonging to the same user.

Bandwidth exhaustion
Provisions should be made to ensure a certain degree of fairness. Tot.al fairness would imply any
user may transmit its traffic at any time to the ISDN frame relay network. In practice, where
limitied bandwidth is available, only a limited number of users may access the router concurrently.
This number may be calculated roughly by dividing the access rate bandwidth by the average
bandwidth required by users (in fact it is assumed here that calls are terminated immediately
when the connection becomes idle). For example a basic rate interface (128kb/s) used over a
set of users that request averagely (over all calls) bandwidth of 16kbJs per call wiJl imply t.hat
maximally eight users may be active. Call request.s arriving when the access bandwidth is in
fact exhausted, will subsequently be rejected by the network (sinee the network has the required
information to take these decisions), i.e. the MAC frames that have arrived till that moment wil!
be discarded. When using a scenario that incorporates an end-user feedback channel and assuming
operation of lP in the network layer on the LAN side, the rou ter may inform the end-user's lP
protocol that its call has been rejected by employing the leMP 'dcstination unreachable' message
(cf. chapter 2 and [Postel 81/2]).

6.3.2

Bandwidth enforcement

When a eall has been established and a certain bandwidth or throughput has been negotiated with
the network, the router will help to prevent congestion by enforcing thc negotiated throughput.
The rou ter has two strategies it may use to perform bandwidth enforcement. Both rely on measuring the actual throughput that is flowing across a particular call. Throughput mea.'>urement is
easily performed by counting traffic bytes within an interval Tm and dividing the total number of
bytes by Tm. In the following, these two reaetiOll mechanisms to throughput contract violations
wiJl he described.
Queue priority serving
In this scheme for each call the relative throughpllt contract violation is calculated, using V =
Pal Pn , where V denotes the relative violation, Pa the actllalthroughput and Pn the negotiated
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througbput. Subsequently, the queues are ordered according to their violation degree, putting
large violations on tbe tail of tbe ordering. Moreover, a server is introduced removing frames
from tbe queues and forwarding them to their respective LAPF entities. Tbe server wiJl attend
to queues higher in the ordering more often than queues lower in the ordering. A very simple
quantification of this approach could be a two level hierarchy, distinguishing caUs that violate
their contract and caUs that don 't. Calls following their contract are served twiee as much. More
sophisticated (e.g., proportional) serving schemes can be devised, yet the principle remains the
same.

eaU re-establishment after boundary crossing
In this scheme, when by crossing a predefined boundary over the negotiated throughput, a particular call acts amoral and intrudes upon the contract like a gatecrasher, the eall wil! he released.
Unlike normal eall clearance, bowever, the queue remains intact. AIso, immediately a new connection is tried to be set up, this time with more appropriate throughput parameters. In case this
new eall request is rejected, as the network cannot provide the required throughput, the queue is
cleared and the eaU is assumed aborted. The boundary can he choosen to he twiee tbe negotiated
throughput (twice the offered traffic over all ealls will cause the network to get severely congested).

Important requirements for the upper two schemes
The upper two schemes provide in fact fairly effective congestion avoidence schemes, yet they wiU
cause considerable loss of frames if not either of the following requircments has been met. When
the router buffers are the size of the maximal TCP window, no frame loss will oceur as TGP has
to wait for its aeknowledgements (cf. suhsection 6.1.1). Secondly, in case the router is provided
with an end-user feedback channel, it may wam the end-user it is overactive or even amoral, thlls
causing the end-user to slow down, in which case frame loss is limited.

6.3.3

Allocation of queues (buffers)

Essentially two type of queues exist: queues containing traffic destinated for ISDN, and queues
containing traffic destinated for the local LAN. In subsection 6.1.1 it has al ready been shown how
the ISDN queue can be sized in order 1.0 minimize frame loss. The result st.ated that in case TCP
is operating an upper bound for the ISDN queue is 44 frames of 1500 bytes (abollt 80k bytes).
If na specific protocol on layer 4 is assumed, a practical size would be the LAPF window size
(cf. subsection 6.1.1), because in flow control environment maximally W frames may circulate the
network, where W denotes the flow control window size. A protocol operat.ed on layer 4 using
a window size exceeding W wiJl in this case need to retransmit considerable traffic. Therefore,
t.he designer should either try 1.0 harmonize window sizes, or try to size queues according to the
maximum operated window size across thc end-to-end link. The same reasoning may be applied for
the queue that stores arriving ISDN frames, before they are put onto the LAN; again, a practical
queue size is the LAPF window size (LAPF generally operates a maximal window size of 7).

6.3.4

Resource management evaluation

In table 6.3 the resource management evaluation may be swiftly reviewed. As can be seen, for each
strategy the alternatives have been listed, indicating their assumptions, benefits and drawbacks.
Moreover, for each basic strategy the scenarios have been indicated in which they may be applied.

6.4

CaU characterization

When setting up a new connection across t.he ISDN, parameters as throughput and delay may be
provided. It would therefore be preferabIe 1.0 know in advanee what throughput/dclay combination
would be required. In this way bandwidth of the access channel will he used optimally. However,
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SUMMARY AND EVALUATION
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Table 6.3: Resource management evaluation

in section 6.2.3 is has been made apparent that no a priori information about an arbitrary call is
available, unless the router keeps statistics of all calls providing an overall average, or an average
per user. When maintaining statistics, throughput of an individual call may he assigned the overall average throughput or the average throughput of the user's call history.
Statistics of previous calls may provide an indication of the required throughput for future
calls, but it gives no c1ues about the delay requirements certain classes of traffic may have. Thc
lOuter may only gain inside in these requirements when the end-user has some means to forward
traffic c1ass information to the router. One possibility would he to use the Delay, Throughput and
Reliability bits of an lP frame, although this solution is only feasible for the scenarios incorporating
lP. Another possibility would be LO distinguish several classes of traffic with several routeing entitics
within the rou ter that are addressed by different MAC addresses. This solution, however, may
only be used in combination with the fully-fledged scenario, since here MAG addresses have solcly
local significance; in all the other scenarios MAG addresses are used to determine the destination
stations and may therefore not be used to address routeing entities. These two solutions are both
based upon the traffic classification that has been made in section 6.2.3 distinguishing between
the user's delay and throughput requirements (there, the classes 'real time', 'interactive' and 'file
transfer' were identified together with their general requirements). In the following subsections
the two solutions will he briefiy reviewed.

6.4.1

Use of the lP Delay, Throughput and Reliability bits

The Delay, Throughput and Reliability bits of lP are able to request a certain quality of service to
a peer lP entity. These bits are able to disl.inguish high and low delay, throughput and reliability
respeetively (a bit coded as zero indicates respectively regular dclay, throughput and rcliability,
and a bit coded as one indicates respectively low delay, high throughput and high reliability).
The fol1owing seheme llses these bit.s to determine the type of an arriving call. Whenever
frames related to a new call arrive, they are put into the ISDN queue, and, additionally, they arc
processed by LLG and lP. The Internet Procotol construets the first lP frame which it forwards
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I DTR I Traffie Glass
000
001
010
011
100
101
110

111

Interaetive
Interactive
File transfer
File transfer
Real time/lnteractive
Real time
Real time
Real time
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I Delay and Throughput requirements
moderate delay and throughput
moderate delay and throughput
moderate or high delay and high throughput
moderate or high delay and high throughput
low delay and moderate throughput
low delay and moderate throughput
low delay and high throughput
low delay and high throughput

Table 6.4: Mapping of the DTR bits (Delay, Throughput and Reliability) to the corresponding
t raffic class

to system management that will determine the class of requested service using table 6.4. System
management will subsequently establish the ISDN connection using the traffic class and perhaps
statisties of previous calls to provide the exact throughput and delay values. All following MAG
frames are only forwarded across the ISDN as no more lP functionality is required.
Although this seheme may seem very effective it contains two drawbacks. The first results from
the assumption that the first lP frame contains DTR bits (Delay, Throughput and Reliability) that
indeed characterize the requested service class for all subsequent traffic. Whether this assumption
is valid depends on the lP implementation that is used, because a particular use of the DTR bits
has not been included in the offical lP specification. The second drawback results from the fact
that before an ISDN connection may be established a complete lP frame should be eonstructed.
Consequently, several MAG frames may need to be stored in the ISDN queue, possibly requiring
considerable space. In fact an lP frame may contain 64k bytes, therefore, the ISDN queue, in
this seheme, should be about BOk because of the LLC and MAC overhead (again, this shows
the importanee of protocol sealing, i.e. the fine-tuning the protocols within the communication
environment th us ereating synergetic cooperation).

6.4.2

Use of several routeing entities

By letting the end-user's application decide what type of traffic is needed, the best possibJe ISDN
eall characterization shouJd be obtained. The problem with this seheme is how ta inform the
rou ter about the requested traffic class.
When instead of one routeing entity in fact several routeing entities are cantained in the rou ter,
each entity may be given aspecifie task that is tailored on the tramc c1ass it is intended for. An
end-user may choose a routeing entity by selecting the proper rou ter address, i.e. in the local
routeing table the router is associated with three adresses, one for each traffie c1ass or routeing
entity. By using three MAC addresses to indicate the routeing entities, an application will be able
to select a traffic c1ass (more on addressing in this seheme may be found in the follawing seetion).
Naturally a considerable increase in fouter complexity is required \Vhen using this seheme,
however, the scheme is expected to perform excellent.

6.4.3

CaU characterization evaluation

In table 6.5 the call characterization evaluatioll may be swiftly reviewed. As ean be seen, for each
strategy the alternatives have been listed, indieating their assumptions, benefits and drawbacks.
Moreover, for eaeh basic strategy the seenarios have been illdicated in which they may be applied.
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CALL CHARACTERIZATION SUMMARY AND EVALUATION
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Table 6.5: Call characterization evaluation

6.5

Address mapping and management

When routeing LA N traffic across the ISDN, an address eonversion seheme must be devised to
translate a destination address into the ISDN address of the rou ter and the LAN station address
the traffic is intended for. The scenarios that have been introduced in the former chapter are
based on two mapping schemes, that will be described in subsequent subsections. Additionally,
the rou ter must be able to communicate with colleagues in order to exchange information about
the topology of the interconnected LANs. This aspect is referred to as address management and
it will be described in the last subsection.

6.5.1

Address mapping in the minimalistic and secured channel scena-

.

rlOS

The common denominator in these scenarios is the combination of a bridging function between
the MAG layer and the corresponding ISDN Jayer (cf. the corresponding figures in chapter 5),
and a routeing function as performed by system management and using MAG addresses and ISDN
adresses.
Only MAG frames with addresses not located on the local LAN are forwarded to the bridge.
Gonsequently the MAG Jayer must have a list that contains all the Jocal MAG addresses and that
may be accessed with high speed. In the bridge the MAG address parameters are used to determine whether a call already exists ta the carresponding destination. Ir so, the MAG addresses
are translated into Gonnection Endpoint Identifers (GEls) who idelltify the appropriate LA PF
entities operating the designated links. Necessarily, a translation tabJe needs to be administered
within the bridge, linking MAC addresses and GEls together. If, however, a MAG address arrives
that cannot be found in this tabIe, i.e. there is na conneetion to its destination, the addresses
are forwarded to system management. Here, using a routeing table containing MAC addresses of
all connected LANs and the corresponding ISDN address identifying the local router, the MAG
address is translated into an ISDN destination address, that is used to subsequently establish the
required connection using the ISDN control plane of the router. While establishing the con nection, the MAG addresses is forwarded to the destination as weil in order to provide local routeing.
When the connection has been established, the router is informed by the network which DLGI
will be used, and it will create alocal relation between a CEl and the designated DLGI. Finally,
system management will inform the bridge about the new relal.ion between the CEl and MAG
address, thereby enabling future bridging.
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ReverseIy, when a eall is being estabIishcd from a remote rou ter to the localone, besides the
DLGI that will be used, the destination MAG address is conveyed as weil. Having reeeived these
parameters, system management will inform the bridge about the new relation, in order to enable
the forwarding of LAPF frames to the LAN and vice versa.
Resuming the mapping arehitecture, the following translation tables are necessary. First, a
tabie Iocated in the MAC sublayer containing the MAC addresses of all Iocal stations. Second, a
table containing GEls and MAC addresses of all the active ealls, in order to provide the bridging
funetion. Third, a table eontaining the relation between all the LANs on the intereonnected LANstructure (the Global Local Area Network, or GLAN) and their corresponding ISDN addresses
(in fact identifying the Iocal router). In subsection 6.5.3 the administration of these tables wil1 be
discussed.

6.5.2

Address mapping in the fully-ftedged scenario

In the fully-fledged scenario, a fundamentally different way of routeing the frames over the ISDN
is used. Instead of using MAC addresses to indicate the remote destination station, giobal addresses (so-called Network Service Access Points) are used to indicate the destination (e.g., global
addresses may be lP addresses, telephone numbers or ISDN numbers).
Unlike the other scenarios this scenario uses the MAG address to identify the router , i.e. the
MAG sublayer of the rou ter forwards frames only when they bear its address. Moreover, MAC
frames are forwarded to the LLC sublayer where they are processed and subsequently handed over
to the network layer, where lP is operated. [n case lP frames exceed the LLC frames in length,
lP will reassemble several consecutive frames and forward the resl1lting lP frame to the rou ter
unit. The router extracts the global network destination address form the frame and consults its
call translation table in which the relationships are admillistered between the lP addresses and
Connection Endpoint Identifiers (CEIs) that identify LAPF entities. If thc destination address is
contained in the tabie, the corresponding CEl will be retrieved and the lP frame will, if necessary,
be fragmented and send to the designated LAPF entity. In case the destination address is not
contained in the call translation tabIe, the rout.er unit will request system management to establish a conneetion to the indicated destination address. Upon call establishment, the data will be
forwarded to the LAPF entity as indicated earlier.
Reversely, when a call is etablished from a rell10te rou ter to the localone, besides the lP destination address, the DLCI is provided. System management when receiving a eall, will therefore
knowon which link the data will follow. It sends the rou ter unit the DLCI and the destination address, after which the rou ter updates its call translation table and will forward any traffic arriving
from either the local LAN or the ISDN.

6.5.3

Address management

In the former two subseetions several tables needed within thc rou ter have been identified. Of
two of them, the Iocal LAN address list table and the address translation tabIe, no updating
mechanism has been described yet. In the following paragrahs possible updating schemes with
1heir drawbacks will be reviewed for both tables.

Loeal LAN address list
This tabIe, as aforementioned, contains the I\IAC addresses of all the tANs that are connected to
.the local LAN. Two relative simp!e schemes are possible to keep the list up to date.
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Manua! seheme This seheme is quite simple (from the point of view of the router), sinee it
requires the loeal LAN system operator to update th.~ lOGillLAN address-list each time a mutation
-oceurs.
Automatic seheme This seheme involves aetive participation of the router. It suggests the
router should eonstantly inspeet all arriving MAC frames on their souree address and in case an
unknown address is found, add the address to the local LAN address list.
Address translation table (ATT)
This table constitutes in fact the global routeing t.able, that should enable the router to translate
agIobal LAN destination address into an ISDN address identifying the router of the LAN the
station is located on. Two cases are distinguished, sinee the scenarios as defined in the former
ehapter use either MAC addresses or lP addresses to identify destination LANs.
ATT based on MAC addressing The reader might have notieed that scenarios using MAC
addressing are in fact operating like a transparent bridge, i.e. the LAN stations do not see the
router as they are able to address their destinations directly. Therefore, a seheme identieal to
a spanning tree algorithm (cf. [Tanenbaum 88]) may he utilized. Running these algorithms,
however, would require precious and eostly ISDN banclwidth (cf. [Til! Johnson 92]), hecause
unknown destinations are diseovered using flooding strategies, i.e. frames are transmitted towards
all eonnected LANs and this would result (especial!y in case of a large number of interconnected
LANs) in considerable traffic aeross the ISDN. Hence, another scheme is proposed that relies in
fact on fairly statie LAN topologies. This scheme suggests that each lOuter will inform all of its
colleagues about mutations in its loeal LAN environment. Because at most a few frames will have
to be flooded (i.e., send to all LANs) and hecause this is done only when it is needed and not, as
in the ease of the spanning tree algorithms, once every few minutes, it is expected that this seheme
wiJl result in less overhead (management) traffic. Finally, the ATT will contain all destination
ISDN addresses, for each of whieh a related set of MAC addresses is administered identifying all
LAN stations eonnected to the router.
ATT based on lP addressing By virtue of t.hc hierarchical structure of the lP addresses,
the fully-fledged scenario requires merely an addrcss t.ranslation table that translates lP network
subaddresses into ISDN addresses (allel vice versa). The following simple scheme may bI" applied.
Whenever a new LAN is attached to the frame rclaying ISO N, the new rou ter will transmit its
ISDN address to all the other rauters (eonsequently, lIpon installation of the rou ter the operator
should provide the addresses of the other routers). Reversely, whenever a LAN is disconnected
from the ISDN (e.g., the related company has gone broke), the rou ter wil! send its last regards to
all its eolleagues, thereby informing them it will vanish. The lP host subaddress needs not to be
translated since the local lP entity in the rou ter will provide for local routing, i.e. it maintains a
list of host subaddresses linked with MAC addresses. Administration of these addresscs is done
locally and involves salely LAN traffic, i.e. it doesn't burden thc ISDN with overhead traffk
'fi'ivial assumption Although needless to say, it should be noted that naturally al] LAN stations
must have access to alocal 'phonebook' in order to enable applications to look up the MAC or lP
addresses of the intended destinations. Administration of slieh phonebooks, if done automatieally,
will cause traffic overhead as weIl. Yet, a discussion of these schemes falls beyond the scope of the
report, also beeause they are common to all interconneeted networks.

6.5.4

Address mapping and managing evaluation

In table 6.6 the address mapping and management evaluation may be swiftly reviewed. As can
be seen, for each strategy the alternatives have been listcd, indieating their assumptions, benefits
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ADDRESS MANAGEMENT SUMMARY AND EVALUATION
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Table 6.6: Address mapping and management evaluation

and drawbacks. Moreover • for each basic strategy the scenarios have been indicated in which they
may be applied.

6.6

Scenario evaluation

In this section a summary of the chapter will be givcn from t.he viewpoint of the several scenarios.
By describing for each scenario thc best performing layout on the basis of the previous given
evaluations of congestion control, connection contral, resource management, call charactcrization,
and address mapping and management, an evaluation of the scenarios will be possible. Depending
on the communication environment in which the router is intended tooperate, particular scenarios
are favourable over others. In table 6.7 all scenarios with their best performing layout and their
benefits and drawbacks are described. In the foJlowing this table will be elucidated per scenario
focussing on prime subjects as congestion control and attainable throughput and delay.

6.6.1

Minimalistic scenario

The prime disadvantage of this scenario is its ruthless neglection of network congestion; it merely
takes preventive measures through resource preallocat.ion and bandwidth enforcement. Although
these preventive measures are fairly effective, severe congestion may occur, and on these occasions
this scenario remains an ignorant traffic provider. lts main advantage, however, is its streamlined
operation. It is able to relay LAN traffic to the ISDN frame relay network with minimal complexity,
thereby boosting throughput and keeping delay down. Based on these features, this scenario should
be used only in interconneetion environments where the ISDN access rate is high in comparison
with the expected inter-LAN traffic load. In these cases severe congestion is not likely to happen
and the preventive measures are expected to provide slIfficient congestion control.

6.6.2

Secured challnel scenario

The secured channel scenario adds an important feature to the rOllt.er. It applies a considerably betler performing congestion cont.rol strategy, t.hcreby providing robustness against (severe)
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network congestion. The resulting disadvantage, however, is an increase in protocol complexity
along the communication line. Therefore, less t.hroughput and larger delays should be expected as
compared with the minimalistic scenario. This scenario provides a router that perfarms reasonably.

6.6.3

Minimalistic scenario with end-user feedback

By adding an end-user feedback channel, this router is able to provide three extra features over
the minimaiistic router. First, improved congestion control is available, since source choking may
be applied. Second, a more eifective connection control strategy may he used (use of the TCP FIN
bit), thereby reducing delay that results from faulty caB releases. Third, by using the lP DTR
(Delay, Troughput and Reliability) bits, the router is able to allocate bandwidth more efficiently
and to fulfil user requested delay constraints to an acceptable extend (it should be noted that the
assumption is made the ('1l0-lISer lP protocol is using these bits). The other side of coin shows
souree choking is only e(f(,rti ve IV 11('11 i t keeps det.ect.ion-Ilction delay down (detection of congestion
in the rou ter , action ta ken by the end-user). Therefore, caution should guide the use of this
scenario in an environment where severe congestion may occur.

6.6.4

Secured channel scenario with end-user feedback

The same extra features that have been mentioned in the former scenario, are available here,
i.e. improved congestioll contral (although good congestion control was already available), more
eifective connection cOllI rol (rcdocing dday rcsulting from faulty eall releases), fairly efficient
bandwidth utilization, and acceptilbJe fuJlilment of user requested delay constraints. Concluding,
this scenario seems to ollll'f'I'f()nn (i1e former olles in the cont.ext of an arbitrary communication
environment.

6.6.5

Fully-fledged scenario

This scenario provides two important extra features relative to the former one. First, by applying several routing enti1il's t.ailored for preodinl'd frilffir t.ypes, t.his scenario provides excellently
efficient bandwidth ut.i!:/;,! inll allli r,dlilll1Cl1l1 ,r IIser rcqlll:sted dclay constraints. Second, since it
uses lP addresses to iel.,,' :r" .1""1 il"'linIlS, a rO'lting table is needed that may be administered with
minimal overhead traili.' ""I" '"'' 111l' ll.:')~, TIII's,' I.wo arfviln/.ilges, however, are provided at the cost
ofsignificantly more pI" '".,,1 (,')lIli,J"'i'." a\nll,!!: the COllllllllllicat.ion line. Therefore, throughput is
expected to decrease all,1 . i"",.,' is "':1"'1'1,,01 lo illcrease cOJlsiderably (relative to the farmer scenario). As the gain of thi" ,,;u:II,ltiu i" <>l.inl:lI"d to be less t.han the cost, for now this scenario will
be rejected. lIowever, t.1", 1','I:lfive ~:1ill allol I'Osl. depend IlIl1ch on the effectiveness ofthe lP DTR
scheme used in the fa 1'1 ", I' "'·I'II:.tjn In char'l"I."ri?:e a calt, and whether maintaining statistics of
previous calls provi(\f's i"'·'·'1 "1·",.~,,',I,ly dr"f'li\'(~ rail chilrilc1.erization. Also, the implementation
determines what delays "tl: illl rod I/(cd, thercby determining also the cost of this scenario. In fact,
measurements on opera! i Ilg irn p!cll1cntaliollS wi1l provide t.he best ground for a balanced choke.

6.7

Conclus i '1'1

In the light of the fom,. ,·;"'""~i,),,,,. J 11<' SI'('III"',1 rh"nncl Sl'l'lI:Hio wit.h end-user feedback is elected
to be specified in the I .
" , ' : ""'1'1, l :",j '''' '1,1' d~scription of the several schemes
I.""rnl'fj in :, "'II'I':llive description and a specifying
presented in tohis chap'" '~" I " " ' "
model. Again, it sholll,' i,,' 11' ,I ".1 1::,'1 1 ' ,.. , :,(,jl'c is pre!illli,,',ry, given the indicative analyzations
presented in this chili" ..
'1'

""Ol
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Chapter 7

Router Design Description
In this chapter the secured channel scenario with end-user feedback which has been elected
to be designed and specified, wil! be described in more detail. Following the system design
cyde as indicated in chapter 4 the router is described in a narrative way. The detailed
specification has been put away in appendix D in order to avoid its full comlexity in the
text.

7.1

Introduction

As indicated in the previous chapter, the secured channel scenario with end-user feedback will
be resumed in this chapter in more detail. For convenience the general structure of this scenario
is given again in figure 7.1. In fact, in this chapter the bridge unit and system management as
depicted in this figure wil! be described.
The other subsystems contained in the mentioned scenario are described or specified elsewhere.
The parts of the LAPD, Q.933, LAPF Gore and LAPF Control protocols necessary to operate
frame relay routeing have been specified in appendices F, E, G and H respectively. The MAC,
LLC and lP protocols have been described in chapter 2. No specification of these protocols has
been given since first of all they have been standardized extensively in practical implementations
(e.g., Ethernet cards or of-the-shelf lP implementations). Moreover, their specification using the
method as indicated in chapter 4 would consume a considerable amount of time.

7.2

Bridge and system management description

Merging bridge and system management
When interpreting the terms bridge and system management strictly, a dear cut division of functionality over these subsystems could be defined. However, both subsystems operate closely together
and a strict division would not serve understanding or convenience. Therefore, all bridging functionality has been moved in with system management, consequently creating a subsystem that
has total control over the whole rou ter, i.e. system management is the generalissimo over the
operational units comprising the aforementioned protocols.
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Figure 7.1: The secured channel scenario with end-user feedback

Description overview
The description of system management (including the bridge) that wiJl be presented hereafter, wiU
follow the design cycle as given in chapter 4, in which initiaIlya statement of purpose triggers an
organic cycle that subsequently walks through phases identified as system reconnaisance, environmental modeUing and behavioural modelling. The statement of purpose (of system management)
has been presented in chapters 5 and 6. System reconnaissance has been partly presented in
chapter 6 and faIls partly beyond the scope of the intention of a report, since merely its results
presented in the environmental model are of interest.
In subsection 7.2.3 first a brief description will be given of the environmental model, i.e. the
interfaces with the several protocols are discussed together with a brief overview of the tasks of
system management. In the subsections following the environmental model discussion, the behavioural model is discussed on the primary level, that is, each of the processes contained in the
context diagram wiU he described in a narrative manner.
First, however, two important deviations to the previous presented router structure wiJl be
discussed. The first deviation reveals some non-standard features about the functioning of lP in
the router that is necessary to enable to required functions. The second deviation indicates how
traffic should be directed to the LLC protocol in order to monitor bidireetional lP traflic using
one lP entity.

7.2.1

Adaptions to lP

In order to enable the monitoring of the TCP FIN bit, lP should be able to deliver TCP segments
fiowing in either direction on end-to-end connections to system management. Consequently, the
lP protocol must be able to process lP frames directed to different addresses than its own. AIso,
when indicating Tep segments to system management, it should be able ta forward the layer
two addresses that are related to these segments in order to identify the respective call. As a
second deviation from the standard lP, the router's lP must also accomodate the forwarding of
DTR (the Delay, Throughput and Reliability bits) informat ion as contained in its frames together
with the related layer two addresses. The third and final non-standard feature requests that lP
should accept layer two addresses and lP addresses together with an ICMP message that it should
process subsequently as narmal (this for the provision of the end-user feedback channel).
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Q.833

LAPD

Figure 7.2: The modified rou ter structure

7.2.2

Forwarding bidireetional traffic to lP

Since lP must deliver TCP segments of both directions, not only MAC frames arriving from the
local LAN are forwarded to LLC, but also the data fields of LAPF frames together with their
corresponding MAC address pair are forwarded to LLC. As a consequence the structural picture
of the router has changed to the structure depicted in figure 7.2.

7.2.3

System management's environment

In figure 7.3 a streamlined context diagram combined with the prime system decomposition is
given. Tbe comprehensive context diagram may be found in appendix D, yet for a brief router
description the underlying diagram will facilitate rapid understanding.
In this diagram several terminators express the interfaces with adjacent systems. Tbe terminator identified by Q.933 expresses the existence of the Q.933 protocol with which system
management exchanges several call control primitives. These primitives regulate call establishment and release using layer 3 signalling messages. At the bottom side of the diagram, the LAPF
terminator is depicted. It expresses the interface througb which eall connection primitives are
exchanged with layer two protocol entities. Additionally, through this interface witb LAPF data
transfer primitives are exhanged together with a primitive to monitor congestion as indicated by
LAPF.
In the left middle of thc diagram a terminator named lP may be identified. At this terminator
the sou ree queneh message is injected in lP, whereas lP delivers a TCP segment together with the
layer two addresses. The source queneb messagc is generated upon queue overload or congestion
within the network. The TCP segment is used to determine whether a eall has been released.
The layer two addresses are included in order to indentify the call the TCP segment belongs t~.
Moreover, through this terminator the DTR bits (Delay, Throughput and Reliability) are delivered together with the layer two addresses. Again, the layer two addresses are included in order to
identify the eall the DTR bits are related to.
The LLC terminator is included, since all information received from the ISDN is to be forwarded to LLC as weil in order to make bidireetional inspeetion of TCP segments possible using one
lP entity generating these segments. The MAC terminator, finally, expresses the connection to
the LAN network. All data transfer to and from the LAN takes place via this terminator, i.e. via
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the MAC protocol.
In the following the process as depicted on tbe context diagram wil! be globally described.

7.2.4

manage-routing_table

This process maintains the global routing table (the Address Translation Tabie, A'IT). This table
contains a series of relations between MAG addresses and ISDN addresses: for each LAN station
that is Iocated on a LAN connected with the frame relay network, the MAC address together with
the ISDN address are contained in tbe ATT. The ISDN address identifies the router of the LAN
the station is Iocated on. Prom the central caB coordinating process (named operate..router, cf.
section 7.2.12) requests arrive for either MAC or ISDN addresses, respectively conveying ISDN or
MAC addresses as parameter. Additionally, this process forwards address management messages
that may originate from another router. These messages update the ATT according to their
contents.

7.2.5

process_tcp_segment

This process interprets the TCP segment lP is forwarding. In fact, the FIN bit of such a segment
is used to determine whether the end-to-end connection has ended (as explained in the previous
chapter). The process obtains besides the TCP segment also layer two address information from
lP in order to identify thc caB the TCP segment is related to.

7.2.6

manage_call_routing_table

This process administers the relation between the so-called LAPF entity identifiers (GEls as explained in chapter 3) and the MAG address pair identifying the source and destination LAN
stations. The bridge unit may obtain a MAG address pa.ir or an LAPF entity identifier from the
routing tabie, by issueing an LAPF entity identifier or a MAG address pair to this process respectively. Moreover, the central coordinating process (identified by operate..router) may either
create or delete relations as a result of caB establishment or release.

7.2.7

charaeterize_traffic

This process determines the traftic class and the suitabie bandwidth for the frame relay connection on the basis of statistical information gathered from the statistics database and the DTR
(Delay, Throughput and Reliability) bits provided by lP. Whenever the process identified by
operate..router provides this process with a MAC address pair, characterize_tratfic will wait
for the first arrival of the DTR information together with the corresponding MAG address pair
as provided by lP. It wil! also obtain statistical experience of earlier calls bearing the designated
MAC source address from the process managing the statistics database. It does so by issueing the
source MAC address to the process identified by manage...statistics....database. After combining
the statistical data with the DTR information, characterize_traffic will bath indicate a traffic
class and a proposal for bandwidth utilization to the central process (operat e..rout er).

7.2.8

manage-statistics_database

This process administers statistical records about current and previous connections. Each station
on the Iocal LAN has a statistical record in this process in which the average throughputs of
both directions are stored. First, this process updates statistical records by measuring throughput
during a caU, and upon caB cios ure indicated by operate..router, the existing average is updated
with the measured average by averaging the two averages. During the caU when measuring the
throughput, this process wil! inform the bridge unit about the current call throughput average,
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IIc

Figure 7.3: The context diagram of system management
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thereby enabling bandwidth enforeement by the bridge unit. Seeond, this proeess issues a statistical record whenever characterize_traffic requests for one. As an indication, throughput is
measured by counting the octets of the MAC or LAPF data field in either direction.

7.2.9

manage_queues

This process administers the queues as assigned for the existing eonnections. A queue is initialized
when the bridge unit requests a new queue. Eaeh queue consists of 10 times 1500 odets, thus
making storage of 10 maximally sized MAC frames posible. A queue is cleared when a call is
c10sed and consequently operate-router indicates so. Queues are identified by the MAC address
pair identifying the eaU related to that queue. An arriving data field is placed in the queue it is
addressed to. In case the data field may not fit in the queue, it is simply discarded. A request for
a data field is issued together with an address containing a legal queue identifier, and causes this
process to fetch a data field from the head of the queue and return it to the bridge unit. In ease a
queue is loaded past one third of its eapacity, manage_queue will issue a overload-threat message
to the process called choke..source each time a data field enters or leaves the queue (and while
the laad is still occupied beyond the threshold) in order to wam the end-user he is too eager in
sending data.

7.2.10

choke_source

This process reads to incoming eongestion information as issued by manage_queue in case of queue
overloading or by the LAPF protocol in case of network congestion. For each incoming congestion
warning one ICMP source quench message is issued to lP. In order to direct the source quench message to the appropriate LAN station, choke..source needs the address of the transmitting villon.
It is assumed that within this process arelation between loeal MAC addresses and lP addresses
is maintained, thus enabling the process to obtain the lP address of the designated station. The
MAC address may be obtained from the manage_call-routing_table in case an LAPF congestion
message has arrived together with an LAPF entity identifier. In case a queue overloading message
has arrived (originating form manage_queues) the corresponding MAC address is included.

7.2.11

operate_bridge

The bridge unit has five important tasks. First it should store away arriving traffic from either
the LAN or the ISDN in the proper queue, and forward traffic to the LLC protocol, acquiring in
case of ISDN originating traffic the corresponding MAC address pair first.

Serving the queues
Second, it should serve the LAN queues (queues hearing traffic originating from the LAN) in a
pre-emptive fashion using two level priorities, and it should serve ISDN queues (queues bearing
ISDN originating traffic) in a plain fashion. Within the priority hierarchy, the first level is assigned to each queue by default; each LAN queue obtains this priority upon initialization. The
second priority is assigned to all LAN queues containing traflic related to a eall that is violating
its throughput contract. LAN queues having first priority are serviced twice as much as LAN
queues having second priority. Serving a LAN or ISDN queue is done by retrieving a data field
and forwarding it in the proper direction with the proper address parameters as obtained from
manage_call-rout ing_t able.

Bandwidth enforcement
Third, the bridge unit should maintain for each active caB (identified by the MAC address pair)
the negotiated throughput (or bandwidth) it has received from operate-router upon call establishment. In this way it is able to assign priori ties to LAN queues by eomparing the negotiated
throughput with the current throughput (as received from manage..statistics...database) for eaeh
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eall. In case the current throughput exceeds the contracted amount by 25 percent, the aceording
LAN queue is assigned second priority. In case tbc current throughput exceeds the contracted
amount by 100 percent, the bridge unit wil! request for eaU release by issueing such an request to
operate..router. These values are indieative and should be fine-tuned during reallife operation.

Call initiation
Fourth, the bridge unit should when it receives a MAC frame with an unknown destination besides
storing the frame away, inform the central coordinating process (operate..router) by indicating
the MAC address pair of this frame.

Management traffic
Fifth, the bridge unit should reeognize traflic hearing its own MAC address. The data field of these
frames should be forwarded to operate..router. Reversely, arriving management frames from the
own router should be relayed as weIl. The bridge unit uses the standard relaying function to
establish this.

1.2.12

operate...router

This process coordinates all activities related to call establishment and release. It communicates with the signalling protocol Q.933 and the LAPF entities. The coordination activities that
can be described using a state machine, i.e. the process is state driven. In order to maintain
state information about the several cal1s that may exist concurrently, each eaU has a related eaU
record in which, apart from state information, all information regarding the caB is stored (e.g.,
throughput, delay constraints, total delay, MAC and ISDN addresses, CEIs, etcetera). Moreover,
in the available and fixed collection of caU records, operate..router is able to distinguish seized
call records (call records that are currently used for a call) and call records that are free and
may be seized subsequently by an arriving call. In the following, the several states that exist are
discussed, thereby explaining the operation of the router. In order to falicitate understanding a
somewhat streamlined state diagram of the Router State Machine (RSM) is depicted in figure 7.4.
The streamlining has resulted in the omission of the several call termination transitions that may
occur in most of the states. Because these transitions and their according actions are more or less
identical, they have not been depided and are not discussed in the sequel. The interested reader
may find them incorporated in the specification as put down in appendix D.

State Null (0)
A eaU record having state Null is in fact unseized, i.e. it is not related to a call. When the system
is powered up, all available call records are initialized to have the inactive or null state.
Arrival of call..receive...indication Two events wiJl cause the RSM to change state: the
arrival of call..receive...indication and netunac..a.ddress_pair. The information flow call..receive..indication originates from the Q.933 protocol and is in fact one of the primitives that are
exchanged between system management and Q.933 (in appendix E, all primitives used by Q.933 to
communicate with system management are listed and explained). The call..receive..indication
primitive is issued by Q.933 whenever a remote call has arrived at one of its entities. This primitive
contains a series of parameters to characterize the call (addresses, channels, throughput and delay
characterizations, etcetera) that are stored in the call record. Depending on these parameters
the cal! is provisionally accepted, or right away rejeeted. Acception depends on the following
parameter value assignments:

• layer_two_bearer should be assigned the value CORE;
• tmi:Lin and fmif_out should he assigned 1500; and
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Figure 7.4: Streamlined state diagram of the Router State Machine (RSM)
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• layer_tvo_protocol should be assigned Q922.

In case these requirements have been met, the eaU is provisional!y accepted. In the other
case the cal! is immediately rejected by issueing a call..receive..response primitive with the
appropriate cause parameter. The RSM will subsequently enter state Null (0) again. Upon
eaU acception (provisionally) the router will issue a s2s-assign..request primitive requesting
the seizure of a layer two protocol entity. It will thereby indicate the standard window size (7)
and aretransmission value assigned by twice the value of parameter cUDl_transit-delay that is
contained in the calLreceive...indication primitive. The RSM will subsequently enter state
Incoming eaU present (5).
Arrival of nev..mac-address..pair
The second event (the arrival of nellJllac-address-pair)
originates from within system management. It is generated whenever a MAC frame has arrived
for which no ISDN connection exists yet. The nev-mac_address..pair contains the MAC source
and destination addresses that uniquely identify aconneetion. Arriving at operate..process, the
destination address is stripped from the pair and used to obtain the destination ISDN address from
the Address Translation Table (ATT) that is administered by manage..routing_table. Moreover,
the information flow mac_address-pair is assigned the newly arrived MAC address pair and is
issued to characterize_traffic as a request for call characterization. Having arrived at this
point, the RSM will enter state Awaiting characterization proposal (1).
State Awaiting characterization proposal (1)
Depending on the size of the statistics database, the RSM wiJl remain only for a short while in
this state. At the moment a bandwidth and traflic c1ass proposal have been issued by characterize_traffic appropriate aetions wil! be taken and the RSM wiJl enter stat.e Outgoing eall
present (2).
Arrival of traffic_class and bandllidth-proposal
At the moment the call characterization information embodied by traffic_class and bandvidth-proposal has arrived, a calLsetup..request primitive is prepared, which means, the parameters contained in this primitive
are initialized by the proper values. Merely the most important ones will be discussed:
• request-delay and maximaLallovable...delay are assigned no value in the case of the file
transfer class (the network may decide what values are appropriate), are assigned 1 s and 0.5
s respectively in case of the real time traflic class, and are assigned 2 s and 1 s respeetively in
case of the interactive traflic class. The choosen times are indicative and should be calibrated
in practice.
• cUJlLtransit-delay is assigned the delay data fields averagely experience trespassing the
router. This average is a system value (it is located in the according store as depicted on the
context diagram) and could-in future implementations-be calculated dynamically after
having timed data fields travelling through the rou ter.
• !mif-in and fmiLout are assigned both 1500, since the length of MAC data fields do not
exceed this value.
• throughput-in and throughput...out are assigned the bandllidth-proposal value as indicated by characterize_traffic. A future-and more enhanced-implementation could
include the distinction beteen incoming and outgoing tlows, for which consequently an extended set of trafJic classes should be devised.
• retrans_tïmer is assigned the requested delay multiplied by two, as the resulting value
represents the round trip delay (note that this parameter expresses the retransmission timer
value of the layer two protocol entities).
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• vindov-size is assigned the value 7 as indicated in the discussion in chapter 6 and according
to CCITT.
The call...setup.request primitive containing the parameters initialized as indicated is subsequently issued to the Q.933 protocol, after which the RSM will enter state Outgoing eaU present

(2).
State Outgoing caU present (2)
Residing in this state operate..router is waiting for confirmation of the calJ request. Two possible
events may occur that are respectively denoted as the arrival of a call-setup_confirmation and
a calLsetup-indication primitive.
Arrival of calLsetup_con:firmation The arrival of this primitive causes the router either to
proceed with the eaU, in case the primitive arrives with the cause parameter cleared, or to reject
the eaU in case the primitive arrives with the cause parameter set. Upon an affirmative confirmation, parameters hearing the intended dlci, the calculated end-to-end delay, and tbe assigned
bandwidth (throughput) are provided. They are stored in the caB record and used to construct
the s2s_assign.request primitive that initiates the call within the layer two management entity. The s2s_assign..request primitive is issued, after which the RSM will enter state Outgoing
caU proceeding (3). In case a eaU rejection confirmation has been received, operate.router will
release all previously seized resources and relations, after which the RSM will enter state Null (0).
Arrival of call-setup....indication This primitive is used by Q.933 to indicate a call rejection
as a result of an erroneous situation within the Q.933 protocol. When this primitive is received,
the router will release all previously seized resources and relations, after which the RSM will enter
state Null (0).

State Outgoing eaU proceeding (3)
Residing in tbis state the router is waiting to receive a confirmation from the layer two management
entity indicating the successful seizing of a protocol entity.
Arrival of s2s-assign_confirm The arrival of this primitive causes tbe router either to proceed witb the eaU, in case the primitive arrives witb the cause parameter c1eared, or to reject
the eaU, in case the primitive arrives with a set cause parameter. Upon an affirmative confirmation, the dlci and cei parameters are provided indicating the address of the layer two protocol
entity that has been seized. The cei parameter is stored together with the MAC address pair in
the call routing table that is administered by manage_call.routing_table. Moreover, using the
dLestablish.request primitive, the appropriate layer two link is initiated. The RSM will suhsequently enter the state Awaiting connection establishment (4). In case the s2s-assign_contirm
primitive arrives with a set cause parameter, the router will release all previously seized resources
and relations. It will also issue a calLtermination...request to the Q.933 protocol, after which
the RSM will enter state Null (0). In a future-and more enhanced-implementation, this erroneous situation could he logged somewhere inside system management, in order to provide later
inspection by the router operator.

State Awaiting connection establishment (4)
Having requested the establishment of a layer two link, the protocol resides in this state awaiting
oeither a release indication (i.e. no link is possible) or an establishment confirmation (i.e. the link
has been estahlished successfully).
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Arrival of dLrelease..indication When this primitive arrives the router assumes that apparently no eaU establil'jhment over layer two is possible. It willrelease all previously seized resources
and relations, and it will issue a calLtermination.request primitive to the Q.933 protocol. The
RSM will enter state Null (0). Again, in a future---and more enhanced-implementation, this erroneous situation could be logged somewhere inside system management, in order to provide later
inspection by the router operator.
Arrival of dLestablish_contirm The arrival of this primitive causes the router to assume
successful link establishment, and, finally, successful eaU establishment. lt will inform the bridge
the caB has been established, after which the latter may start serving the queues and transmiting
traftic over the connection. The RSM will enter state Active (8).

State Ineoming eaU present (5)
Residing in this state the router is waiting for the confirmation of its request to seize a layer two
protocol entity.
Arrival of s2s_assign_con:firm The arrival of this primitive causes the router either to accept
the eaU, in case the cause parameter is cleared, or to reject the call in case the cause parameter is
set. Upon call acception the rou ter will construct a call..receive..response primitive. It will fiU
in the following parameters:
• cUDLtransit...delay is calculated by adding the expected delay in the router to the received
cum_trans i t...delay;
• tmif..in and fmit_out are assigned the value 1500, since the MAC protocol is operated;
• throughput.in and throughput-out are assigned the values that have been indicated by
the peer system management entity;
• retrans_timer is assigned the expected round trip delay, i.e. twice the cUDLtransit...delay
as received by the peer system management entity;
• window..size is assigned the standardized value of 7; and
• layer-two_prot is assigned the value Q922, to indicate that the router expects the operation
of LAPF end-to-end.
The call..receive..response is issued and the RSM wiB enter state Incoming caB proceeding
(6).
State Ineoming eaU proceeding (6)

Residing in this state the protocol awaits either a confirmation of its call response or a rejection
of its call response, in which case the call wiJl be released.
ArrivaI of call..r9ceive.J.ndication When this primitive arrives the router will assume its
eaU response has heen rejected (either locally or remotely), and it will consequently release the
previously seized resources (including the seized layer two protocol entity). The RSM will enter
state Null (0).
Arrival of call.Ieceive_con:firm Upon arrival of this primitive the rou ter wil! assume successful eaU negotation. It will seize appropriate resources and initiate the according relation between
the MAC addresses and the layer two protocol entity address. Moreover, system management
timer TS! will he started. TSI will time out the rou ter in case no link establishment indication is
received. The RSM will enter state Awaiting connection indication (7).
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State Awaiting connection indication (7)
Residing in this state the router is waiting till the caU originating entity will establish the layer
two link, resulting in the arrival of a dLestablish-indication. In case no link is established the
router will reeeive a time out generated by TSI.
Arrival of dLestablish..indieation When the link establishment indication primitive has
arrived the router mayassurne successful call establishment for alllayers. It will inform the bridge
by indieating the assigned bandwidth. The rou ter is now able to relay traffic arriving from the
LAN or the ISDN. The RSM will enter state Active (8).
Arrival of time_out_tsl
The time out event is generated whenever the peer system management entity has failed to establish a link on layer two. The rou ter wil! assume eall establishment failure and will release all previously seized resources and relations. lt will issue a
calLtermination.request to the Q.933 protocol. The RSM will enter state Null (0).
State Active (8)
Residing in this state the router performs all the relaying functions for the duration of the call.
CaU release may be initiated at the peer system management entity, in which case either a
calLtermination..indieation or a dl.release-indieation primitive is received at the local
router (the latter prirnitive may be received as weil as a result of data link failures). CaU release
may be initiated by the local router as weil (e.g., after FIN bit deteetion, or throughput contract
violations), in which case internally a release_eaU message is generated.
Arrival of ealLtermination..indication Having received this primitive the router will release
all previously seized resources and relations. Moreover, it will start timer TS3 that will time out
the router in case no release indication wil! be received from layer two. The RSM will enter state
Awaiting connection release (11), in order to wait for the release of the layer two link.
Arrival of release_call The arrival of this message wil! eause the router to release aU previously seized resources and relations. It wiJl also initate layer two link release by issueing the
dl..release..request primitive. The RSM will enter state Outgoing release (9).
Arrival of dl...release..indication As already indicated, the arrival of this primitive may
express a layer two link failure or a call release initiation. In order to distinguish between these
two cases, two timers have been introduced. The first timer (TS3) is related to the so-called reestablishment procedure. This procedure may be started in case the (local) rou ter was the origin
of the eaU. TS3 wil! time out the router in case no call_termination..indication is received
and eonsequently no call release was intended. In case the caU had its origin at the remote router
and the remote rou ter is failing to re-establish the layer two link, a second timer is introduced to
prevent deadlock. The second timer (TS4) will have an intervallonger than that of TS3 and will
time out the router in case no re-establishment has taken place.
State Outgoing release (9)
Residing in this state the router is waiting for the confirmation of its layer two link release request.
Arrival of dl...release_conf irm U pon arri val of this primi tive the rou ter will assume suecessful
calI release. It will release the layer two protocol entity and the RSM wil1 enter state NulI (0).
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State Awaiting caU termination (10)
Residing in this state therouter anticipates to either the subsequent release of the caU, or the
re-establishment of the caU (initiated locally or remotely).
Arrival of time_out_ts3 In case na calLterminationJndication has been received, no reestablishment has been initiated by the peer system management entity, and the caU has its origin
at the local router, re-establishment may be initiated upon the time-out of TS3. The router will
in this case re-seize the previously disposed resources and relations, and it will try to re-establish
the layer two link by issueing a dLestablish.xequest primitive. Timer TS4 is stopped and the
RSM wiJl enter state Awaiting connection establishment (4).
Arrival of dLestablish-indication The arrival ofthis primitive indicates that the layer two
link has been re-established (as initiated by the remote router), and consequently no caU release
was intended. The router will re-seize the previously disposed resources and relations and will
re-enter state Aetive (8).
Arrival of time_out_ts4 The time-out of TS4 indicates that either in layer 3 or layer 2 information streams are blocked. To prevent the router from entering a deadlock situation, the arrival
of this time-out signal will initiate the router to release the layer two protocol entity and to assume
the eaU has ended. The RSM wiU enter state Null (0).
Arrival of calLtermination..indication The arrival of this primitive indicates regular eaU
release is intended. The router wiU release the layer two protocol entity and assume the caU has
ended regularly. The RSM wiIl enter state Null (0).
State Awaiting connection release (11)
Residing in this state the protocol is waiting for the release of the layer two link. In case of link
failures, a time-out mechanism will ensure caU release.
Arrival of d1...release_indication Upon the arrival of this primitive the rou ter wiII assume
proper caU release. The layer two protocol entity is released and timer TS3 is stopped. The RSM
will enter state Null (0).
Arrival of time_out_ts3 The time-out of TS3 indicates that apparently the layer two link is
not functioning properly. The rou ter will anyhow release the layer two protocol entity and assume
the call has ended. The RSM wiU enter state Null (0).

7.3

Conclusion

The upper stated system description was obviously global and indicative: briefiy the main processes
have been described thus making an overal understanding of the rou ter possible. The detailed
specification of system management can he found in appendix D.

Chapter 8

System Architect as a
Specification Support TooI
In this chapter the use of specification support tooI in general is discussed together with the
employment ofSystem Architect in particular. Such tools aid in the creation and refinement
of system models and specification through provision of automated functionality assisting
model and sepcification representation and organization.

8.1

A good workman is known by his tools

When modelling large systems using a structured analysis and design method (e.g., the Ward/Mellor
approach as it has been presented in chapter 4), within whimsical time the design grows too large
to administer manually. Therefore, a most important asset to a structured design method is an
automated tooI that assists the designer while creating system models.
A useful tooI can be (cf. [Paul Allen 91]) characterized by its capabilities to provide automatic
diagramming, automatic diagram administration, comprehensive diagram ming views, and textual
integration. Automatic diagramming provides the designer with a graphical interface and tooiset
that enables him to create, to change and to browse through his graphical system models rapidly.
Automatic diagram administration should provide the designer with balancing and levelling consistency reporting facilities. It should be based on a consistent set of rules regarding the method
that is adopted, and, using these rules, it should report on errors within the system model. The
point of comprehensive diagramming views is made to stress the importance that the access to
a model by any heterogenous group of people (e.g., users, analysists, or managers) should be direet and provide understanding. Several types of diagrams should be directly and independently
accesabie, making several compound views on the system model possible. Textual integration provides the user with automatic adminsitration of the dictionaries (e.g., data dictionary and process
dictionary). Moreover , it should provide rules and consistency checking between the graphical and
the textual model.

8.2

System Architect

According to its designers, System Architect is a CASE tooI (Computer Aided Software Engineering) that supports multiple structured design methodologies among which the Ward/Mellor
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apporach. It uses the industry-standard Microsoft Windows graphical extension of the MS-DOS
opelating system.
System Architect (SA) has been used to model and specify the several subsystems of the router, i.e. system management and the protocols employed. In the context of the design method
as defined in chapter 4 the WardfMellor methodology option of SA is choosen. Although SA's
WardfMellor interpretation leaves plenty room for discussion (no event flows or access flows are
available), SA is broadly speaken an acceptable aid to structured development of systems.
In the following the advantages of SA are listed in the light of the previous given requirements
of a specification support tooI. Additionally, the shortcomings of SA are identified and more
importantly, strategies to cope with these shortcomings are explained.

8.2.1

Appraisal

System Architect does provide a service that may be qualified to be somewhere inbetween excellent
or fair. The qualification one wishes to adhere to SA depends on the expections one has when
reading its first description, and on experience with other specification support tools (including
no experience with such tools at all).
Specificly, SA provides:
• fast creation of graphical and textual integrated system modeIs, using
• a simpIe, consistent user interface based upon MS Windows;
• fast access to system model information (diagrams, dictionaries, etcetera);
• comprehensive reporting capabilities through user created report forms;
• mIes checking on predominantly the data dictionaries.
Although these aspects may tend to an appraisal boasting SA right into higher spheres, some
severe shortcomings are knocking on heaven's door as weIl. System Architect fails to provide a:
• graphical symbol set that is consistent with the WardfMellor approach;
• practicalIevelling scheme for information flows;
• rule checking mechanism that includes graphical semantics, links between diagrams, links
between the graphical model and the process dictionaries, and links between the data dictionaries and the process dictionaries;
• fully equipped data dictionary grammar;
• concurrent reviewing of diagrams and dictionaries.
In the next subsection these identified shortcomings are explained and for some possible coping
strategies are presented.

8.2.2

Utilization

Since quite a number of models have been created using SA, a more practical view on SA in the
context of the WardfMeIIor approach is of interest, particularly for those readers that plan (or
have tried) to scan through or perhaps investigate the specification models that are contained in
the appendices.
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Neglected Ward/Mellor symbols

Two information flows have been neglected within SA. The first, the event flow, although implicitly present through the existence of dashed arrows, is not supported. The dashed arrows that
have been probably intended to model event flows require, according to the SA rule set, a data
dictionary expression definition. Moreover, no type in the data dictionary is available to denote
event flows. By merely indicating a comment 'EVENT FLOW' instead of an expression, this
omission is surpassed.
The second, the access flow, should according to the adopted Ward/Mellor approach not be
named, nor be defined, since its definition and name can be derived from the store it is connected with. However, SA does not support discrete data flows or event flows that may remain
unnamed and undefined when they are connected to an information store. By using regular data
flows and event flows that remain undefined (merely the comment 'ACCESS FLOW' is indicated
at their data dictionary entry), and that are named by entering a space, this omission is surpassed.
Finally, regarding the Entity Relationship Model, SA does not provide c1ass structures, i.e. no
provision of c1assifying relationships have been made. Moreover, associative entities are not supported as weIl. By simply extending the available symbols with extra lines the needed c1assifying
symbol may be created manually. Although this getting around strategy may not be enchanting,
it is effective.
PracticalIevelling scheme for information flows
When levelling Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs), at upper levels compound information flows may
occur. These compound flows contains several singular or, again, compound f1ows. In this way
c1uttering of information f10ws at upper DFD levels is omitted.
The SA approach to flow levelling suggests the use of so-called connectors. These connectors
provide only limited levelling possibilities and require costly representation space on the diagrams
(a more detailed evaluation is given in [Heijden 92]). In the system specification used in the appendices a simulation of information flow levelling is used to obtain effeetive and efficient levelling.
This simulation suggests that compound flows should he defined in the data dietionary using socalled structures that are named according to their child flows (structures in SA provide subtyping
of flows and recursively structures). The child flows appear as flows on a lower level DFD and
as flows again in the data dietionary. Hence, definition is rather abundant, since a child flow is
dcfined once as a structure and once as a strueture. For example, a flow named data_update that
is composed of the child flows data and update_command, is defined as data_update = data +
update_command, where data and update_command are structures that are defined as data = [
TRUE I FAL5E ] and update_command = [ WRITE I DELETE] respeetively. One level lower the
child flows appear on the child DFD and should he defined in the data dictionary. As aresuIt, for
instance the child data flow data can he defined using the previously defined structure data, i.e.
data = data, or using the appropriate expression, i.e. data = [ TRUE I FAL5E J.
Integrated rule checking
Although SA is capable of checking simple rules as naming of information flows, definitions of
processes and flows, no integrated rule checking mechanism is available. Several rules checking
classes have been identified. For each of them an example is given.
Graphical semantics : The connection of an event flow to a data store is not regarded as erroneous.
Links between diagrams : No rules checking
grams and Data Flow Diagrams.

IS

provided between Entity Relationship Dia-
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Links between diagram.s and process dictionary : Checking consistency of information flows
connected to a process and their use within the process definition is not available.
Links between data dictionary and process dietionary : Checking consistency of data flow
definitions and their proper semantical use in the algorithms of the process definitions.
No going around these omissions is possihle within the use of SA. Therefore, when specifying
a system, much manual care has to he taken to ensure the mentioned relations are consistent. It
should he noted, however, that with growing size and complexity of system modeis, such manual
tasks require herculean care and discipline.
Fully equipped data dictionary grammar
Within SA merely constructions containing structures (as previously indicated) and data elements
may be created. Data elements are the singular data types that are defined using an expression
grammar. This grammar, however, only provides definition by enumeration. Numbers higher than
32768 are not supported. Constant identifiers (as employed in programming languages) are not
supported. No possibilities to indicate discrete or continuous ranges are included. Within the
data dictionaries as created for the modelled systems in the appendices, such definitions, when
necessary, were given by entering comments bearing the required defining power instead of entering
SA expressions.
Concurrent access to diagrams
Whereas for fast and efficient adaption of the system model concurrent access to different diagrams
(of possibly different types of diagrams) is helpful, sadly enough SA is able to provide access to
only one diagram at the time. Obviously no ways around this scheme can be provided.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
In this chapter conclusions on the two major issues of the report are presented. The first issue
concerns the design of the router, whereas the second concerns its specification. Conclusions
are presented in a general and a focussed manner. The router specification is evaluated as
the stand-alone problem of structured analysis and design, as in accordance with the form
it has been presented.

9.1

Conclusions on router design

This section wil! start reviewing conclusions that have been put up in a general format, after which
it wiJl conclude a series of observations about the secured channel rou ter with end-user feedback.

Frame relay makes efficient communication over an ISDN possible based
on high throughputs and low delays
Utilization of concurrent calJ multiplexing over the data link layer and low-profile processing efforts
within the network environment combined with intelligent and connection securing functionality at
the edges of communication links enable frame relay to offer efficient information transfer together
with high throughputs and low delays.

It is viabIe to employ these benefits of frame relay to the good of LAN
interconnection by means of a router
Although the protocols used within LANs differ in three major aspects with the frame relay protocols, namely in their eonnection orientation-they are connectionless-, their handling of signalling
information-they handle it inband-, and their lack of shaping the communication links-they
do not provide call characterization-, joining the two types of protocols is feasible without sealing
down too much communication efficiency, throughput and delay provided eunning intereonnection
schemes are implemented. Such schemes should cover congestion control, connection control, call
characterization, resource management and address management, which, when joined together
soundly, deliver excellent results through synergetic cooperation.
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The more is known about the communication environment the more
e.fficient the router may operate
By utilizing particular characteristics of protocols employed within the LAN environment, an
interconnection unit, in casu the router, is able to operate additional funetions that contribute
positively to communication efficiency, throughput and delay.

The protocols operating on the network and transport layers in particular
are determining efficient operation
In particular through the use of properties of the network and transport layer protocols, in casu
TCP lIP, the router is able to take advantage of information present within these protocols concerning traffic c1ass and connection status, and to exploit the capability of the network layer protocol
(lP) to funetion as a traffic regulator.

Although often regarded as arduous, leading on the congestion information offered by frame relay is conceivable
Since the frame relay layer two protocol within the user plane (LAPF) provides detection of
network congestion and is able to deliver the detection information to an upper layer protocol,
principally, the router is capable of leading this information on to the LAN environment in general
and the traffic source or end-user in particular. The subject threathens to get arduous when no
assumption is made as to what protocol is operated on the network and/or transport layer, since
generally on this (or these) layer(s) provisions are available to control the traffic flow on an endto-end basis.

Feasible yet troublesome is the efficient mapping of user connection requirements to the frame relay caU parameters
Due to the connection oriented fashion of operating, frame relay requests its service user to provide
information necessary to characterize the call conneetion in terms of throughput and delay requirements. In this light, the assumption of a certain network layer protocol is absolutely necessary
to lead on user connection requirements to the ISDN, because within the Jower layer protocols of
the LAN no provisions are available to explicitly convey this type of information. In particular,
lP provides parameters that distinguish a number of traffic classes and with which frame relay is
able, although in a minial fashion, to characterize its calls.
Another approach providing the exact relaying of user call requirements, results unfortunately
in a considerable increase in complexity along the communication line thus reducing throughput,
increasing delay and deteriorating communication efficiency. It suggests to use several routing
entities that each are tailored to serve a particular traffic class most appropriately. As a consequence, however, user information is relayed at the network layer instead of the data link layer,
thus increasing communication complexity.

The secured channel router with end-user feedback is expeeted to he an
efficient and effeetive way of connecting LANs
Focussing the conclusions more on the elected and specified router, the following observations are
of interest.
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The combination of a dynamie sliding window protocol with a congestion feedback to
the end-user is expeeted to perform excellently

WeIl documented in literature is the performance of dynamic sliding window protocols that have
proven to be effective in keeping network congestion under contro!. Together with congestion
feedback to the traffic souree, dynamic sliding window protocols are able to control congestion on
an end-to-end basis.
The illegal use of TCP information within the routers makes efi"ective connection
control possible

By illegaly using the TCP FIN bit, the router is able to monitor the connection status constantly
and consequently providing synchronization of the frame relay conneetion with the TCP end-toend connection. The proposed alternative comprising the use of a timer that generates a time-out
after an interval of na traffic, is considered to perform not as weil, yet more research should be
condueted to gain better insight in its performance, especially in case of the variant that calculates
the time-out interval dynamically.
Resource management makes congestion prevention and to a certain extend equally
fair treatment of all users possible

Resource management as understood in this report controls two resources: buffer space (memory)
and bandwidth. By monitoring the traffic a particular user is generating, the router is able to
prevent network congestion by serving over-intensive users less frequently and by releasing the call
in case a user generates extensive traffic relative to the negotiated amount. Apart from network
congestion prevention, the router is in this way able to maintain equally fair treatment of all
users, i.e. weil behaving users are not victim of those that try to eat the whole pie. The subject
of bandwidth assignment has only been treated skimly, although it may have impact on fairness
as weil. More research in this field could probably improve fairness.
The performance of call characterization through the use of the lP DTR bits depends
on the correct use of these bits by all parties

The rou ter assumes the DTR bits as delivered by lP provide a fair indication of the type of traffic
that wil! flow across the eonnection. Since the offical recommendations concerning lP have not
specified the use of these bits, different lP implementations may interpret them differently, in
which case the effectiveness of this caU characterization scheme willioose ground.
Address management should be operated carefully because of considerable traffic
overhead

By using MAC addresses globally the secured channel router is able to provide transparent interconnectivity between remotely located LAN stations. As a consequence, however, a seheme is
necessary to inform all connected routers about the addresses of the connected stations. When
spanning tree algorithms would he used, as in the case with transparent brigding, considerable
overhead trafIic is generated in order to keep routing tables up to date. Therefore, an informing scheme has been devised that uses frame relay bandwidth only when the topology changes.
This scheme relies on relatively static topologies and is expected to generate merely moderate
management traffic.

9.2

Conclusions on structured analysis and design

In the following conclusions are given on structured analysis and design in general and on the
approach as defined in chapter 4 in particular.
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An efficient structured design method requires increased effort during
system analysis and design in order to save effort during implementation,
testing and maintenance
As should be understood weIl, a structured approach does not shorten analysis or design, on the
contrary, the strict modelling and specification techniques require considerable extra effort. The
intention is not save cost in these phases, it is to provide sound specifications in order to facilitate
implementation, reduce testing and increase quality of the system delivered.

An efficient structured design method results in a system model and a
system specification
The outcome of a structured approach is an hierarchical system model, that c1arifies complexity,
enables low cost maitenance, and provides at the bottom level concise and exact specification.
The model consists of an hierarchically structured diagram set indicating information flow, processing and structure within the system. The diagrams, named Data Flow Diagrams on which
information flow and processing are expressed and Entity Relationship Diagrams on which information structure is expressed, are supported by textual specification in the form of information
flow, information processing and information entity specification, that have respectively been put
down in the data dictionary, the process dictionary and, again, the data dictionary.

An efficient struetured design method is based on a sound and strict rule
set and a comprehensive design cycle
By applying a set of strict modelling rules that are guided by a set of heuristics incorporated in
a design cyele covering start, finish, and everything inbetween, a structured approach is abIe to
meet its target.

An efficient structured design method necessarily relies on a supporting
tooiset providing automization of administration and organization
The success of any strucured approach aiming at specifying large systems, depends on support
that is able to automate diagramming, diagam administration, diagam representation, and administration of textual specification. Even then, the undertaking may get tedious unless verification
is-to a certain extend-automated as weIl.

The adopted WardJMellor approach constitutes together with System
Architect a reasonably effeetive environment for analyzing and designing
systems
In this subsection the conclusions wiU be more pinpointed toward to adopted structured approach.
First, an appraisal will be made by comparing the requirements for any structured approach as
put up in chapter 4 with the actual reached targets. Concluding the appraisal, two conspicuous
aspects of the adopted approach will be evaluated.
Clarifies complexity using an outside-in and an hierarchical philosophy
Two basic methods are employed to c1arify complexity. The first is based upon an outside-in
presentation, that starts describing the system generally in terms of objectives and purpose, after
which the environment of a system is defined by identifying all stimuli acting upon it and describing
the information that flows in and out. The second method is based upon hierarchical representation
of the system in a model using, as already indicated, graphical and textual means. Essential is the
division of modelling information within the graphical representation and specifying information
within the textual representation located at the bottom of the hierarchy.
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Enables fiexible applianee and, to some extend, Iow cost maintenance using a streamIined modelling tooiset and reIying on an effective automization support tooI

The adopted struetured approach utilizes a streamlined and simple modelling tooiset that as a
consequence is apt to be employed on a wide range of system types. lts application is guided by
a set of heuristics and a framework defining a basic design cyele. The efficiency of maintenance
of models and specifications depends to some extend on the created strueture of the system,
as maintenance in weil modularized systems tends to be easier than in spaghetti systems, and
relies to a large extend on the support tooI that is used to apply the structured approach. A
support tooi capable of automizing presentation and organization of the models-perhaps even
verification-will yield most efficient maintenance.
Provides areasonabie concise specification using formal definitions in both data and
process dictionaries

The provision of textual specification through the data and process dictionaries lie at the basis of
a thorough specification. The meta-Ianguage as employed in the process dictionary is the tailing
wagon of the system modelling train. It is based on the language C that is extended with a set of
statements tailored to connect the process specifications to the graphical model. Although system
dynamics can be read from these specifications, a more exact and formal specification of dynamics
should be considered in further research.
Requires considerable effort

Undoubtedly any modelling and specification method requiring a strict use of the given ruie set,
results in considerable effort that should be put in the creation of a system model and specification.
In particular, however, the rigorous specification empJoyed by the adopted structured approach,
may seem ta result in tedious requirements typing. Three possible alternatives, however, have
significant disadvantages. Specification using natural language, as the first alternative, does not
provide exact specification, and, moreover, when it is tried to be applied rigorously will result
in the same effort. Specification using pre- and post-conditions, as the second alternative, does
provide a similar rigorous specification, yet, it Jacks presentational quality. The third alternative
comprises specification using graphical diagrams. This alternative is probably the most acceptable
of the three, however, results in a more space consuming presention preventing the designer to gain
overview. Still, in the next chapter this alternative wiJl be considerated for further investigation.
Does not constitute an implementation

The use of the meta-Ianguage together with the interpretation of stores that states they contain
implicit functionality (e.g., by providing data handling conforming to a queue, an array, etcetera),
may give the impression the system model contains already some implementation details. This is
however not the case. The rigorous specification combined with the functional stores have been
included to provide exact specification and not to indicate possible implementation choices. For
instanee, it could he of interest in the behaviour of the system that a particular process may
treat its information as a queue does. This does not necessarily mean a future implementation
should or wiII use exaetly this format (e.g., it may employ an array or linked list to simulate
queue behaviour). Again, and this is essential to understand, the specification methodology as
adopted is aimed at an exact behaviour description, not at making and seemingly hiding early
impJementation decisions.

Chapter 10

Recommendations
In this chapter a number of direct improvements to both the router design and the specification method are presented. Moreover, indications are given where future research may
yield beneficial increase of functionality. Finally, for frame relay and for structured analysis
and design, some--perhaps daring-remarks have heen put down sketching possible future
developments and concluding this report appropriate1y.

10.1

Improving the frame relay router

Starting with a number of enhancements that can be added to the design directly, this section will
skimly peek into the prospects of frame relay, thereby concluding this subject for this report.

Diiferentation of bidireetional traffic
A substantial improvement in bandwidth utilization efficiency and consequently in throughput
may he obtained when the router is differentiating between incoming and outgoing channels that
jointly comprise the communication link between end-users. The condition to this improvement is
the expectation that a number of connections are highly unbalanced, i.e. the intensity difference
between their incoming and outgoing flows is considerable. An example of such unbalanced communicaton is traffic arising from user queries directed to remote databases. The query gives rise
to a small amount of traffic that is followed, in the opposite direction, by large chunks of database
material.

Operator controlled router
In order to control operation of the rou ter in practice, links hetween system management and
a router operator should be provided. In this way not only the performance of the router can
be monitored, also the parameters that rule the router's efficiency can be altered after proper
performance evaluation. Moreover , exceptional situations can only be recovered by manual intervention.

Evaluation through measurements
Important for any proceedings with the underlying rou ter design and specification, is its sound
evaluation by either thorough simulation or practical performance measurements after initial im112
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plementations. Since the first is hardly feasihle with the abundance of combined functionalities,
the second seems most viabie.

Further research into statistical caU closure schemes
Although statistical call closure schemes have been set aside the router design, more research into
their performance may reveal their potential efficiency more concretely. Their performance depends most notably on the modelling of the arriving LAN traffic and their effective utilization of
this information using intelligent algorithms and real-time statistical databases. The edge statistical schemes have over usage of transport layer information is the potentialof more streamlined
and consequently efficiently operating routers.

Further research into bandwidth assignment
Since it may be expected that LAN line speeds and bandwidth wiII exceed those of the frame
relay network access lines, the issue of bandwidth assignment is an important aspect determining
access fairness. As for now, no explicit scheme providing fairness in bandwidth assignment has
been implemented, making in theory seizure of the total access line bandwidth by a small number
of users for a long time possible, consequently preventing collaegues to access the frame relay
network. A scheme dealing with this unintended discriminative behaviour, should be devised.

10.2

Future developments of frame relay

As the market for LANs has been sky-rocketing during the past years and its growth potential
is still considerable, the request for connecting these local networks may be expected to behave
similarly. It has been indicated that although X.25 is dominating public packet switched communications, the gains of frame relay over X.25 are apparent. The conclusion obviously sketches a
situation in which X.25 is past its dancing days, and in which alternatives, among which frame
relay is one, will start to dominate.
Further along the time scale the Asynchronous Transfer Mode is expected to play a major
role in future communications in which versatility of basic services and demanding bandwidth
and delay requirements wilI be combined into a multi-environment (multi-systems, multi-services,
multi-networks, all cross connected). The similarity that exists between the frame rday concept
and ATM concept seems bound to be exploited by designing efficient integration scenarios of frame
relay with ATM.
A possible result of the continuously increasing bandwidths in communications high LAN line
speeds (even over copper) and high speed access to global very high speed communication are
combined to provide global LAN interconnectivity without efficiency loss, thus making the term
Global Local Area Network (GLAN) valid indeed.

10.3

Improving the adopted Ward/Mellor approach

The adopted Ward/Mellor approach is apart from the input of the original, mainly constructed
on experience gained specifying the protocols within the rou ter and the router itself. Although
obviously it may not be the best approach, it is a sound approach meeting it objectives reasonably
weIl. Still, enhancements and in fact continuous development thriving on future input as produced
by experience, are favourable. In the following a few possible directions will be sketched.
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Applianee of secondary modelling tools
Although a system model may meet to a large extend its goal of complexity darification, the
novice system reviewer may encounter deep gorges when he or she tries to step through the
model. In order to bring even more information into the model, a designer may employ a number
of secondary tools, to which, however, no specifying power should be assigned. Number one, extra
textual information may he put on the Data Flow Diagrams explaining briefly system behaviour
as expressed on the particular diagram. Number two, State Transition Diagrams may be used to
explain state driven behaviour on a Data Flow Diagram. Number three, a diagram may he devised
that reveals the overal hierarchical structure for the particular system at hand, thus enabling even
better overview and facilitating travels through the system.

Further research on bottom level specification methodology
Since the intricacies of a system have been moved to the bottom level of the model where the system is specified, the quality of the system specification relies strongly on the specification method
that is used within it. As has been pointed out before, the main reason behind the choice for the
rigorous specifying meta-Ianguage is the aim to create a completely exact system behaviour description, that constitutes a necessary condition for automatic verification or simulation. However,
in the former chapter the question has been raised whether specification using graphical diagrams
(e.g., specification through extending the graphical tooiset of the structured approach into deeper
detail levels) may provide an alternative.
When investigating the basic requirements of a lowest level process specification, the following
targets can be indentified. First, the specification should be exact. Second, the specification should
be short, i.e. it should consume a small amount of representation space, and third, it should he
dear and transparent. Based on experience designing tbc router and on reports from literature,
aprocess specification using an arbitrary method is considered to contain tbe upper mentioned
qualities when its specification of an arbitrary process can he put down on a single A4 sheet.
In the context of the above discussion, more experience on designing different system types
should be gained in order to make a decision between, first, spccification using thc meta-Ianguage
that is able to comprise densely packed information (and thus keeping the diagram tree structure
smalI) , or second, specification using another, for instanee graphical method, that is abIe to express
large amounts of information on a single sheet (and consequently leading to large diagram tree
structures).

Creation of a fixed approach used by a fairly sized group of people
When acquiring experience with a structured approach, gradually tbe project group concerned
should endeavour to utilize an harmonized approach in order to enable multiple access to specifications and to make experience evaluation more valuable. Therefore, experience on a versatile set
of system specifications should be combined into a fixed weil defined approach to be adopted in
future specifications.

10.4

Toward automatic system verification and simulation

No specification of large systems is possible without a tooI providing at least the functionality
of automatic representation and organization, as for example System Architect does. However,
creating a system without going through the pain of endless testing, requires an even more facilitating support tooI tbat offers comprehensive verification facilities. In th is context verification is
defined to comprise model verification (i.e., valid appliance of the modelling tools) and functional
verification. Thc distinction should be made between simulation and functional verification. The
first is real-time, the latter not necessarily 50.
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CASE
Hitherto the term CASE (Computer Aided SystemsjSoftware Engineering) has been omitted from
the discussion, as many fallacies about the term circle around. In the context of this report, a
tooI that provides the earlier mentioned functions, i.e. automatic representation, organization and
verification, may qualify to be named a CASE tooI.
Urgent demand
As indicated already, structured analysis and design may improve quality of systems considerable
and reduee cost on the long term (less testing, less maintenance and more efficient maintenance).
It should not come as surprise that in the light of many project failures, CASE tools are seen as a
bright light on the horizon of the dark ages in systems development (experts have °estimated the
average large automization project costs twice as much as budgeted, is delivered one year late,
and maintenance swallows two thirds of a companies resources, while 25 percent of all projeets is
not delivered at all-cf. [Hewett 87]). In [Hewett 87] the market for CASE tools in the US has
been estimated to be $ 1 billion by 1991. The increasing effort to create tools that indeed provide
CASE functionality should therefore not be surprising.
The first hurdle on the way to automatic verification
Although beyond the objeetive of automatic verification, even more high-flying targets have been
identified (e.g., automatic system generation), the next hurdle lies in the creation of behavioural
models for which verifieation may indeed be automized. The reader should at this point note
that none of the following focusses on actual implementation, since first, functional testing (e.g.,
through automatic verification) should be performed in the early phases of systems development,
and second, each teehnology and paradigm couple that wil! be used to implement systems requires a tailored translation methodology and rule set, transforming the behaviour model into an
implementation model (for instance, a future software implementation, a hardware implementation using standard units or a hardware implementation using full customized units, all require
different implementation modelling approaches).
Two basic requirements for automatic verification
To reach the objective of automatic verification two basic requirements should be met. The first
basic requirement of sueh a behavioural model is exactness of specification in functionality and
dynamics, based upon a weIl defined approach that has proven its quality in practice. The second
basic requirement for automized verification is the independenee of underlying technology or arehitecture.
To meet the first basic requirement the structured approach as adopted may prove to be close
to provide full exactness: functional exaetness it al ready provides, however, dynamical exactness
is not rigorous. The main reason lies in the fact that ineoming information fIows are not always
explieitly identified in the process speeification (only incoming flows incorporated in UPON ARRIYAL statements are explicitly identified), since they may arrive on-the-fly while the process is
active. A more rigorous approach identifying all incoming flows suggests to include before the
arrival of sueh a flow a statement that orders the process to wait for the designated flow(s) (e.g.,
a statement as WAlT FOR <flowexpression> could provide this function). In this way the dynamics of the proeess is completely specified as weIl.
To meet the second basic requirement a model as depicted in figure 10.1 eould be the starting
point. In this figure a nucluous has been depicted representing the system behaviour model and
speeifieation that may be automatically verified by translating the graphical model and its supporting specifieations in a basic program-or algorithm-implemented in software. Input to and
output from th is basic program have been defined in the environmental model (that is considered
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Figure 10.1: Model ror a CASE environment
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a part of the behaviour model). Around the nucleous several facilities are deployed to provide
technology independent verification. Four facility types have been identified, namely user interface, database, operating system and architeetural facilities. Although more or less standardized
they differ from environment to environment and therefore System Independent Interfaces (SDIs)
are used to connect these facilities with the fully standardized behavioural model tooIset. User interface facilities provide a gateway through which the behaviour of the system may be monitored.
Database facilities provide means to administer data structures that may have been defined in the
behaviour model. Operating system facilities provide basic services needed to execute the behaviour model. Architectural facilities provide among others general and dedicated 1/0 functions. For
instance, definitions of an array in the behavioural model can be mapped onto database facilities
by creating the appropriate SDI. Also, viewing information flows within the model is based on
user interface facilities that are connected to the appropriate flows of the behaviour model.
Obviously, to enable the operation of such a model, much research has to be condueted in order
to create a fully equipped and standardized behavioural model tooIset that provides exactness and
makes its automatic treatment possible. Therefore, this reports concludes remarking that the gains
upon success should be able to fuel lengthy research. The rest is silence.
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